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FOREWORD .

The increasing contribution of mathematics to the culture Of
the modern world, as well'as its importance as a vital part of'
scientific and humanistic education,Alas made it essential that -
the mathematici int our schOols=be,both well selected and Well,
taught.,

this in mind, the varioammthematical owanizations in
the United States cooperated in the formation of.the Schqol

-

Mathematics 'Study, Group (SMSG). SMSG includes.college and uni-
versity mathematicians,vtpachers of mathematics at all.levels,
experts'in education-, and representatives of science And tech-
nology., The,general objective'of SMSG is'the improvement of the'
teaching ofolathemat/cs in the sphools of this country. The
National Science Foundation has provided sUbstantial funds
the support of this endeavor.

One of the prerequAsites for the imarovement of the teaching
of mathematics in our schools is an improved curriculum--one
which takes account of the increasing use of mathematics in .

science and,technology and in,other areas'of knowledge and at'the,
Asa= time one which reflects recent advances in mathematics it-
self. Ono of the Orst projects undertaken by SMSG was to enlibt
4 group of outstanding mathematicians and Mathematics teachers to
prepare a series,of.textbooks whAch would illustratesuch an im-
proved, curriculum.

-The professional mathematicians ineEMSG believe that the
mathamitics presented in this text is valuable for all All-
educated citizens in our society to know arA that it is important

.

for th4qprecollege studgnt to .learn in'preparation for advanced
mork in the field. At the same time, teachers in SW believe
that it is Oesented in such a form that it can be teadily traspedtt
by students.

-
In most instances the material will have a familiar note,

but the presentation ahd the point or view will be different.
. Some material Will-be entirely new to the traditional curriculum.
This is as it should be, for mathematics is a living and an ever-
'growing subject, and not a dead and frozen product of antiquity.'
This healthy fusion of the old and the new should lead students
to a better understanding of the basic concepts and structure'of
mathematics and provide,a firmer foundation for understanding an&
:use of mathematics in,a Scientific,society.

t

It is -not intended. that -this took Ile regaraed as the- only'
definitive way of presenting Aood mathematics to students at this'
level.. Ingtead, it should be thought of as a sAmpte of the kind
of improvea curriculuM that we need and as a so4rce.of suggestions
for the authors of commercial textbooks. It is sincgtely hoped,'
that phesetexts will lead the way toward inspiring A. more mean-
ingful teaching of Mathematics, the Queen and Servant of the

'Sciences.

. 4
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s.PREFACE

Az tne of its contilbUtions it the improvement of mathematics in

the schOols of this country, the School Mathematics Study Group

has prepared a series of saittple text material's for gitades 4

through 6. These-are designed to illustrate a kind of mathe-
f .

maticsicurric4um that We.believe appropriate for elementsity
se'

Aschools.

1

This-volume is a portion 'of these mAteri4lh which were prepared

, by, a group of 30 indtvidualS, divided almost equally.between

distylguished college and university mathemaltcians and master

elementary.teachers and ccnsultants. A strong effort has beeri
`r

made on the part of all to make the content'of this t1;xt

material mathematically 6Und, appropriate and teachable. Pre-
r I

lindnary versionsyre4used i4 numerous classIvooms-both to

strengthen and twmodify these judgments.

The,content is designed to give the pupil a much broader concept,

than has been traditionally given at this level, ot. what mathe-

matics really is. Tilere is leas emphasis on rotrlearning and

more emphasis on the construction of models and symbolic repre-

sentation of ideas and relationships from which pupils can draw

importrnt mathematical generalizations.

The-basiccontent-is aimed at the\development of some-of the

fundamental concepts of mathematics. These include ideas about:



-1°

number; numeronr the operations of arithMetic; and intuitive

6ometry. The simplest treatment of thefle ideas is introduced

early., They are l'requently re-examined at each succeeding level

and:opportunities are,prOvided throughout the texts to explore

them more fully and ipply.themi,effectively in Solving problems.

These bAic mathematiCal'understandings aneskills are edn-

tinually.developea and extended thrgughotit the entire mathematics

. curriculum, from gradeLK through 12 and,beyond.

. -

lie firmly believe mathematics can and should be studied with
I

success and enjoyment.- It is our hope that tdese Vwcts may
V

greatly assist all pubils and teachbrs who use them to achieve

this goal, and that they may experiende ebmothing of the joy of

discovery and accomplishment thgt can be realized throu4p the

4study of mathematics.

el

o

'
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. TM, WANING. OF EXPONENT'

..

.Chapter

EXPONENTS

.1

3

-

.Suppose you were aiked to rea'0,8. very large

number such as one that told you the.distance t1;,

a. 'star ar one that zave the weight of,the earth

in-pounds.'4rhese numbers and many others liki

them are so very-lerge that you.would have

difficulty reading them. For example, the ea kits

weight is about 13,000,000,000;00 (5,000,060,000,00e

pounds. .4
This is,a verx.large number. Can you read it?

Can you thing,. of some way in which you.might tell

a Priend,what'the weight.of the earth is

pquods?
./

In this chapter you-will learn new wAys of

readipg and writing these,large numbers: Tttese,

ne ideas wiia be used often in mathematics and

science courses which you will study later.

1
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Product Expression§ and.Repeated Factors '

s_

The sentence -7 )f 9 63, shows that 63 is the product
of 7 and 9; It also shows4that, 7 and 9 are
'of 63. Because it names a number,as a Product, an
expression. like 7 x 9 is called a rp...I.st.-e...2sprtsian.

Give oth6r product expressions for 63 if there ave, any.'

A

2. Write the decimal, numeral tor each of the' following
./

product expressions.

3.

(a) 3 x 15
(b) 3 sx 16

(a) 4 x 20

(d) 4 x 12

*(er 2 x4.24

(f) 3 x. 18

(g) 3 x x. 4

(h) 2 x 3 x 3.
(i) 3 2 '>5 x 2

.f(j) 2 )5 2 x.3 x 5
/ DO 5 x 5 x

(1) x 7 x 7

How many times is the fact.ar. . 2 )..,sed in- the product

expression in (j) ,sibove? In (1)?

4?. What_ factor is used more than once in eiample

,What number is _shown as a _repeated fac r in _eitampla

I. ,
2

'41

ib 4

V



6. Write- one' or more produbt expmasidons for 'each of t)ie
* . 117

following, Show, ai,least one 'repeated factOr in each.
.

product expressidn.: The number of blanks will.help-

-you with someof them.

61) 27 -
(b) .25 sa.

TO 3! 7

38 x

(d) 32 = ***0
32 x

a

1-(e) 20 .42 x

(f) 50 = ox,

(g)' 28 =. x

(T) 90 -

,'(4) 75 =' x

(j) 100

.x

X

*
or

100 = x

(k) '72'

(1)i 144'

- (m) 1000 I.

125.-

X

or

or

*INERMO

a

,

3

,



a

lising Exponents to Write Numerals

. vla
#There.is a short way to write product expressions-lpich

.
.

shoik mpeated factors. This short "play uses.a numetaligLtell

the number of timds a factor is rep4ed. Here.are Some examples.

(a) 5 x 5 x 5 id shortened to 53:

(b) b x 6 is shortened to 62.

(c) 2x2x2x2k2 s shortened to

What we have is a nelek way to name. numbers. The new symbols

Aike 53 2 5b and 2 arejnade up of two numerals. The upper

numeral is called the exponent and the lower one is called the.

base.

(a) 53'is read "five to the third power".
1

(b) 62 is read "six to the second power"

(c) iF read "two to the'fifth i)ower".

The new names are called exonent form

(4) 5 the exponent form-of the eipressigpn

5 x 5 x 5.

125 . 5 x 5 x 5 . 53

(declml) (product (Axponent form
expression)

2
is the exponent form of the expression b x b.

36 6 x 6

(decimal) (product
expression

1.4

b2

(exponent form)



4.0

.;
(C) 2 is the exponent form ot 'the expression

1 2 x 2 x 2 x.2'x v2..

32.2x2x2x2'x22 5
(decimal) (product (exponentjo

, expression)
A number which can be expressed in.exponent form is called a

plael.ef the number namedl:py the base. The numVer 125 iS called

41.

A

A

a
athe third power of 5. The number 36 is called the second power

,of 6,-..etttal the number 64, is called, the sixth pztmr. of 2. .The
third power of kis also 64, , This is why a symbol .like 53 is

aread

"five to'the third poWer".\
NoVice that more than pne base can be used'

so e numbers as pOwers.

in exprasaing

64 is the third ,power of four'and al#so the
sixth' power ,of .

1, Express each of thg followin:g in words'. For 73, say

"seven tb the third power..."
J.

2

1-

.

S.

63)

rh)
t
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2. Sometinies numbers may :be writtek 1.,n several exponent forms:

Th whai different expone,nt forms is 16 ,written in ExanIpli

(a ) in the 'box lielow?

3. what different exponent forms is 100 written in
r--

Eiample (0'11

4.' Tell .the exponent forms to be used in the blanks in the bo.x.

a

S.

(a)
a .

(1;)

24XLfLf=
4= 2 x 2 x 2 -x 2 =

6 = 6 x
=.2 2(x 3 x 3 =.22 x

(c) 28 = 7 x 2 x 2 = 7 x

i(d) 83. = 9x 9=92

= 3x 3x 3x 3=

(e) 100 =, 10 x 10' = 10

=2x25x5=2 x
= 12 x 12 =; 122144

5

= 2x 2x 2x 2X 3-x-,3=
moismormakftraw

X

6

A



Complete the following s-eutente*:
,

4 (a) The, tiuMe'rdI 0 has exponbt and 'base

3 S.
ai(b) Tkie numeral 6 is 'tile expdtent form ot the product :

expression

(c) The numral O. is read'
I .

(d) :+he number 216 is the 4 power of 6.
(e) In the expression 3 x 10 a

. has been written in exponent form.

(r) If n is a 'counting /lumber then the number. /In is

as a factor.

(g) The numeral ilaa exponent 3 and base

(h) The number 81 pan be 'written in exponent form

(1)

with base 3 and- exponent

The third poweit of four has decimal cameral

*.



/ Exercise tSet 1

1. Copy and write the product

çoildWing exponent forms:

Example: 73..= **7 x 7 x 7.

(c) 63

(a).

Write the -exponotetit f
a

expressisons:

&imp le:. 21 x 1x 21.=
8 x x

())) n n

34*

(b) 52

rpression for

+or-4

,(d) '423
(f) 4252

ach of the

(g)

for4eich of the following p roduct
V.

(e) 2 2 x 2 x 2 x 2,x
(f) 30 x 30 x.30,

(o) 3 X 3 x 3 x X.3 x 3 (g) 10 x 10 x1.0 x 10

(a) x 17 (h) 12 lx.12 x t12'.x,12 x lg

Elprese, each number below as the product of a repeated factor.
Then express lt in° exponent form.' (Hint! If you have

trouble finding a' repe.ated factor, express the number a

product 6f prime.4)-,

Examplt:. 3.2= 5 x 5 x 5 =
(Et) 81

+.

(f)
.(tg), 625

t'(h) 216

5.
3

-1)

a

.(i) '5' to the third' power.

8 to .the second power

(k) 10 to*the fourth poWer

(1) *2 to the fifth power

ON.
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Write .each of the fdllowing product expreksions in
A

exponent form is a power of four.
. .

.

Eiample: .4 x 4 x' 4 . 43: . .

,

fa) 4 x 4

(b) 4 ? 4 x 4 4

(c) 4 x 4 x 4 ,4 x 4 x 4 x' 4

-(d) 16 x 64

(e) 4 x 42 3'

(f) 43 x23. 2

5. Write the decimal numeral for each of the .following: )

Example: o x 6 x b = 36 x 6 . 216

-43 (e) .(g)

--(b) 17 (d)
2 (f) 26j (h) 42 x-82

*

,



4/00tIERS OF TEN

a*

T'a.bae 1

.

Number
Decimal Ntmeral

,.........---

, B 4

Product Expresion with
Repeated' Factors ..

C ' -

'Exponent ,

.ftmn

. 3),

Power's.
of-.Ten

(a ) 10 None 101 First

(b) 100 10 x 10 .10

(c) 1,000 '0 x 10 x 10
.

Third

(a) 10,000 . . 10

%(s) 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 Fifth

tf) 1,000 000'
,

0

(g) , 10 x10 x 10x 10x 10x 10 x10 .

(h) 100 000 000 Eighth

1. Read the numerals in Column' A above and smpply those that

are ,mi4sing.

4
2. In Column A, each humber ihow many times as large as the

one named above it?

3._ Teal what is missing..in Columns k, B, and4D.

4. Compare the number of 'zero's in each numeral in Column A with,

-the exponent of 10 'in ColAmn C'in the same row. 4hal is' '

true in.eacn comparison?

Do 'you see'that 1 followed' by six zeros can be eoressed

as 10 to the sixth power? iS written. 106.

'To write ,the decimal numeral for 107, we write! I followed

by how many zeros?,

Express each of the following as a power of ten.

) 1002000 \. 100,000,000

10

(cY,. 1,000,000*,000



S.

Table II

A

Decimal
Numeral

. 400

B

Product ,EXtreasions

4 x.100 ; 4 x (10,x 10)
.

4 C

Exponent Form of B .

x1.10

6s000 6 x 1,000'u 6 x lo x '10 x 1o)
. 6 x 1031

509
. .5 x lo

90,000 9 x 10,000 =

7 x 1 00 ta 7 x (10 x 10 x 10 ) .

300,000 3 x 100;000 = .

80 8 x lo 8 x lo

2 x .10
.

.

.

.

31 x 101

27,000 27 ),1 1,000.= i 27 x 103

15,000,000,
1

15 x 12 co 02 olDO

.,m,Irn the 'table above,. what product expressions' ire given for
00?

How is 400 expressed in exponent form?

2. How is 6,000 ,epressed in exponent ;orm?

3. Supply the n4merals'which are missing in the above table.

4. On Page 1, the weight of the earth fas giVen as about

13,000,000,000,000,000,0000000,000 'pounds., Express the
weight ip the form used in Column C in the table.

Diid you ever hear the name "googol" used for a numbei,?

Gdogol Is the name giver to a number written'as "1"

followed by one hundred zeros. Express this number ast.
power of ten.

vo

Co



Exercise Set 2

* 6 \1/4.,

1. Write each of the- folloling in exponent form as
4

a power of ten.

Example': 1,000 = a

(A) 10,009 (d) 10

(h) 100 (e) 10, 0000000, 000

(c) 190?000 (f) .11 000,0094

2. Write each of the

Example:' 10 x 10

:410.

1

(a) 10 x 10'x 19

(b) 10 x 10 x 10

(0) 10 x, 10 x 10

(d)

(e)

:

folaowing as a power- ok 10.

= 10

.x 10

)Z.10 X 10. x 10

100*x 100 x 100

10 x 1,000

li) 1,000*x 10000 x 10000

Find the decimal numeral for eachvof the_following.

Example: 6 x 103 =-6,000..

4
la) 7 x 10 (c) 9 .x 3.06

(b) 103 x (a) 105 x..8-

(e) (3 x 2)

(f) (2 x 5)

x 102

104

Write each of ,the following in 'the kind of exponent form

shoWn in exercise .3.

Example: 5,000 = 5sx .103

'(a) 60,000 (d) 8,0004.000

.(b) 200 (e) 90

(c) 700,000- (r) 300,000,000

12

"4.



'OM

-71. Which of the following is'.the largest' Dumber? Whiph
*To r

1 8 thit. smallest nuMier? Explain' liCurt answer.,
*

'la) (3 x ,(1;) 43

,(a) 43 (e) 34

2. ia anumber hOw much larger than 6
f ,

(e) 3

3. The number 28 is how many times as large as the

12,,,

nuMber 82?

SuPpose you are

worktingidays to

the first day.
dail/iwage will

t

offered a job which wouldCtake you. 5.
complete. The employer offers you 7it
Each day after, for .four days, your'
be muliiplied by 7.,

a

.(a) Make a table like .):.he one ,below to sh6w the amount you
'would earn each daY, Show also your daily earnings
-writtenAgas a 'Power of 7.

I.

Dv on job

IMMINIrai
Seconj.111.1111111111111111111111.

0311111111.111111111111.1.1.1
Fe 431.111111111111.111111

IMESIMIIMMOMMINIMIIMMIMIN

Earnings
each day

Earnings written as' , a power of 7
.*

,t(b WhAt

'Find the

(a) 152

(1D) 3 x

will be your total 'earnings for, the week?

decimal numertl for each of the following:
(a) 2 x 10

(d) 23 x 5

13

41.



Make the necessary dbmplitations, Then mkrk each of the

fo11oyir mathem4tica1 pentenceq.true or f9ae.

:(a) 102'7? 2 x 10

(b) .302 < 3 x 162'

(c)i 152 > 10 + 52

(d) 34 - 24 = 50 +

(e) 112 / 1.32 - 22
62 22 122

(g) 102 - 92, = 100 - 90

(h) 53-1:
2(i) 150 12 <,10

(j) 93 - 700 = 29
k ) 8 3 80 = 3

lb>

sa,.

sz

S.
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.EX PA NDED NOTATIDN

11 , .... .. . .
The system we use for naming numbers As the decimal 'system.

,In our System we group by tens. The wbrd deCimal pomes from. ., - f . . -
the Latin word "deeem" Which means "ten." :

Just as our, written language uses an alphabet of 26 symbols,
the decimal system uses ari "alphabet" of twi symbqlst , 0, 1,
2 3, 4,_', 5, 63 7, 8, 9. Thes-e are used as numerals-fort
higits. Digits are whole numbers lesS than' ten.

.

In our wr;itten language the'alphabet sYmbolS are uAed to
form words which ai.e used as names. In the decimal system the
ten symbols for digits are used to form "words" Whidh name larger
.whole nuMber.s. These "words' are numerals made up of two, -three,..

.
.

four, or more digit numerals.
_ \. , ; To understand the 'decimal numeral 'system we learn how to.4. ,

l'ind the meaning of 'words" like 23, 8.6, .04, Let us revievi*
the way ...we think of declials for whole numbers. .

A

.'1. In the numeral' 5555, each numeral 'r presents a different
value. The place. in which a 5 is wr ten tells whether it
'rpreSents 5 ones 5. tens , 5 hundreds. or 5 thousands4

1The meaning of each numeral is shown'by the -aiagrani in )36x A,
Read the ,naines -of the places shown in box A.

A ,

5 5 5
L5 oneS or (5 x 1)

. 5 tens ou'(5 X ,10) 'or (5 x 101)
5 hundreds or (5 x 10 x, 10) ' or 15 x 162)
; thousands 9r (5 x ,10 x 10 x 104 or (5 x 103).

2. As we go, from right to left in the numeral 5555, the value
represented by_each is how Many .:times: thq yalue of the
5 before ite,:,? As we go from left to right the value
represented by: each 5 is one-tenth the vallA a the 5
be-fore it.

15'
s

0
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3. %The diagram in box A shows that place values are powers of
, , .

en.'., In the dediMal tsteftl- 1, 4 graup not julq by,,tells,
-14 .

i 4 . .

: .

.° -but by powers of ten: '"What `epawers'V. ten- 'ire shown An box A ?
. ,

.*

4.

Box B shows the numeral 5555 written in- expanded

:form or in ,expanded notatif.m. The last line shows .the 'expon.ent
. .

form of this expanded- n'otation..
,

0

The numeral 2,648,31'5 is

read "two million, six hindred

Torty eight4thousand, three

hundred fifteen."

iach group ok three-place

numirrals.is separated by a, comma

to /lake reading easier. We do
,

not uee the word "and" between.

each group bedause 4,)aild" is

resermed tor use in reading. the

decimal. point in numeral's such as 123.85.

300

8,000

400000

600,000

2,00,00p

Study thediagram in box C and tell the value represented -

by each digit in 21§48,315.

16
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Now stlady the diagram in box D and 'tell the Value
represented by *each digit numeral . in .2,648,34. Give the
'value 'in repeated factor fotm and in exponen-t ''fortn.

. 2 6 4' 8 3 1

5 ones
1 ten or (1)(10)

a hundreds 1;2 (3x10x10)
8 thousands ctr (8x10x10x10)

4 ten thOusands or (4x1N10x10x1Q)

or (5 x 1)
or
or

or

or
6 hundred thousand4 or (6x)0x10x.,1040x10) pr

(1(9( 101)

(,3 x 102).

(8 x 103)

(4 x 104)

(6 x 105)
2 millions or C2x10x10x10x10x16x10) ' or (2 'X .106)

.

(2x3.06)±.(6-X105)-t (4x104)448x103)+ (ad?) 04.01)4- (5x1).

jibati each of the fo,11owir numerals:
(a). 317 .0- (c) 4.306 (e) 1(410
(b) '98 (d) 64,840 (t) 545,845

Write a decimal numeral for each of tbese:
Nt:*(a) nixie hundred three:

(b) thirty thousand three hundred thirty
(c) eight thoUsand eigkit
(4) four hUndred ,forty five thousand four.huridred forty five

(i) 606,606

(h) 32,976,418

et'

Alt
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Express eidi 'of the following numeralsin expanded, notation.

Give both the repeated. factor form and 'also the exponent fowm.

(a) 183 .

(b) 3,075

dl ,0 40

Summary;

(ci) .p0O,46

(e) 73,80

5,247,600

1. Grouping n. the decimal sysiem is by tens and `powers
,, 4 4

of ten.

The deCimal gystem has ten special symbols for..the ten

digits of ,the system.

in the decimal system the place, values are powers Aof

ten arranged in increasing order from right to left.

.The place ,names from right to left -are units (ones),

tens, hundreds, thousan&i,' ten thousands, hundred

thousands, millions, and so on.

-

.4_



EArcise Set 4*

The numeral, 234, has been

written in expanded notatiot in.

three ways in the box at the

.234 '(2x100) -1-*(3x10)T+ (4x1)

(2x10x10) + (3x19)-4.(11x1)

= (2x3:02)+ (1101)4. t4x1)

For each of the following numerals, write the expanded

notation iri the three way's shown in the example aboie.
(Q.) 675 (a) 26,405
(b) 8042 (e) 131,600
(a) 5;168 (f)(.. 21987;654

Write 'the decimal numeral which is expressed in expanded

notation below.

,ixamplest.: (6 x liaP) (4 x 102) (2 x 101) is (1 )e 1) .6421

(7 x '10 x 10) + (0 x 3.0) + (8 x 708

(a) (3 x 102) 4- (S x3.p) 4- (5 x

x io2) 4+ (7 X 10) + (3 x 1)

(c) (3 x 103) 4-' ;>.$ 102):+ (6 x 10) x

(0 (i x 101!) (3 x.203) (5 x. 102) 1- (4 x Io) 0 x 1

-.)

(e) (9x 10 x10 + (3 x 10 x-.10) (5x 10)- +12 x .1)
(f) (6 x10 x3.0x 10x 10) +,(0 x103) 414 x .1.0x '10+ (px 10) + (8x 1)

'(pg): (7 x lei 4- x 103) +2(0 x 102) + (3 X:1.01) + ,X

Find the names for as many groups beyond.the million
,

graup-as you-f0an:
,`;



4 Exercise Set 5

1. Name the largest and the smallest numbers which have exactly-,

four decimal numerals; not using any zero.,

. Use the numerals 4, 5, 6, and 8 io name eiOt

diAerent numbers with,fivi-place numerals Write'the

numerals in i column it order of_the size of the numbers

,from smallest to largest.

Show'that 25 and 52 do not name the same number.

Do 2
4

and
fr.

name ttle same number?

) Make the necessary erputations, then mark eachlof the

fóllowing mathematical-sentences true or.'false./

(a),

(b).

(c)

43 = 82,

k x 10 = 400

104x, 12 < 122

103 > 5 x *100

(e)

-(f)

Ts.(g)

if,.--th)

7 x2x2x2>7x 22

2 x 62 ;-= 3?.x 24

62
jpi, 26

92 34

Cops the following and Flake each one into a

true mathematical sentefice. Do this .by Writtng

one of the symbols in theibox in.each_blank.

luta

AmosamaroirammorrimirkuNia.

(a)

(b)

(C )0'

3 x 10
4

6 X 5 x' 103 (a)

(e)

- (f)

(6 x 102) t 52

7 x 102 23 x 100

.......

102 x 72 3 x 12

kxk 2-' 3 x*502 92 x---1--x 32-

20

*



FINDING PRODUCTS USING EXPONENT FORMS.

Can you think of a way to find an exPonent form for these,

)**

p OUct expressions?

. (a) 102 x 102 = ?

(b) 23,x 22 .
(')- 1c) x lo

.(0) 73 x 71 . 9

We coul,d solvethe pftblenis above by changing the exponent

,forms decidal numerals, then-multiplying in the usual, way and''

4then changing back to exponent form.

23 x 22 = 8 x 4

Then since

1.

32 = 8-x 4

= .(2 X* 2 x 2) x (2 2)
= 25

23 x 22 = 25

It will. b Much quicker: if we can learn to name the product in

:exponent form without* changing to decimal numerals and'back.

Finding a wayito.do this4and learning to upe it is,our purObse

in this sedtion.

In the box below are

numbers, expressed *11

examples of the mu1tip1icatiOn of

exponent forms with the same baae.

,Study these examples. Can you disCover how' the exponent-

OS the' numeral for.the'product is obtain9d? The questions

below the box may:help.



, -

. 'Example (a) shows exponent forms for tWo numters, 23 ''and

;
2
4

and for th;ir product, 27. What is true about the base

of all three forms? How can, the exponent for the product be

found from the exanents fçr tho'factihs?

.4. In example (b). the.base in each exponent forth is 3. The-

three exponents shown are 2, 3, and 5. What is the

exponent in the toroduct?

tiponents?

k'
In example (c). the exponent 6 was

N'4What operationcan be used inSad of

What'addition.fact connects these

found by counting.-
,

colinting 2 and,

then* 4?

6., For-,the fo lowing examples3 change each exponent form to

repeated factor form. 'Are all the'products correct?

(a) 53 51, =4 '(d) 102. x 102 x -,105.

(0 72 x'i2 74
(e)

53
x' 82 == ,85,

(c) 61, x 61 x 63. (0 42 x 43 . 45

-For the following-examples, write the number as a.power

withol4changing to repeated factor. form..

Exabple: 4'x 23 1. 2(4 3).gs 27

(d) X,102 X(a 62 x61

(b) 33 x 31 x 32

52 52 52.

32

(e). 252 X 252

(f) 1002 x 1092

22



tçpy

s21., x 23

(b) 181 x 184

lo

u

and complete eaciçt of the following,- Useionly exponent

e )

(d),.. -al x
-..(e) x 63' =

(f) 24 x 2 =

x = 96

a

a

INABOOMINIMila

#.

10:3`.3

a5''x a"=

-63' 54. x 6- 5
(3 ) 27,1 x ,

(k) x

I.

4 #

r

.
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!JADING A ,CDMHON pAsi

Write each of the following as a.powor of 2.-

Examplet.- 16.= 4x 4 -=:.(2ix 2) x x 2) t- 24, or

(a) 64 (b)' 32- (c) 1Q8

Write each'of;e followint as a3power

(A) 25 (b). 625 (c) 125

31.4rit,e each8f 'the folloWinias a power 12.
-

(a) 100 (b) 10,000 (c) 'll000
1

461

of

to find an exponent form for 125 x 25- is first to change

the decimal numprals''-125 and', 25 to exponent forms with.the
. ;-

same bals. Hire are two examples,of.,this method. ,

(a) 125 x 25:= 53 x 52

5= 5

( ) 316.= 72 x

= 75

' 'Thin method Can.'be used only if the fa.ctors in .the.product.
4

expression are poimra orthe same number.

Express as powers of the same number and multiply using
# :

eaponent forms.

-16x 42 m (d) al

(13) 73 x 49 (e) 64 x 32

x 25 u! . ( f) 3 X. 92



A

Write each

(a), 5
'Or 3 x 32 .

,le) 9 X 92

(0) 105.x 105

Exercise Set 6

of,. these numbers as a power.
x'5

(fl 62 x b8.

Change the numerals

and roultiply.4

Example: 81. x 27 =

(g) 25 x 25

(d.) *; 9

Think of letters
numbers.

(0 83 84

P

tO exponent forms with 'the same'base

(e) _32 x 4 =

(f) 64 x'16

(g) '100 x 10.1000 =

(h) 10;000 x 10'3000 ='
-

ot our alphabet ap names pi counting
Express each 'of the following as a power.

Example; a2 x a3

(a) b2 x b3

(b) y3 x4Y2

(o).'42.oc 43 -

= (2 3)a a5.

(d) n3 x n4

(e) 34 x 37

(f) m5 X m2

T

a

Use,exponeni forms to shorten the multiplication process
, as srrown in the ixample.

..EXaMP1e:-'304 x 4,000 (3-x-111-1-4)4-ma)

. (3 x'4) x 102 x 103 12 X 105

=' 1,200,000

() 50 X 700 = (a) 500 x 60 =

0) 1000,..ic 500(b) 400 x 400

25.



4

QUOTIENTS EXPRESSED IN EXPONENT FORM

SE

Since. 216 +.36 names the number 6 as ailuotient we

will' cafll' it a s.p.2'....timt 220)1412,11.

.You,haVe lea'rned'how to find.the decimaljumeral for

216 + 36 by'the divislon procese. *SuppOse 216 were written

,3 e 2
in exponent form as

I

and 36 were.Written As 6 . Is

there a way to diviae as well as multiply using exponeni forms?

Can we will in the'blank below with an weponent form?

63 4' 62 = 9

Here are examples showing two ways *e iight answer such a

rquestion.

First wax.

(a) 45 + = x4x4x4x4 (# x 4Y

(64 x 4 x 4) + 16 = (256 x*4 )+ 16

= 1024 + 16

tt= 64

3
4

.4

(b ) 27 + - z((.2 x 2) x IF x 2 x (2 x 2) x + (2 x .x 2)

.

= (4,x 4 x 4 x 2) + 82
.

= (64.x 2) + 8
1.

6

MS 1. 28 + 8

9

= 16-

24.

36

4 14.
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Second 1.4.122.

4(e) 45 4...42 (4 x 4 x 4 .X.4 x.4)
((4 x 4 x 4) ic (4,x 4)) + 4 (43 x 42) +

We natice 'that we mast multiply by 42 and then ditvide
thp result by 42 But these opeiations undo one
another, so we do.not need to do either.-

.

.1( -42) 42 43.

45 -4.42 = 43'

(b) To express
n 3.2 ,x 2 7.

x 23 - 2.

2t as a power of .2- we use.
p + 3 n =144, and'

3, 4 ..SO 2 27 +. . .= (2 2 ) 2,

Since the second way isso much shorter than the ftrst it
.is the way we should use if we can u0erstand IA. Perhaps we.co
see better how it works if we first write division sentences as
multitiplication senteces:

(a ) To find 45 42 14 think x 42 45, Now lie think
the ? can be I e and write.- 4n x 42 tr. 45:
Since 5-n + 54 n = 3 and 43 x 42 4 .

45 4. 42 .= (10 x 42)
4. 42 . 43

Vie can now write 45 42 = 43

(b) If n =1 27 + 23 thenc-

n x 23-zr.,27.
3 7But 24 x 2. = 2 SO

n et 24.4; 2(7- ).

27



I

fill ineach blank with an exponent fOr111.

O.)

N

. .

I. Use the kdeas in the above examples in explaining how to

(a)
(b)

(c) 45.4

(d)

(e)

53 x 5 .' (r)
(g)
(h).

( 1 )

(j)

4 210 x 10'
4 210 + 10

104 x

10
6 .

V 1 0
11lo(2 + )

=-

=

=

,
.1.

--= 102

(53 x 5) + 5 =
II

+ .

,
. 106

(33 x 32).4-32 .---

35 3:2 =

WW.VOMIVINO

............ .....

38 -



F,42292.19...12,Li

Write each quotient expreaaion in exponent form.':

2 23 =

4 '14 + 4 .

6 3

4.

3 '4'3

1 03 102,

Change Vie nUmer

and divide.

Example: 216 = 36= 63 +

A,
9 . -;

if). 73,4 72 =

10 1064k105 =

(h), 125

a to exponent forMia with the same base

(a) 16 4 .

1b)1 64 +%2

(c) 243 1-> 9 =

3. Anawer the following

..

-6( )

(d). 10,000 + 1,600 =

(el5 8i -4- 27 =

(1) 11000,000

n exponent ford:

a ,

4

,0) 92-x 33

(g) x 64 =

(h) 16 '4- 16 ..

(i) 53 5 7

(j) 12 =

100.

.4 4

4
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EXercise Sei 8

Using Exponent Forms

ea of a square region is 5
6

square feet.

How long is a side?

A rectangular region has side's which'are 2 inches and

4
5 inches long.

(a) Name the measure of the area of the region in an

convenient wayi

) Write the decima numeral for thearea measure.
N

3. The area of thp United Stitea is ibout 36,001000 square

miles. If our country yere a rectangular region with. one .

side, A.,000 miles long., how, iong-wpuld the other side le?

.4. Some vary swill-animals which can be seen only through a

miproscopeAncrease in number by splitting into two of the

same kind. After a pertain time eaph of these divides into_
2

two animals and so on. Suppqse one kind of such, antaals

divides exactly:every 10 minutes..

/(a). HOW many animals willNba produced frabil<kargaplahimal.

in one hour?

(b): AUoUt how long in required to produce 1,000 animals

:from 1 animal/-

.1

-30
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To go into orbit around ,the earth a satellitp must be- .

travelling.about ,18 x 103 miles an hour. ,In,dircliing
the earth once
How' many ttimes

3 hairsi

3the ditellite goep about 27 x 10 miled..
around the.4arth'does the satellite go in

4
44.*

10106. The nearest star is about 3,441 x. miles away. The
.

.4 -6 /sun is. about 93 X 10 miles away. 4 .
... ..

A (a) ',Write' the decimal numeral for, $3 .x 106. ..,.,
6 -3 :

(b) About how maw times as far awE4 as the sun la the
a 4-4ft

pe'arest star?
-(c) -,-Xf the dcstance to the sun were used As a unit,

,

4, about what would be the,Aeasure Of the distance to'
:the nearest star?

,

... .. j...ight travels about 186,000 miles a second.. .).. i ., .. .

. .-- (a)1 About haw.many :seConds dOes it take liOt to travel
from the, sun to the earth? How many niinutes3 to
tfic.) nearpst mAnUte? . -

4.
(b)v. Use, the aosi4rs to 7 (a) and 6 (b) to lima about

hclw many minutes it takes light to,..travel front the
-neareit 'ettly to the; earth.'

,
(c) Find ciut whether this is Adnger or shorter than one-

,
year.

-4

e .

31
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*Supplementarx Exercise Set1.-

For each whole numbpr from 50 through 70 write the number

as a product of primes, or write '"primet" after-the number

if it is prime. -If a prime factor occurs more than once
A

rewrite the product expre sion using exponential forms.
Here is an example: 5o 2 x 5 x 5.. .

= 2 x 52, '

Express each df the following numbers as e product of-spoweiss

of primes as in the example.
4,4

Example: (23 x 32) x12 x 3 x 5) = .24 x 35 x

(a) 23 x (2'x 34-) (f.) .102 x 6.x 7
...(b) .52 x (3 x 5,x 7) (g) 102 x.22 x 5'

.( 148 -(h) 144 x 12

(d) .36 x (2 x 52): (1) -The number of minutes,

(e) 36 x . in a day. .
. . ., .

3.. Write "yes" if the second ,number is .a -factor' of the first,
write - "no" it it is not. ..Do not 'Make any long comPutations. .':

* 1 ''-,6ti ; 22 .,
222.'x x 53, ., (e) b'x 5 15

(b)' "22 x 3 C 53

c) 22 x 3 x'53

(d) 24 x.3 3

3 *5 (f) 00 x 6o: ,25

( , 14. (g) s.,2 x 2-x 5'x 72

--6

.32

35



4. Write T for the following sententes which are true and
s

F for those which are false.

(a) 9 x 103 104 (e) 36 4.

(b) (3 4- 4)2 ft 32 4-'42 (r) 103

(d) 472 >( 102 )..2 500 (h) (142)3

a

)

IP

(1) (42)3 . 45

32 33

23 x 53

ix 42 4.2

,c..



Chapter 2

RATIONAL timBERS

RATIONAL NIBM02.

Rational numbers,may be used for the measure of a region and

-, for the measure a a line segment. 'Think of other uses for

rational numbers. Look at the figures below.

,///,//,!:
t

A E B

0 1 2
7 .3' 5 3'

The shaded :vision is two-thirds of the-aquare reg4on.

is two-thirdi of 1W. Two-thirds is the meb.sure'of
711.Y.

Two-thirds may be represented by' the numeral_ 41- whi6Ivis

palled a fraOion.- The 3 .below the bar indicates_that:boththe

-square region and 1U! have been separated intci.thr?e parts of
ecilal measure. The numb'er 1 is called ,the denominator, of.the

fraction.

The 2 above the bar in tells the.number of thirds we

are using. There are 2 thirds Shaded in the square region and

2 .thirds used.tor 73r. The number 2 'is called the numerator'

of thp'fraction. (
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Exercise Set 1

(e/Alwde 1/0:0,4

0/.01/i4/*/#114
we.10/0wA /40:49Ife4W 1/4;(442

V,.//';5.1',/4.7"7/
.1v/ /"4

7/777,/ .,./"/
,,c4e itlata.1

re'
V,4e4/1

;,;(1:1:efe. p .547X/7ed:i

-44"fro
/444a4

D.

1. Answer the fo11owing questions,for each region above;

a. INto how many parts is each separated?
4 1

b. How many parts are shaded?

C's
If*the measure of each largesquare regian is 1, write

the fraction that indlaates the measure of the shaded

region.

a. What do the denominators-you wrote represent?

4.
o the numerators represent?

$. 'For each figuee above, write the fraction that indicatals

1

the measure of the unshaded region'.

What do the denominators y.au wrote for. Exercise 3

represent?

What do:the numerators-represent? a.

c. = + it- is shown in the' Shaded region of Figure B.

Write- 9imilar ffiathematicall sentences tar-theshaded

parts of Figures A4 C, and D.

36
a.
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A

0 2 4 6 7 8 9 1 07 7 7 7 T"
a. What fraction-names the measure of

b. What does the denominator represent?

C. What does the numerator 'r present?

NI*

2 1 1d. 7+1F Write a niathJmatical sentence for your

answer to Exercise 5a. Is more than one sentence
4

iossible?

.411411.444 .444424.444444-..444444.4110

0
T
1

"*.

4
T44,.

a: What fraction names the measure of line segm CD?

b. Itat does the denominator represent?

a

. 2 1 1r= r. write a mathematical sentence for your-answer.to EXercise

r-

37
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0

1.
.... .

1

3 3 3 H3
. .

a. What is the measure of In -

\

b. What does the denominator vepresent,?

c. What does the numeratorerepresent?

d. write a: mathema1ica1 sentence about the measure of V.

In Figures 'A.. E, eaochsfigure represents a r6gion whose

measure is 1. Copy and complete the chart

Argi
A

tivor-ve
t/Ita,e6.4

V.

OA"

pumber of congruent

Parr6w °
4

,Number of Parts
,..,

Shaded

Measure of Shaded
.

Region
....

2

. .

.
.

. . N .

I.

38
S.



Draw 'simple figures to show segments,or regions whose
1 2 1measures are the numbets: 5, B., fp.

.410. a.. What is the 2 called in these fractions:
2 2 2 2

1.
D.P. IP.

b. What are the 3, 9, 11, and 25 called in'the

fractions?
3.

A

11. complete the. sentences below, using the Figur4s of

Eicerciite 8.
a. The de9ominator of the fraction 7f.i shoWs that

Figure B, in:Exercise .8 ',,has been marated'into

ongruent parts.

b. The numerato of the frkiction s oWs'that Figure

had parte shaded.- .

-2t. The denominator ot the fraction shows that

Figure A has been separated intq
. congruent

parts.

The*denominator of the fraction'. ehOws that

Figure D. has been separated'into congruent

parts.

Use rational numbers to answer these questions.

12. .What, part of a wtek

a. .1 ,day 5 days

I.



13. What part of one year is:

14.

15.

16.

17.

a. 9 months c. 6 months

b. .4 months d. .10 months
4 A

What partsef an hour iss:. 0

a. 45 mlnutes c. 15 minutes

b. . 30;nutes:' d. 10 minutps

4

What part ofa pound isl
.41t

a. 4 ounces' c. 12 ounces

b. 8 ()lances . ounees

What part of a yard is:

a. .1 foot e. 3 feqt

b. 2 feet d. 4 feet

What part of a foot is:

a'. 9 inehes C. 4 'inchele.

b. 8 Inches <I. .12 inches

18. What part. of a day is:

a. 6 urs

11;

,

b.. 6 utes

19 . What pattor a milei is:

640 feet
?

660 felt

-

8 p.ourit

d. 22 hours

.c. 1,320 feet

330 feet

ko a
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=WENT NAMS FOR A 'NUMBER

Regions are measured in terms of a unit'equare region.- We

may decide what unit square,region we wish to use.

-Lettus lase the unit 'square region shown'in Figure 1. 1We
J.

may sometime's-call it a unit square insteid of a unit square

region. :You, must remember; however, we mean unit square region.)

Figure

.37,74771T.i..

gure 3 Figur.e 4

,The shaded'region of Figure 1 has the measure 1.. The

ihaded region of Figure 2 hai the measure 2 because it can

:IND exactly covered by 2 Unit squares. The shaded region of

Figure -3 hes the meaeure 2. because it is one of the two

congruent parti$ C')f a unii squre..
A region may have the measuri .1 and n t

shape as the unit square of ;Figure 1. Vie shaded region o

',Figure 4 has measure 1: The' unit ,s4uare is skeVehed in

dtitted lines to help you compete the shalded area with a unit

-square.
a

4,4

th

4. '



A

7-7)kr7

The unit square regions above,are all the same size and-

shape. 'Me measure of each is ol,/

Each region is separated into smaller congruent regions.

One-half.of, Region A is shaded. Two-fottrths of Region B

la shaded. Three-siktha tf Region: C 'is. shaded. The three

ahad4d regionS are the -same size and Shape. Their, measures are

1 2
The fractions 7, and -6. are all names for the same

rational number. 9

There ari many:other nanes for They may be founq by'

drawing diagrams like A, B., and C. They may also be .found by

- the numerator and dQnominator of the fraction b

the same- number

4

A number has more names than you can count. oo.me other names

or one-half are: ,
1P

1 2 3 4 5 6
T 222 To. 'Yr

100
4=1

9



Exercise Set 2

1. The shaded regions in A, B, and C suggest other names for
17. Write these names. Write.five other names for 7.

2. The number line below suggests different names tor rational
0 1 2 3numbers 1., and 7.

1

1
. 3

2
, A 3

I 6

2a. Write the names suggested on the number linp for Ir.
tb. Write three other names for If, - t

o. On the number line above, other names for 1 are,
suggestad. Write these names, and three other?.

v

,

d. There Jo no other name for a-7 shown on the number
, .-Itne.----Vrite-one- other name you ow or 77.

4if the number line were extended to the point 71 what
4other names would you write for I ti



.:
prom sinple figurA tc.? show :

EL

1 2. 3. 3 6

Write the fractions which.rename 1 as sugge

shaded regions in th'e figUres

A,.//..////,,,
e6y4e////e/

V'ei00WW/V
Ae/J/#1,41.4

4

ted by the

0
T
o 1-

0 1 2r

1
T

2
T`'

2 3- 4
7

3 4 6 7
T. 7r

,

17

5 6
i.

9* 3.0', 11 12TT -r ,.

t'PT
8 9 . 14 35 16 17- 18 19 2021 .22 24

a.... Write 3 other names for

b. Wriie 2 other 'names' for Ir.

Sc

c. Write fotilames for the number matching the point

haIfwayt betweet 2' .and 3.

d. If the.ntunbei line viere extended to the -point matching,'"
4, write the set of-fractions with.depominator 4 that
you would write below the nuMber

53



e. If you-wrote on the number line in the row of
fourths, between which two fractions would i be placed?

If you wrote a fraction for a, number, halfway between
6
3.14- and what would it be?
sf,

Below are sets of names for numbers.

Set A = f 20 11-1
1Q4

13 3 3 4 11-- Set. B IT9-4 3.1

/
\

What, fraetions in Set :A sare other nam6s for

What fractions in Sset B ..are other in'mei dtr ?

1

viutiefi of the .following rationa?, numbers are thii same as-
whole numbers?

12

1Write the names of whole numbers ,between,
b0 .6

,

Roplace 11 with a numeral to make the statem nts belpyrtrue..
1 2

a. 7

1 nb. ir

16
-n"

2 8
e.

= *IT

14 n

3 =

45

n.
7.Er
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10. 'Which ra;mber greateri?
1a. 7 or 7
3 2b. 11. or 7

t.
4

.p.lark each statement -true or4fa18e.
3 18.e.
2 81 1

=
,18

=
1 4
714= 2446

.12. Comp1etel using

..4

f. '6 9 IT,
4 40. ,

g.
-1 2 22

.11 I! n<

lc.

6
.V

88 h
-r

24 4
=

or ."=" in each blank

Zitecall that.° "> faeanp, s greater than" and 11<" means'

,
.

e.

,
313.. Write fractions that 'make true statements.

ir =1 2

1 -= 3
viiimmOreroma 11M44401101444411444 0404.11.114444MIND .11111111M144141

4 12
= 44461041.460141444

2 .4,s



WfficheOf the ,f011owing. fractions are other names fox
6 6 -8 9 5 10
UY 7.73

15: 341;tiph of the foliOWing fractions are.not .names for
2 3 2 , 27 '6T' IT, a

. Arrange in order from least to grdatest.

'1'1; 93 Tr 21qP 144
17.

"
Name the greater number of each pair.

or 54

I. .8.

I 1a. .-17 or 1
.41

'may be thought of as
as + 5 or as 6'

ci

84ea. 7 0
f. or, *

or as-."three

may be th-Ought4of as or 9 x
a. .

4-+
1 1 1

4. i+
or as

?.7 may be thought of as '3 + 0.7 or as 2:3-+ 2.4.
'Write three other, names for 'each of theSe rambersz' _

b. c.



FRACTIONS AND MIXED FORMS
4

It is easy to see thtlt 27r and sW- are; names for the.' same

numbeF. is a. fraction name and 4 is a mixed form for this
*IAT

,. number.

Spppbse you .have less familiar numbers.
18
'T
18 .x 13

4
1 -X 3.3

2321
+

23

A.Consider the number
8form? You know that IS =
toi

1*

8 4. 166
or

^8
= +

166

166,,

A

How can it be written in mixe'd

Recall that a fraction is ,in sillIplest form ,when the numerator

and denominator, have common factor, except 1. In the amatt
mixed form for a rational number, the fractiop is, in pimplest

form and names a number less ,than 1. Is either mixed form



/
above in 2,..U21elt mixed form? To find the simp1est.mixe4 forii
.. ,

'for 4-4 write the numeratim, 174,, in the form (ii x CI) 4 r,
wa..th, r. less' than' 8. *at operation do you use to find n
and

ebo

*.

174 (8,,x + r
174 7 (8 x 21) + 6

(8 xi2j) + 6

8 x 21 6= +

21 41.1 = 21/61

1

FIcercise Set 3

Write names for these numbers in the form shown. In Ixsrcise' 1,
be sure r < 6.
1. 38 = (6 x n). + 4.4- 69 = (14 x n)
a.. 55 = (a x n) + r A* 5. 124 7 (25 x n) r
8. 72 = (12 x n) +.r 6. .347-146(18 xn) + r

Name these numbers in*simplest mixed, form. Show your work As

in the examples. above &Itemise Set

7.

8.

9.

10.

a..

, Find fraction names for these numbers...,

11.

12.

17.

'14. 16

58



ADDING AND SUBTRACTING RATIONAL NUMBERS

'Recall'that it is easy to add or subtract two rational

'numbers if they:are named by fractions with th'e same denomlnator:.

2 1. . 2 .+ l 3
+ 3

4 2 4 - 2 2

3.4 3
T

4,

:To add 6r subtract rational numbers namedby fracstions with the

same denominitor, we add ox: subtract the numerators to-find the

numerator of the result. -The denominator of the redUlt is the

same as the denominator of tite two original fractions:

If the.denominators of the two fraction names Ale not the

same, one or both rational numbers arse renamed so the fractions

have the same denominator.

Add:

. Subtract:

50



1.

Exercise 01 4

A

. .. . .
. Figure A pictures the addition fact. 7 + 7 = r 4-

What addition facts are' suggested by the shadea and-

, unshaded regions of Figures B? C? D?, and E?

2b. Figure, B also diows that 1 7 rz and 2. 3.,

Mutt, subtraction facts are 'suggested by the *laded and
unsha&d reiions sof Figure: A? Figure C? Figure D?,

Figure E?

a

51



2.

I.

D

NN -

Choose one of the rectangular regions Al B, C$ or I) to

find the sums of the numbers in .the 'chart below.

a.

b.

C.

d.

Numbers Rectangular Region Used Sum

1-g
3and. B.

i
.4. and

,

-

1 1and - I .

1and w



101

.Recall whit is meant by th "prime factorization"-of a

counting numder. -Comple.te:

. a.

b.

a.

e.

f.

1.

Fraction
Prime Factori-.

, zation of
Denominator

Prime' Factor
zation of

. NUmerator

Greatest
Common
Factor

Simplest
Form

2 x 2 xt2 t.

,

. 2 x 3
4.

2

.

1

.4,

.

.1
4

1 4
re

'

1 8.r
ii

'

6 .

, _

4

Rename each_pair of -numbeis 'below so...the fracat1 s have .
,

the same denciiinator. *Use the -smallest denominatpc

possible.

a. 7 and c.

b. and d.

e.

53
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&press in simplest form:

a.

C.

6
IEC

14

d.'
8

10
T.5

12
g-

241

9

Find the sum of eacla pair of numbers and exprewit in lts

simplest form:

3
a. 43. and

-b.

d.

e.

Find

b./

0:

I, 45ana.

21. 7 and

is It1 'and 5s.'
2

Eapress n in its simplest form.

3 1

3-n

d.
a
7r

2 1
n 151. - 12.6

11

1.

63



.
Find the numbers n, p, w, and ag. on. ExpreSs- the numbers.

t

4,21.sl.mplest 'form.

3 1a. -7 +

IN

-41

1 317-I- m

6 a x

1 4 1.+ 23E. - 127 =

55

h.

Jt

z

.01

-44

'



USING PAU:NTH:MS ,

Very early in your study of maihematics you learned that

a number can have many names., 7s+ 1, 2 x 4, 3.4 6, ; and

16 e are ail other names for 8.

youpalize, however, that all or the different .nsmes,

a number must be names for just tkat one miber?
,ftr what number is b +3 x 4 another name? Is the

number 36 or 18 ?

To remove any doubt about what =Lumber 6 + 3 x

names, very helpful. swmbols callecA parentheses are used.
.

k

'Notice that (6 + 3) x 4 and 6 + (3 x 4 represent WO

different nymibers.

(6 + 3) x= 9 x 4 .-36
6 '+ (3 x:4) = 6 + 12 = 18

The use of4rentheses is very ,helpful in vriting. correctly

the mathematical qentences for Story prdblems.

EXercise Set 1

1. WhiCh of the following pairs of numerals name.the same

numbr?

a. (3 + 2) + 5 and 3 + (2 -1-'5)

b. (16 4. 8) 42 and 16 4. (8 -I. 0
c. (15 3) . 2 snd 15 - (3 - 2)
d. 2 x (4 + 5) and (2 x 4) + 5

3 11 1 3 1 1.t.te. - 1r 7 rl th

'Place parentheses in the following'so.that
.a. 2 x 3 + 1 4:2 8 c, 6 x 3 1 tx 17

b. 2 + 4 x 3 14. d, 12 - I x 2 22



N.4

Write in numirals using parentheses.

2. '3 1Subtract the sum of. 27, 117, and az, from 10.

b ivide the produttsof, 32 and 67 by, 16.
,

. c. 4 1 5 8 to,V0 product of 4' and 7. .

d. pivide 2750 by 5 and multiply the result. by. 3.

Exercise Set 6

Bead each problem carefully. Then write the relationships ih

the.problem aa a matheftpaj. sentence. Solve, and write the

answer in a complete sentace.

31. Sue and*Tam'are twins. Sue is 464. inches tall. Tom is4 inches tall. How much taller is nom than Sue?

Mary walks' of a mile to school. iiane .walks 4. of a

mile to school. How:much farther does Mary walk than

Jane?

1In MVU. Ehrdgrovels class 5. of:the class gees home for
1lunch and lr of.the class eats in the cafeteria. The

dther boys and girls eat,bag lunches in ths room. What

part -of the clas0-eats in the:room?

Hale's Fecord shop had a Ai. off the original price"-

sale. 'What part ok the original price did each record.

cost?

5'. Piggy made a two rdece playsuit for herself. The pattern

required 4 yards material for the blouse and yards

for the skirt. How-much material was required'for the- .

playsuit?

'57



4
For lunch, Ted ate -4 .of a peanmt buttei,:sandwi.ch and

1

of a jam sandwich. How Many tsandwichesid Ted eat fOr

lunch?

4 of the student body of Oaks, Junior }Ugh chool attended

Ward Elementary School. ir oi the stugent b dy attended

Morgan ElementarY:School. What part of the s udent body

attended elementary. schools Other than those me tio eci?

8.
1

Mrs. Green used 17.2 of. a dozen eggs',.in a cake and of

a dozen eggs in'a salad dressing. What part of a do en'

eggo did'she have left?

9. Bob had a piece of balsa wood one foot long. He out off

two pteoes ,nd 4 foot long for the model he was

making. How many,inches long.was the paece he had left?

s."

10. Janet filled of her stamp book with American stamps and

2 of' .the book with stamps from other. countries. What part:

of ,the book was not fialed?
1.

la,. It you attend school 9 months of the yea at part of

the year are younot in school?'

"12. Alice' weighed 69 pounds at the end, of June saki 714
4

pounds at'the ena of July: She'gained poUnd in August.

How much did Alice gain in July'and August together?



-
DECIMAL NAMES FOR RATIONAL NUMBERS

As you know, any rational' number has many fraction names.
Certain numbers can also have decimal -names. This 0 true
provided 'the denominator of the fraction name is 10, or 100,
or 1 000.

po you recall the 'waning of numerals like 23.64 ? Think
ace value system of numeration.,

MA 4A 4-)
1:1 Mt Z
't:1 0 0 .1.., MI *

E-4 8 Eli' 6su

2 3.64
23 64 'means 2 tens 4 . 3 ones + '6 tenths + 4 hundredths or
23.64 it' (2 x 10) + x i) (n) (44.6)

Ipadk at the last two terms.

6 4 60 44-
T. 37-66 '74" T.156 4' nu

64
= Trzv

So, you read 23. 64 as "twenty-three and sixty-four hundredth9".
64You can write it 23m.

64 64Since ,3100 23 +

2300 64
1-67 100
2364

=

23. 64 ??1-14

59



Dloyou see:that you can: find'a fractIon name for 23.64 in

,the following way:

The.digits 2364 indicate the numeiretor.
.

.6-

The placevalue 9f Vie last digit in the decimal 2.64 .".

1

indicates the denominator. m

'We shall ce411 the fraction found in this way the fraction fOrm

-of the decimal.

Now consider the deAimal 4.20. What is the numerator of

its fraction cirri? Wilat is the place N'ralue of the digit 6 ?

Ault is the deno;lirlator q its fraction form? .flow is ihe

fraction rorm for 4.206 written?

0%1

'tY>

EXercise Set 1,

, Which Of the following deciMals have fraction forms with

the same numerator?

!it: 0.13

b. 2.5 .

Y.85.

d. 0. Ola

e. 78.5
0-

"WhIch of.the decimals in Exerciire 1 all have friction

pros with the same denominator?

t. 0.25

g.' 1#3

h. 0.785 .*

j.

. Are there any twe of the numerals listed in Exercise
a

that are names for the same number?
.

60
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itritO fraction names;

a. 0.32'

b. 18.04'
-4 4

1:1.075

4,-

e.

462.5

Write decimal names:

3'a.

48

TaU

-132
c° 100'

'38

1000

8

Eabh of:regions

4

J,

. Exercise Set 8

E6 C, D, and E 'is a uhA region.

MO

ffff,

mi
ati

ar

19

at]

RR]

PIN

I.

B -C D, E
a ., Write-the fraction that repi:esents the measurbpf

egg, shaded region.

b. 'Write the decimal t4at represents the neasure of

each shaded region:

I
61
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svs

2. a. E suggests the addition sentence
8 2 10

= Tu.
,What addition sentences are suggested by A, B1 CI

b.

C.

and p ?

10 8 2
E suggests the .sAtraction sentence =

What subtraction sentences are suggested by AI B1 CA

D

:-
Use decimali to write the subtraction:sentence,'

suggested by E. Suggested by AI B CI and D.'

*

1111111111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111111

111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111

MiKE55 MIME
NPiPPgaMM7
PI-MMAMMIM
MgArg.ggiggEgli%
Migligggggtigigtliffl

F,1/40,.ti"nd H 'are unit regions. .

R., :Write the fractign that represents the.measure of each

111111111111111111111011111

11111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111
leill111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111

.1A4MMHff.011111111
4gliggINPAZIgAP
20&141.*AW4
sommnoi-a. a-;

shaded.region.
-

Write tflt; decimal that represents the mmasure of*ealph

shadpd region::

4. Uhat additionNsentences are suggested by P, GI and H

Write them a) using fr4tions and b) using decimals.

,Writethe silbtraction sentem.es suggested by 'P, %band H.

. % A

Write them, A) using,fractions'rand b) ugingdscimals.

.)

62

.



6. Describe a regidh you would shade to sh w .001 of the
unit square F.

Describe a region you would shade to show .005 of the
*unit square

,For each decimal, write the numerator of a fraction form.
,

d. Oa ..,' 7.25
. 0.25 . e 0.37 h. 13.28.

c . 0.01 f. 1.8 i. 4.251
What is the denominator,of the fractiozi form for eacti

It)sercise 8 ?

10. Write as decimals

11. l Write as fractions:
a.. 0.65

b. 0.8
C. 1.79

h 38.r
100

100

Find n in each sentence:
.

2 na.

2 3 1b. + ir za 11 d:

'

,g.

h.

g. 0.10
h. 7.87

1. 0.123

4. 3. 4 1 n

4

13. Arrange in order from least to greatest:

0.52, 0:056, 1.04, 0:09, 3.68, .0.1, 4.00

a

63
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14. Find n:

a?

1b. 2 - 17. n

1 '1'd.

4e. n 7 -
tie

5). Find t:
a. it 4 0.9 - 0.71
b. t 0.72 - 0.395

c. t 0.8 - 0.47
d. t 0.35 0.2

e. t 27.53 - 8.9
3.6. Add:

a. 0.5 and 0.39

b. 0.73 an4 0.6

0. 14.01 and 4,§
d. 1 and 0.3.

#`

64

2 3n 247 3.94.

79-25.='n

1. 04,- 934 n

1 3r =
4.

f. 16.37 4. 3.79 t
1.2 - 0.09 = t

h. 5.65 0.3 = t
-I. 9.7 - 3.67 t S-

j. 15 - 7.48 = t

e. 2.16 and 7.8
/47.1 and 9.072

ea( V 0.07 and
b.. 2.0.3. and 0.201

1_

a,

a



Ecercise Set

Read the following carefully. Show the relationships in each
prob em using a number-line diagram. Then answer the question
aske the problem.

1. Jack ran the 50 yard dash in 8.7 seconds. Brian ran
the distanclin 11.0 seconds.

seconds?

. During the first six months of a year, 14.8 4..inches of
rain was'reorded. During the next six months 9.79
inches fell. How much rain fell during'the year? -

3. The Empire State Building in New York city is 1250 feet
high. %The Statue of Liberty In New York harbor is
305.5* feet high. How mueh higher is the Empire State -

who won? By how many

Building t4an the Statue of Liberty?

The average annual rainfall of Loakana is 57.34 _inches.
:Th average annual raInfall for Nevada is .8.6 inches.
Alat the diff rence between the annual.rainfall allerages
of these tw es?

11.Tile normal body' temperature is 98.6 o B1111s teMperature
sta's 0.8° .above normal. What was his temperature?'

Jeffl'a.garden is 304: test long and 314 feet wide. How
many Oat of wire will it take to put a fence around it?

A



.

Below Are the length's of four Italian ships:

Leonarta da Vinci 761.2 ft.

Allgustus 680.4 ft.

Cristoforo Coltmbo 700.0 ft.
F.

Guillio Cesare 68(Y.'6 ft.

List the ships in order, from longest to shortest. Then

Aliake up three.problems about the lengths of the ships.

sx

The highest average annual temperature for the world was

88°F. recorded in Africa. The highest average*nual

temperaure tor the United States was 77 6°F.' recorded

in Florida. .What is the difference between ,these two

iemperatures?

Pat rode his bicycle 194 miles one day and 1 miles

the next day. 1How much farther did he ride his bicycle

the first day than the second?

10. 3.2 inches of rain fell 611 Monday, 310 inches on Tuesday,

and 2.4 incheelin'Wednesday. How many J:nehes of rain

fell on the three days?.

U. The British ship, Queen Elizabeth, is 1031 feet long.

Thi'An4es, allother Brish ship, is 669.3 feet long.

How much longer is' the,cpeen Elizabeth?

12. The equatorial diameter* the world'is 7,926.68 miles.

The polar,diameter is 7,899.99 milee. How much greater

is the equatorial diameter than the polir diatieter?

.66



RECTANNLAR REGIONS: REVIEW

We are going to use rectangular regions to find a. way to

multiply rational numbers. II io you r,member all you learned

about 'rectangular regions?

Do you recall what a recta le is? It is a simple closed

curve which id the union of 4. segments, and has 4 aright

atngles.

A

'Figures

turves.

A, 13, C, D, and g all represent simple closed

Which figures are the union of four segments?

Which figures have four right angles?,

Figure I) represent ,a rectangle. Me union of the

rectangle and its interior is a i:pcVangular region.

Wit/
Rectangle D and the shaded part Make up a rectangular

_region.

Figure E also represents a rectangle. It is also a.

Atquare. Why?



Do you recall what kind.of region is lisually used to

measure a rectangular region? It is customary to use a square

region with sides I unit long.

4

'Suppose Figure F is a rectangle, with sides 3 units

and 2 units in length. How.do you fincil the measure of the

reotan2ar region?

F

2

F

Ey drawing lines, we can separate the receingular region

into 6 congruent square regions, each having Sides 1 Unit
lk

in length. Thei4 6 square regions ncoveru the rectangular

region, so the mltsure of region F is 6.

You see there are 2 rows of square regions, Elth 3 'in
\

each row. Or there ire 3 columns of square rêgions, with 2

in each column. So- there are 2 x 3 or 3.. x 2 square regions..

What is an easy way to find'the-measure of a rectangular

region when the msasures of its. sides are whiAe numbers?

68



Mcercise Set 10'

a. -Draw a. rectangle 4 in. by 3 in. , mealns

4 In. long and

-b. Shade its\interio

Draw lines to,deparate the rectangular region into

unit square regions,

in. wide.

Find the measure of the rectangular region.

e. What is the name of eadh unit square region?

Sul6pose the rectangles A, Ell and. C: below ha4e sides\

with the measUres shown. Find the measures of the /

rect an gular regisms.

5

.11a.
4.1*

SUPpdap,the:Measure of a. rectangular,Tegian'is

,Idhat pairs,of whole nuMbers could be the measurep of its

Sides?



'\-

Rectangle D- has sides whOse measures are 7 and

What is the-measure of the rectangular region?

Figure E. is the union of two rectangular regions.

their measures. Find the sum of theiX. mesures.

Do EXercies 4 and 5 show that

3 7 = (3 x 4) 4. (3 x 3I'

70
..-

'Find



PRODUCTS AS MEASURES OF RECTANGULAR REGIONS

Exploration

You know how to add and iubtract rational numbers. Now we

shall study multiplication of rational numbers..

1. Figure . A shows.a unit square region. Figure )3 shows-

% the same unit square regipn. It also shows,a shaded

1 1rectangular region whose sides are 7 unit and 7 unit-in

length.

, A

You can separate the unit sluare,region into rectangular

regions Which are congruent to ti by 7'region, as

shown-in Figure C.

a. How many congruent regicins are there?

b. 14hat fraction names the measure ()tithe shaded

rectangular region?

I

2

C

,s4

11.



1 1Figure D shows a Ir r rectangular region shaded.

Figure E shows the unit square region separated into

congruent, re arregions.
1 1

a. How iyectangular regions congruent to the 71. by

region are there in the unit square regiOn?

'1 1
b. What is the measure of the /- by v. shaded region?

A
4

2 .3
Figure F' shows,a shaded rectangular region- 7 by 717.

Figure 0 shows the shaded rectangular region and also

the unit square region separaW into congruent rectangular

regions.

Hole many smalrrectangular regions are there in the

unit square region?

b. How many are there in the shadeeregiOn?

sc. What f.sthe measure of the shaded regiion?

01,

72

82'



/Figures H and -I ,show a shaded

region. What is its meaiilre?

3
4

E rectangular
. .

Elgure J ,Shows a shaded rectangl:Ilar. region laiger than
the unit square region. The unit square iS'shown in dark
lines. J is A, 2. by region. "% Figure- k Shows the

4

shaded rectangular region'and e unit square region

'separated Intocongruent re angular regions.

4411

a. How mAny small
reCtangular'regions are there in the

4
'N,unitesquare region?

b. What-is the measure of eachmsMall
reftangular region?

c. many are thSrS' in'the shaded 'region?.

4
d. Utiat,is the measure of the'shaded region?

82

t

34."



a

.Comulete this4 table atkiut'.the shaded regions in Exercises 's

tt '4.4.'2 5' -
,1 . 05.5

I/

:

st'

- A

,
. t , .Measures of Sides

0

Measure, of Regipn
;

415

V.4 .

a

a

*

In

r

Now;-consider soMe rectant111ar regions the measures of
"'"

'.whose sides.,,,are whole numbers. Complete thstabae.

4e4sureek,of Sides Meastire of liegiony Qperation Used

460

" 2_ by 3

by
7 by 4 .

41'

a, In Exercise 7 you usedmultiplica'tion to find -the
a.

1

-M measures of rec'eapgular-reiltonsl° the mpasure of whose
. . : *-. -4 : ; '

.. t 0.

It ., .

..p.: ,..Sicles are:4161e numberi..,

. 9
N

,,,

. . '

.. We *ill. alsq" call- thisi operation mpltplication wi*.l. tile
.. . \ e

: measures ot the, esid'e's are rational: 'numbe'rea "We 'will say . 7

#.
A fA *

i :
''',. 6 , s

+It ; a, : IF ,

7 x-s. 7;.to becailse- a:- ic _21. .L.,.';-.'reg.3.on-hai meariure:----.6.
,

--1.- I 1.--

41, - '
a...a :' , . .. I. .

, ,... - , a
7 region hae measure'1 1 . ; I ' 1.

. 7 t--, tr, :fecauee a
a

5,

,11
,

.

Ale lipt

lea

6

a



Mrite mathematical sentences to allow tbe relation between
.

the measures of the sides and the mee:Sure of the region-for

the other regions in* EXer,pise 6.

Ztt

The measure of a rectangular region whose sides have ---..

measures that 'are rational,numl3erskis
the piTduct Of those

.rational numbers.

1'4

*

of,

"*.

4



Exercise' Set 11

1. The_ regions below are unit .square regions. The Measure' of
1'each whole region is 1. .

-

,41.=

MA

For each Shaded region,- write

4

"a) .the measure of each side.

b) the' measure of the region'.

a) a pathematical sentence which shows how'.the measures* of

the sleta are related to the measure of the region.

Underline th, meastue dAach 'shaded religion.

The sentence 1for fisA x

.404

*morn to; ram

1

vonie

".

4



. In eadh figure below: the unit square is the region bound9d
by solid lines. For each shaded region, write

-a) the measure of ea* gide.

b) the measure of the regioh.

c) the mathematical sentence which shows the relation

ofthe measures'of the sides to the measure of the
N .

,region. Underline the measure of each shaded regicin.

'#)

#.0,,,0/ 4/7 /.; 'Al/0/A./fel)/ /a40e.4y4(

4,4

7*11
4,4A //, // 4 ./

1%'1.0X.01:24/4/4-zez.
.

Draw a unit sqvare-regiOn. Show- B. of
(--drawing lines and shailingit region.

Irs'

,

,

.

.

.

What-mathematical seAtekifeld cribe0.-the
\

Exercise 3 ?

4o

-7,77;3
A

1,4/ I
-44-.441

#1/

_ete..e4

this region by

shaded region-of

4.Draw a unit square egionl Show,- 5 of thisHregion 'by

drawing\lines 'and shading'the region.

.What mathematiaa. sentence describes the shaded-part of

mrercise 5.?.

.10W unl.t square re0.164. Show, 452. of this fegipn by

drawlrig lines and shadiparthe.rehion.

What m6thematical sentence 'describes the

EXertise .7.?

4

I.

shaded,par,t of

A A



,RATIONAL NUMBERS AND WHCIE NUMBERS

Explordtion
4

You'gan use what you know abput multiplication of whole
16

nuMbers to study multiplica/ion of ritional nuMbers. Conbider.

the prociuct 3 x'2 = 6.

1. Here

2.

are tome fralction names for the numbers 213, and

2 4 6 20

=

6 12 18 30 36--

1 = 23

3 2
Since 3 sx 2s . 6, 'should x T. be another name for 15 4

6 4
shobld f x 7 be anather name for 6 ?-

12 6
should -74-- X 74' be another name for .6 ?

6:

Figure A. is a 3. by 2 rectangular region.,

Fipre B is a- 4 by --.14 rectangular
4

'A 'and', B have the saluit,measure

2
a 4

2

.."......"."."7"'"*""""................
,

.

....L....t.i .4......................................

+I

i,

s. .

L
3

.

0

4,4

3

,*17,111100.*.0
i

_

.

AI

10

IF

.
I- it

...
1

4

4.



0

?a,

. ,'llegon- A is separated into unit square regions to
show that its meaSure is --, - or .-----. .,c, , Figure B is separated into congruent

, rectangular regions...
6The unit square is shown with dark lines. Each small

reciangular r%gion is ofiRhe unit square':region.
e. From . qv and .d),. you know that the measure' of

region ),B is .4

r Does
N

,
Compare, your answers for, b and f. Are the measures
of regions / A and B the same? Doess 4

11,

6Consider 2 and 3
1. NI , , . . .. . --,

6 '6 . .aince 2 x 3-r. , should , yx be another na.tne for 6 .? ..,

'S

ak,

,.Try some operations with the numerat8rs and 4eziomin4tors
4'.tzi find 4. fraction name 'for 6.4.

Is

Is

.Is

6 + = 6 . a !trup hitatement?

6 - 6

6
3-

Is )r-r7 = 6 ,a *true 'statement'?

a 'true statement?

a true statement?
.

V.

Without u6ing;a draw try 'to find. the product 2 X '3 'by
using a different pair of fraction names fc.r .2 ind 34

+Did you find any operation on the nUmerators. and
denominators which seemed ;to give fractioif,namé, for ?

79.

88
A'

-

t



COMPUTING PRODUCTS OF RATIONAT: NUMBERS USING FRACTIONS

,EXploration

If your work for -Exercis 1 in, Exerciie Set 9 was
correat, you Wrote tothese mathematical sentences: (,)

1 1A. 7 =

H. )1 E = TEC

2 2 4

1 Look at sentence A again. Does 1 x

4 3' 12
K. x = t:sty

4 3 12
M. x 22 u7-6-

2 3 6x sir

i
* . ..,

,

3. If. a and c are 6i/who1e numbers, and ti and

any counling numbers, what is i. x i ?
, 6 a f

In
1 lxiH: Does TEc = )=6

4 .2 x 2I: Does 9 3

2. If a
1 1product -E-4: x ?

a

12 .4 x s?_

.Does

..- 7.1 )x<

6 2 x 30: lives 74.= 9

and b are any counting numbers,
twhat

is the -
4a

*.

lc

a.

a c a x a'
45741(*

89 's
8a

a.

a.

are

ale

*

,



Exercise Set 12

Find a single ,ratiorkAl number fov 'the prodlet_expressions:

3.. 7 x 5 10.
.11. x 5 19'7\ 2 x t ' I'

5 . Z

\ ..l 3. 1 3.

\

1 1 1 3 311. 5 x r 20.

,.3. .x 1.J., 112.11. x i 1 .

)

2

IP
2 '3

14 2 3 -4S. x 1r . I x 5 23. x 73

5 'I" 15. vi x i. 24.
3-

4 2

3 4 2 15 5 16. x,
8. i yr. 7 x 72 3 ,

,...., 18:' 1. x .1/9.

.1

1
Draw rectang1111ar regionswto i1austrate

. 0. 4i. X i A V.

1 -129. x .zr

8

31.

1 125. . Tux3.76.

2. 3. 1

2.
T15...x

3.*x

these products:.

4 6

3 3
x 5

91)



gxercise. Set; 13

., .4

4.'0. The table shows ,pome meAsures of rectapg ar regions.
.,

complete the table:

a.

b.

e.

f.

'
Measure 'of

One Sid%,

.
4

Measure of
Other Side

,
. ..

Measure of
liectangular, Region

2 2
1. .

, 3
. ..

3

I
.

.

If .

' N. . .

,

4 sr

Rename, each of the following in mixed form or as a whole

4a.

b. 3

-16c.
12

2 6f .
71

.a.---fraction_in_simplet form:Rename each of thir-following
1a.

-1%

e.



VAMINO PRODUCTS WITH DECIMALS

Exploration

-

Draw a unit square.
\

b.\. Draw dotted lines and show by shading a

region of the.unit square.

c. ihat is the measure of the shaded region?

d. Write a mathematical eentence suggested by your.

.diagram.

a. Draw.a unit square.

411b. -Draw dotted line's and show by shading a 0.1

region of the unit square.
-

c. Allhat is the measure of the shaded region?

1
10

d.. Write a.mathematical'sentence staggested by your

o.

0. 1

diagram.4i

How .are the mathematical sentences you wrote.for,EXercill,

1 and 2 alike?

Finish these sentences without the use of diagrams.

a. I IX Tau
AMA/0W~

1 .5. 1, x

x 0.1 d. x f. x

The products you have 422aa fliunt are ameldINA
farmaa to rememi)er. 'You will use them often.

,) 83

x



,The'Ord4uct 0.7Nx 0,8 18 represented ih the diagram.

.;

'-' MIIN
r 0

"P, ,,,- #p- ,i- NM
MN
um
nu

# #. , ,
,

.,

isammulmmummunmuume
The shaded region is a 4 0.7 b 0.8 region, so its,

measure is 0. 7 x 0. 8.

The unit square region is separated into,. 10 x: 10, or -00

:
oongrt.ent s 'quare regions . So the measure "of each 'Etiall square

.

-

region is 0.01. The shaded region coveri 7 x 8 : or 56* -small

square regiont sd'its measure is 56 x 0.01, or' 0.56.

1 A

1

0.7 0.8 = 0.56

The product 9f the numerators of the fractidn forms

8
and ITO for 07 and 0.8 is 7,x 8 or 56. The

product of the denominators is 100. 5A fraction with numerator*

56; d dendMinator 100 names the same nuMber as 0.56.-

ttercise -Set 14

1. 'Draw a unit Square region. Separate it into 10 x 10; or

. 100, lbdngruent Square'-regions-.---,--Vse-Ahis,Anyi-t-square
r:ealon

to find the products below.

a. 0.2 x 0,3

b. 0.6 x 0.3

-

0:9 x

d.

84

k



rie table showsmeasurements
for rectangular regions.

Ccimplete the tOle.

a.

b.

'd.

)f.

h.

k.

'Length of

One Side

,.... ,

iength 'of

Other Side
\

Perimete

.

ea -

17 in.
Tr ..,...4,..

. lg sq. in.

I ft. I
27 ft.

.

2
I. ft. 1.

27; ft.
,

7 in.
A

i in. . .

'0%87 mi.
A

.0.5 nil. .
.

6 m
,

1
- 77 yd, 2 yd. ,

3
z in. .

.

. "
ft.

.

0.8 in.

0.1 0.5 Id.
..

.
.

r

85
'10 A
wv
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PRODUCTS OF RthONAL 'NUERS USING tHE NUMBER LINE

Exploratio -**

0

we have, used the relation between tke musures of the sides

and the measure of a retang ar region to give a meaning to the

product of,lany two rational humbers.

If we wish, we can ctlways picture

a

1 2x aq, the measure

2., by 7 rectangularjegion ,There are,'however othlr
1* 2

a c axe
same rulet E. x a

of 'thepe othenneanings Dar the
situations mhich lead to the

We.shall now study some

product/of rational numbers.

crst let us use the number line to think aiDout whatzwe

Pt

a in
us lly mean byt

.7 of 7

1. Begin by representing

and

A D 0
1.

4
or 5 of .

1,0

1 1
of Look at the numbeAline

W has measure 4.
To represent 7 pf

4,

locate D to'separat9, 7UT Ant°
\t.

congruent, segments 705 and DB. .735 is Am-. SO

at should be of 4.

86

oft



of"-

1
, a. 7 or 4 'Should be, a number ifhich matches D. To

find this number, you need -a scale' with a smaller
unit. :What scale;?

A D e

(Ns.
You see
1 1

1-mat es, so- the agram shows that'',.

*

a.

*. 96

117

,,



2. Now consider of 25 I"
A C D

2a. What segment has measure. 7 ?

b-, How do you find a isegnint which- is i of AB ?
1c. .4 What segment with endpoine' A has measure 5 of.

5 4

2
1')s

What segment with endpoint A has measure 54 of 2
I ?

e. To find 5 of 71 you must find a number bn the
1

number line which matches point .....a,
. ,

f. 'You need a scale marked wtth a smaller priii . what
-1

- . unit? Shoy.d sesparating each -5 segment ,into 5

congrtuent iegments do?

9, Al 4
4- 5 s

2 3
3 3

0 5
.

2
.

4
3 7 3.

g. Wriat number matches D?-

*

h. If zp, of .1. = ns what number is n?

848



9.

Now find of using the number line.

a. 1E has measureA \

3 $

b. To repreAent Tr of firseseparate ZE into-.

scongruent segments. is separated into2congruent

I

.
.

segments by points and
.

91
.

1c. What segment with.endpotn A has measure Ir. df

d. TO represent 4 of 73.), you need of these

segments. AB is not long enough to represept
4

3of so draw three more segments: lit.1% and:RW,

D E B F 6 H

'-{:14 B a -

I.

0 3 4 a
2 a Zt a

lb.

3-e. Segment ,haS mbasure ,9311

???

f. , To:find ; of find what,npmber matches point

l'tsu ne0 a scale in smaller units. A scale or13.

will do.

A C E B F 6* *

1 2 3

yhat number. matches 11.?

3. 8.of -.7 n.

*

0
I



.J1

V

1

NO.

Now. loolt\.at your t;esultg tor. Exertises 3.

In Exercise 1. you found that o.t.. .6..

In EXereise-

In E:xer6.ise

4. Ude the rule

, 4 2

2 you, found that .' 2 .8
'5 -4.

3 you found that Tr of

a c axeVx'axd

H410/ do your products

EXercises - 3 ?.

-Are these reasonable

to find a

compare with your results for

statements?

4 2 8On the numbey line, 3. or = T5

So
4

,8 4 x 2
15 5 x 3

2 4 2
ox x

t4-

4 2_ x ,

On the numbel. line .below, the measure of M is

a

1"



Find a segment With endppini
*1 1a. 7 ol 7
2 1

"

3 1c. 7 of 7

k

of 1

whose measure is:
of,

.

7 of 7

V

3 .
=

4 1oi

1 6 4, 1
.;11 ol =

ow, the mpasure of W. isCn the number 1

A

1.0.00.141...vimovoM

P

-

0
.... , 3 ,
2 a

NV ,.a. Find sgmnt with endpoint A IkaSe measure is
- 1 i = . aU.

b. Find a' gment with endpoint A yhose measure is
1 1 , 1 1. 1

a .7' 7 + + 7 -
C. : Find a segment with endpoint A whose measure is

13 x 7 = ,

,
Our answer to Exercise

1 64,
=

a

!Your answer to Exercise 'should '.show that

ould show that

1 3'3 .x =

and names Air -the same, raimber?



Eiereise Set15.

1. Draw rarber lines and segments to44how

3 of

Alb

2. Find by using

1 1
x 7

3 2
u. x

3
Q. r x

c axcx3=Vxd

e.

3
.4.'4 of 10

d. 4x3.0
4

6 1'
e. r x

From your results in Exercises I 1.-g, is it true that

df .ixi? of 4-xg.r.t of

Look at the number lines and 'segments iWEkereises 4 -

4. In the diagram below, Iliad a segment whose measure is:

3
a.

3
b.

1c .

0 2 3 4

4 4 4 4'4 4 4

10.1

9 ID 11 It 13 14 15

4 4 4 4 4 4 4

92

a



.,.

*

in the diagram below, find a segment whose measure is:
a.

b.

C.

3
3 4 i0 11 a 13

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

. Find a segment whose measure is:

a.

C.

A

I

4
14 . 15 15 17 15 19 20
4 4 4 4 4 4 4

.

'0
24 $4

1.4
a

IS 20
24 24 24,

Find a segment whose measure is':

.a..

x

15
41. M.

4.

24

*a
9 -15

ii is 15

2
10

5 a
a' 24 31 30

Is .15 IS I* . 15
$

a



r

1 0 Ii

Make a-riUmber line diagramito represent each problem. Then

write a mathematical sentence to'represent-thevproblem and

answer the question in a completesentence.

'The Scouts hiked froWthe school to a .pmp 3i miles'

1away. TherstopPed to rest. whe.n,they had gone 7 of

the way. How far had they walked when they stopped to

rest?

3- Jane had .4- yard 'of ribbon for badges. She made 4

4badges df'equal length; How long was eadh badget

10. A' 5 storY)rllding is 48 feet high. If the stories

are of e'qual height, how far abokve the ground is.the

ceiling of the third story?

1
11. Bill put up shellies in his. room, each .24. feet long.

/How long A board did he.use for 3 shelves?

3
.12. Sue used Ir. of a piece of toweling to Make a place mate

2If the piece was yard long, how long a piedt. did she

'use for the place mat?

4.

410 -1)

4



#

USING MATHErTICAL SENTENCES TG bESCRIBE,FROBLEMa

Ekplpration

1. Richard's newforeign car.travels, 29 miles on one gallon
.4

of gas. HOW manTsmiles willit:travel on 7 gaAlons? c

/-29 x7= t

Richard's car will go 263 miles on 7 gallons.of gas.

What relationship in the problem is.expressed in the

mathematical sentenCe?

1

if

t

V

k

Or



1*

4

Consider the problem: Maryls,motheriobought 7 yards of

material to make two costumes. She Used yards nix. 'one

F. %*
costume and ,p15 iards for the other. How many yards of

Material did she have left?
IN

To solve this problem, 'what question should you ask filrlt?'

,Shauld you asit "How many. yards did she use,in alI for the.
*

two costumes?"

Suppose you call this number .k. Dcles

1

What question could. you answer neAt."?

a.

Sudie n is the nuniber of yards'left. DCAfts k = n ?

Whic4 of these mathemai44a1 sentences is a corregt

repiesentation-sfohe proilem?

2 3.

33 2"6

(7. - 4) +-2i. n

47- (34 2) = n

What about these sentences? Would any ofithem be correct

t

n + + -4.- 7

1
.37 + 2-6 n

Can this problem be represented by.segmeritti" on the number

line li?ce this? 3g. 21.. n
3

98

195 Ime

7
*



\

3. Below, is a diagram of .Stevets garden. Re wants t_o put a
4, 1wire fenco, around it. The,wire costs 137 cents a foot.

Whwe wn..1 be the cost of the wire?

toz ft

-)

Do you have to.knOw hoW mUch wire is needed before you, ca71-7

answer-the question,- "What will:be the cost of. the wirete
. ..

, Let m 'represent the periMeter of the garden.in feet.
I. .

Does (la x 2) + (1$4 x 2) . in ?. ,-)

What question could you answer ilext?.
Lbet n = the nUmbereof cents thetwire costs.
Does 13i x m .4n ?
Fhich 'of the' folloWing mathematical sentences best eRresses.
pie relationship in tt;e moblem?

0

( (2 + 1 ) x (2 x 14)) = n I

1.1"

'

(14 x 2) + 104 x .(2 x 13i) n
3t(154. x 2) +,(104 x 2)) x 13 n

0.4 4) .13i] + ts3.04+14) .341 n

Notice symbols [) cafled brackets are used to group
parentheses that name _oxee irautiber.

yhat out thekte sentences?' W;uld any of them be obrACt
.also?

c54 + 14) + (104 + ,104)) x

+.1

.

(14 -I, 14 + 100'x n

97:

196

t

`J.



Exercise Set 16

R4d the follOwing carefuTly, write the.selationship in each'
#1

problem as, a Mathematical sentence sone, and answer the

question asked in the problem:

1 1
1. A recipe callsfor cup buttpr. TS you make only 7

et
*

,of the recipe, howmuch butter do Irou_need?

2. 1, John liyes mile from school. Harry'live% only half

that distane irom school. How far from thischool dOes

Harry lii/t?,

3. Mrs. Morgan bought half a cake for her family of four.

,If she made all servings the same size, what part of a

cake was each person served?

Exercise Set 2...7.
'''' eateMWIMINMIONIMM.0 ,.100.....

N>
1Peter bought r . pound of cheese for school. lunches.. The

first day( he used , i of 'the ',mount 144, bought. How much
V

41.

ie did he use?

f
2. Sara is supposed to practide tlite piano hour- each 'day.

She practiced only 4 of that:time on 'Saturday. What

part of an hour did she' practice on Satultay?

Terry ate I dozen ;cook efteiP :lunet;-. He ate1

cookies after' dihner. What part of, a dozen cookie did he

eat? .

98
4.

4.



3.

i;

The distance fram the',library to the city hall is 41. of
)- a mil. What par't of a mile will you-havesgone if you 4

3 /
walk x. of'this distance?

Ned needs
1 01A piece of canvas 0 .4- fee-,Ione He has one

. NY

Howpiece feet 19ng and piece 4 feet'146'ng.

mmh ddes he still'need?

One-half the pupils of,a,school apt goingto S.concerto

Thee chilhren will be taken in 5..busii. 'What part
4P

of the pupils of the school .will ride in each bus?

7. AVallon of cream weighs 8.4 pounds a gallqn of milk

weighs 8.6 pounds, and a.gallon of water weighs: 8.3 1
-

pounds. How many pounds will a g'alllOn ostiliram, a gallon

of milk, and a gallon of water'weighstogetherl,

caxol Peeds'her d8g; pounds of meat daily.' She fe;de

him twice a day. What part of.a pclundsof meat does the'
.

dog get at each meal.

4

9. TheyTed14d.spe

per 'hour.

for an airplane in 1960 was 1,526 *iles
. - .

record, speed for an automobile was 3 4.19

miles per hour.- How muel.greater'was the speed recorded !-,

for an airplane?'

10. -Mary weighs 62-1. potinds: Her brother Weighs as much

1

as she weighs. What does.he -ireigh?

Gorge lives 2.7 -malesfrom school. He mikes one ilbund
fp .

trip each aay. How. mani miles doeb be walk to saho9
4

week?

NID

t
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Mrs. Mayks bought a; pbund roast and' .T. pound,of
. .. ,_

ground Imeat. How mue4 meat did's-elle:iv altogethet?
, , . . ,5 . t i

-13. -Mr. Hayei,drve :42.13 'miles per hour for 3 heetarp;
4 a

1 ,. .
-. ,H9w many miles d e drive? .

-
.

. - -, ,.

1Mike 8 gardbn is 15g, 'feet by 20g 'feet... What is. the*
1

area Of-the garden?
"

,4og .eats fr pound. of ,foed in ,the morning -i.nd

pound of food in the, afternoon-. how mueh bfiod does TiMIA

dog eat durig ope week? '-
.1

109 '
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RkifoNAL Numaimp's WIT4 SETS OF OBJECTS

YoU have illustrated products of rational ambers by -using
rectangular regions and --by using. 'segants on' the number line..

Italtiplacation'of rational numbers aan also be used Nto
answer.some kinds of questions about sets 'of objedis.

Exploration

Picture A Tel/resents- a set of golf bans. 'In picture
this iet is separated into subsets,.bwith the same number ef-

.
balls' 4.0.each subeet.

- A-
1* fliow many balls are in th.e 'tet? What rational' number

represents the Part of ^the set in'each subset?. How many

balls are in each subset ? Does the sentence o? -12
".balls are 2 balls describe thil) situation?

2; Draw pictures of the'e ,set of ballaiseparated into fewer
subsetet, with the sme number of balls in each subset:

A

Can you do this:, in more than one way?

-

0

0

a



Piet.ures 0, DI E, P, 0'

The%broken lines in each

showthe balls arranged in arrays.
*

piettre show the separation of the ,

lls in.eaehset into 'subsets, with the same number, of

subiet.

efo;(;)
0:010
01 lotto0'0'0

Writep.,senence,like the one in EXercise 1, which-

describes each picture.

Use the pietures to find

2,
a.. of 12 balls'

4
b. .6 of 12 balls%

of 12 ba.11s

102

of. 12 balls

71. of' 12 balls

f. Tr of 12 balls

,



a.
2

of

4.

2 , 1212. the same numbera balls as
"

32 9
-

x

b. is of 12. the'eaMe nuMber as

c. . Is of 12 the same number as

4

ds. Can ydu.uSe multiplication of rational numbers to find '

the number of objects in a part of a set?

Do ypur answers in Exei-cise 6 agree wiih what you found

to be true when you used segments en the number line?'

a. 'Draw A picture to represent a set of 12 licorice.

stieki.

YoU wish to divide the licorice sticks among 5 boys..

Dralh rings around subsets to show the wholesticks

each boy will get.

Show on nur 'drawing how you mill divide up.the

remainini sticks. .4.

d. Write the vational number which represents the number

of sticks each boy will get. Is your result equal to

1 12.5,x 7 ?.

-EXercise Set 18

1.' Draw pictures of golf balls. ,Then write the mathematical

Sentences._

a., 5 of 15 d. of 28

b. of 24

C. of 30

e. of .20"
*

f.' Of 244

103

r
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a

. Find n:

4 *..a.- 45x,

b.
9

a

n

I. *

a

e x%1-

3*. Compare' your results in Mcercises 1 ands

.4. .0nly twor thirds .Of pupils in Bedford.School can 136
- seated in the auditorium, so only two-thirds of the classed

maY go tc; the., aSsembli. .*There are 33 classes. How many

classes may go?

Jim said that

s

of his 40 tomato plants had.tomatoes
at

on them. How many planta had tomatoest How many'did not?

The refreshment committee -estimated 'that of the pupils
and parents would come 'to -the class plcnic. Itethe e were
84 pUpils sand parents, how.many people did the conmattee

think would come?

A class had a supply of 3. ,grods, of pencils (144) when

school.began. A month later. they had 84 left. What

rational number tells what par:t -of thair papply they had,
left?

Jane-had 24- queStions right on,a tes-t with 3-0- questi9ns.

, What rational number tells what part. oft the test she
'answered .correctlyV

a*



PROyERTIES OF RATIONAL iTUMBERS

Exploration

You know severaa,properties of the operation of .

.

. ,
int.Ultipiication with whale' numbers: Commut4t1ve, Associative,
Closure.,..Property of Zerso, aril, Property of One.. 'You also 'know

pistributivet. Propertir, which relates multiplication And
" ,

additioh-of whole numbers.

I. Illustrate each -of these :,prope ties With whole...numbers.
/-14akl diagrams (using rectangular regions or, segients on

the number line) to illustrate the tollowirig products:

.2. a.

a.

2 .

3

lb

0

4. Find the,PrcAucti in Exercise 2 and Eiereise
a c axc

a

a. Is X' a true itatementt,

-2Is R. x 3 3 x a true statement?
_ -

1-43.at .property foemultiplication of rational numbers is
suggested by Exercises 2 - 5 ?

-

1.



Find ,s and
2a. 3 or X 7.1 -X 5

b. (;. 2r)

a.

b. t

a. What is true of the products s, -and t in

Exercise 7?

What is true of the products s and t in

Exerase
'

10. .What property ,of multiplicatlon of rational numbers is

stiggesed by Exercises 7 - 8?
3

11. Find 'the num.i4qr9 n e.nd t by using -drawinqs 11,ke the

ones on Page- 70 for Psercise 4,,

1 /2 3
k7' IT)

II 2 A' 2 3 A+ ky X

12. Which of *these sentences is true in ExerJcise

n > t t

13. StAte a property of iational numbers. sugge4ed by

sgxercises 11 - 12.

Find' r and, s:
0 ,314. -a. B. A T-'s r

b. x

106
N41-
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15.' What.preperty of rational Aumbers doescEXercise \14
*

suggest?
0

.*
* ,

.Vind.-r, and .s. Express your ans.12pr in simplest form.

3 .3 7 10a. r = x b. 8 = x

17. CoMpare each'prc;duct in EXercise 16 with the factors.

What do you observe?-

lB. State a property of rational numbers kuggestpd by'

i3

'Exercise 16.
,7v

as

19. . You are used to working. with rational'numbers.that are
1,

easy, to picture. Here are some names, for less commonly
1 48 31used rational- numbers: and .

a. Gan you in4ine a rectanplar region whose sides have

these: measureq

b, How would you find the measure of the region?

c.'

d.

'What kind of number wou14 yOur result be?

Make Iv two other strange rational numbers. If they -*

were measures of the sides of a rectangular region,

what kind of numbir would the-measure of tilt region

be?

What property of multiplication of,rational numbers

does this suggest?

107



Copy and combletrthese

.41 simplest form.

3.

Exercise Set ale

. 4

multiplicAtion

X

7

.. ..

3
.c

..

1

,-

4

..
3

(

', 7 w

,... 1 ..

5****..
, .

, 2.
,

*

.

haits. Express products,

1
7

.

2.

7. .

/r
1,

,

What property (or propvtieli) do you

. r

each-chEirt4

41)

108
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p oration

' .:named WillietCraWlS along a crack in Vie floor.

reet 'pev miraUte.

tr.)401-14,:crack rePresents a'number line.

4

_

r------r----*3 4 5 6.
E F G.

J14,7-fax; does,Willie urawl in 3 -minutes? If he starts.
"4,4

4U;' A,'whit'point does he reach in 1, minute? in: 2

(Iwinutei?. in 1 -minutes? in 3 minutes?

2. .*For.each part of EXercise. 1, writ'e a mathematical,sentence

which ishowp the'relation,between.the time.Willie crawls,

his speed, and the distarice he goes.

,Between which labeled points win' Willie be 4,41emhe'hari.

3crawled 27 minutes? Iar minutes? minute? 3 minute?

Writb a mathematical sentence for each-pirt ofittercise: 3.

.What operation is indicated in-e4Ch mathematic4:l seqence

in4acercises 2 and 4?

a.' .If Willie starts at A and4crawls.less than.one

11111)utel on which 6eotent_muat_he_tte2
. .

b.. If Willie starts at A 'and craw1L more than one.

minute where will he be?



g at,
'4 4
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Exercise *Set 20

jet 'Ilene travels'. 600,mileti an hdue.,:. At; that 'ratl,
how far does, it travel in .4 hours?

127 hours? in . IT Hours? 1 hour?
1 1hour? us hourf,
RecOrd theSe facts in the table beloW.

'JET PLANE

WNW

in ' hourp? in
3 a 1hour? hour?.

Number of Hours
. .

Number of Miles
.-

per 'Hour.
Total Numl9er of .

M s Traveled -

. tk 690 4 x_ 600 = 2400 .
. ,

6o0
.

.

1
2

. ,

600 .

.

,
)

lir .
. .1' 600. .

, oo
.

.
.

....
61%)

.

7 600

1
7
1

600
,

. .

600r*.

.

o

2 " What" operation did you use to answer each part of
-t

EXercise 1?'

', Suppose the Scouts hike 3

how far do they 'walk in 4

table like the. one above'.

%it

S.aS.

miles an hour. At tliat rate,*

-hatifs? In 3 'hours? Make a

Use the name numbers of hours.

'110

1 9
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fast, livelt:,y turt1.e -walks B. mile an hour. Make a table.
like the one aboVe for the tulle. What opers.tion do syou

.
usse .t.O find pis distance's?

Use your tables. for, Ewcises
questions.
5. Make tliese sentences true by putting

1.4 and 4 to' answer, these

x 600

1g. t x 600
-

Plane

600

4e-blank.

- a. 4 x 600 - 600 k .x 3
4

b. 3 x 600 600 3 x. 3

x 3

600 x. 3

x 600 600 x 3

Scouts

600, 600 2-;. x 31

3.7.1 x 600 60o ,3 J.117 "

600 600 i x 3- 3

iii 11.6
660 600 .x 3

"1.

<1 or = in the
4

Turtle

.1

1'. 11 xB' F

Look at ihe column in Execise 5 about th; Jet plane.
a. What factor is shown in each product expression?
b In which lines- of the table is,the product greater then

thial facor? equal to phis tactor? lese than this

3.

factor?
c., ow do you explai4 your observation in ?,

r



7. .took at the c umn in Exercise' 5 aboUt the Scouts.

Pa. Whatfact :IsIshown.in each. productexpression?

b. In .which-lines of the table is the product greater

than thii factor? equal to this factor?. less than.

this factor?

How do you explain your observation in b..?

Answer'the'questiona in Exerciae 6 using:the turtle

column.

*

,EXamine your answers.fOr EXercises 6, 7, and 8.

Fill in >4 =4 < to make thegt, sentenceS true. Put the

same symbol.in both blanks of each sentence.

When one factor in'a product expression the

product . the other.factor.

b. When one factor in a prqduct expression 1, the.

product the other factor.

When one factor in a product expression 1, the

product the other factor.
S.

,

c.

J

11.2

4 2/,
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A NEW PROPERTY OF TiAn

v.

NUMBER$: RECIPROCAL PROPERTY

You have seeft that somp propertie of *whole .nviiabers
,also .properties of rationaumbers. Do y.ou' think that' rational

) numbers may-have some- properties which whOleiitimberk do no:t have?'

4, 1.0..

1.

6 Exploration.

Find r in each sentence .

3 4

x78 d. _9_ -10
10 9. f.

e..

What do yo,u notice about the product in each part ofa.

Exercise 1.?.
go

,

Write the two factgra in Exercise 1-a. ,What4- do--you .notice
tabout them?

4: Do you notice-the tame thing about the factors in
Exercise 1-b through 1-r?

Find the rational nuinber n which makes qch. entence true.
2 n,= 1

6. n xj:T0.8

12n x 3. =

4
.5. is called the reciprocal 4 4

8is the, reciprocal of .

113 A/
A.0

4



a I*

4.- -

What is the proiluct when a number'is muatip1ied by its

recipr$444?

10, Find n in each sentence:

a. "ri = 0 x a. n =

4

3 8
b . = 7r

b d . n=v<5

11.

.1 .4

e.
13 , 0
113 " 23.

NW: property of mu1tiPlication of rational numbvi does9

Exerpise 10 illustratb?

-If'posSible 'find a rational nuMber .11 which makes .each

sentence true:
4

0
a. 7 x n = 0 x 0,= 1

d. 0 x n = 0

.13., IA'therp a rational number 'which does not haveaa reciprocal?
.

Is there moreothap.one such rational' nuniber?

1 . Can we state this property for ratfonal 'numbers? Par

a
eyery rational number p'if a is not 0, and b -is

a b
not v a

15.. yould the.property injgxerciie 14. be stp.ted this way?

'Every rational tpmber except 0 has i reciprodal.'

16, Think Of'the set of Wholetnumbers..- Can you find a whole

number n such that

a. 5 x n.= 1 ?
4

n x 8 '1 ?

17. Does the set''of whole numbers have the reciprocal'proPert41

k t-
stated'in'Mkercise 15?



''18. Find a rational nuaer 41 such that-the sentence in

Exercise 16a is true. Do the same for tile ,entence in
.

Bxertise' 16b.
,

19. r Do you, see an easy way tp find the reciprocal of a rational
-

numberl

20. The teasure of a rectangular\regian is 1. Find the

measure of a-side, if the measure of the other side Is:
3,

a.

1.d.

%

if the product of twp rational nuMbers is 1,

e. 11

f. 0.25

each number a the recitroca1 of the other..aimrfferoW .111Nri.gora..1. .00.01.MW IYad10.1~,*
*

Exercise Set 21
41MAMIIONI

. (74

1. mr. Brownbought 6.2 gallons Of.gas on Saturday:and 7.9

gallons or:..1 Sunday.- Bbw many gallons of gas.did mr. Brown,

buy on the two days.together?

gpe jet averagdd 659.49 miles Der hour on its test flight.

Another jet ayeraged 701.1 m4es per hour. How much

greater was the average speed tit' the sdcond.plane?
N -)

3.. If the average rainfall In a state is 2.7 inches per
month what will 'be the total rainfall for the_ year2A

What is the area of a rect
feet and 3.5* reet long'? t.

"P

nguiar room whose ares are \.1.4
,

JoR*



...Timis '50i inches ta11. Sally.is 4 inches tall.

How much taller is Jim thaKt Sally?

1
A recipe.Called foy 4 cuPs oatmeal, and 15, cups flour,

1
and 1.7 cups raisins. How many cups of .dry ingredients

were called for in the recipe?
4

1
Joel has plented of his garden in vegetables.

this sectiOn is planted in tomatoes. What part of thet

whole garden is planted.in tomatoes?

8. If 1, day i a
1. of a weekl.what pa t of the week is 12

hours.9.
.

1
9. Allen drinks 17 cups of milk three.times a c17.

many cups ofimilk does hb drink in one week?

, 3
101 Eddie's house is r) mile from school. How far does'he

walk each day if he maims two round trips? How far does

he 'Walk each week?

11. 2.For the summer, Rick and Sam'cut lawns for the neighbors.

Tegether they chargedN'3 dollars dn hour. They worked
. ,

hotirs each day. How much did they earn'in pne day?

in one week (5 days)?
a

12. Bill is 24 yearst_older than Bob. Bcb is. 37 years1

a
older than Jack. How much older is Ball than Jack'?

13. The measurements of:the sides of a rectangular sheA of

meta; are 17%2 -indhee and '9.8 inches. _What is the

area of the sheet in square inches?



14. California had 3.6 inches of rain in January,5.1 inches's.'

in February, 5.8 inches in March, and 4.4 inehes in
April. The'total amount for the year was 3.0 inches.
How much rain feii during the other eight monihs?

15.. Ars. Jackson b

.1
ate ir dc?zen,

and Ellen ate

left.

1aked dpzen cookies. For lunch,*

Janet ate doien, Dotty ate

owddzen: miDny doien cookiesle

NJ,

t.

117'

Helenk

cozen,

were



COMPUTING PRODUCTS OF RATIONAL NUMBERS USING DEC/MALS

EXploration

(Extending 'Decimal Notation)

1. You know that 45.687 meant!.

Suppose you see the numeral 45.6872. What number does.

'the li$it 2 represent? What, should be the place-value

name? In the decimal uystem

1 1 \i

each place is the vjaue

example,

0. 01

of numeration, the value of

of' the place on ita'left. For'

1 1 1

1 1 1
0.001 = TO*6 11000*

*1. a

So the value of the next place is

The digU 2' in the numeral above

or 2 ten4housandths.

2. Suppose the'numeral is

represent? Mhat should

a

- 1, OW
,

16)000'

3.0,1000'represents 2 Y

4

45,68723. Mhat number does the. 3

be the place-value name? a

a
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Write the decimal,name for

11.. '234 thoussndths

1). 17 ten-thousandths
,

c. 34,6. hundred-thbusandthe

Write the'rraction form for

a. 0.2567

b. 0.46.682

c., 32.5678 .

Suppose you wanted to separate a unit squaz4e regiton into
, A

square regiorxs to show ten-thousandths. How many congruent.

segments 'should you make on each side of the *square?

Exploration '

You know that you qan multiply rationa). numbers 'with

decimal ;latiqs by thinking 'about their fraction 417es. 'Ts there

another way?'

gonsider the product 4.53 ,xA'0.007

4.53.
453 x mar = 453 x

1 1

04047 = "4,7

v
0. 39, 4.53 x 0.007, (453 x x (7 x L1.0

1Cr

e.

f.

= 453 X 1 X
- Ow

= '453. x (7' x
10 lOr

453 7) ( 613'
1 10

'



4

(453 )< 7)
-3.6-).7-176a

-3171 x

= 471 x 1°001,000.
-

31 10 0
2Xplain line a and line b.

2. 'Mat property of x',ational numbers'is- used in line d ? inline e ? in line f ?

4

N.

What. is dçrr in. line g ?

What law' of exponents.,is used 'in' line h ?I.

tHow is the 1004090 obtained in line i
Lines', f and g show that jou tan f nd the product of two
rational numbtrs named by decimals by a) multiplying as
though they were whole-numbers Lind b) placing a decimal

- 4'47 point to indidate the correct4lJe 'value.

i

111.

The first step is familiar. How can you tell where. the
decimal point eh9uld be' Look at line k belOw.
U4 a a4.53 X.C1.00.7 = (4" X ) X (7 X 17

.4. (453 x 7) x

Do you see an easy way to tell- what -each exponent should be?4a there an eztay way to decide how many digits in the
product' there should be to the right of the.decimal point?

121

t



,

Write these prciducts as shown in line k.

.a. x 3.1 c. 1.68 x 0.005

b. 0.513 x 9.2 6.2 x 1.049
,

,

Sinte you find the product by first multiplying as with

.whole rmmbers, it is.'convenient to arrangi y5ur work in
. ' .

vertical form 'and 'record your thinking like this:
,.

1 0 4 9

6.2
2 0 9.8

6.5 0 3 8

,1049 x

62 x,?zy

65038 )i
10

Exercise Sect, 23

Use the vertical 'form as shown to find r.

1. r 3.25 x 0.04

2. r 6.17 x 0.29

p.048

r 3.1 x 0.307

58 x 7.23

6. r= 0.96 x 7 7

r 0.18 x 0.056

3.68 x 1.42

r = 19.03 x 8.5



RATIONAL NUMBERS WITN DECIMAL NAMES

YQuknow,that the decimal name for a numblp can' be written
'.essily if the fraction name has denominator 10, --102,-'103, etc. ,

.Mhat.about nUmbers whoSe fractiOn names kir other denominators? *.
.,

Can yau name,the nuMber i by:a fraction with.denominator
10,

.4.

1 .25 1.-or--1001-or 1000?:' Since .47 ...
el.lad 0.25 name the same

number.

A
Exercise Set 24

"ta

1. If possi*el for these numbers find fraction names with
'whole number numerators and with denoMinator ,10, 100,
lopo, 6r

3t t a.

,b.

20. 7
3a.

10,0Q0.

g.

h.

1.

Si
Sic

3
Tr

0.
1-6 J. 1

7
a2. you'stiould have found fractipn names witki whole number

aJt

-numerators for all but three of the numbers'in 'Exercise 1.
Eplain wh14ou could not find fractiOn names With whole

a

number numerators for these three numbers. tHinti _yiLyie1A2I,.e_._

prime'factorization of 10, 100, 1000, and 100000. Find
the prime factorization of the denominators of the fract1ops

.for th three n'umiera.)-

123.

132



3. 'Wr to decimal names fdr the other seven nuMberp.

4. in your answers for Exercise 1; which fractions have the

,aamo'denominator? A

4

3



USING THE DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY

lou have tound produCts of ra1iona1 numbers by using their

fraction nhmes.

First ,;let,t4y.

Since 57 .

'second am::

I

x 6 11 66
x =

a

4.

1 yqu could also use the distributive property,

6 X 4'. 6 x (5 +

(6'L5)

6 x

=

=

30

33

6+ 2

+ 3

a
r)

11

ifou cari 'illustrate the second way by using rectangular
regions.

,

4

4.

4.
4

144
1 x
i

6 x,
1

-4

125

134



Exercise Set

1. Find n by using the diitribUtive property. 'Write each

product in simplest form.

a. ...'8 x'23: d.,' n 14 x 14-

A

1b. n . 55 x 7 e. 4 x 30

f
,

\.;

2. Dritw a rectefagular regioh ,ancl' separate it to illustrate one

.of the products in Exercise 1.

cFind the products in Exercise by using -x axe
Write the simplest pame for each product. Which way is

easier?

,

111

'0)

Ow-

itt

47



:

*

ESTIMATINGPRODUCTS

When-you are multiplying rational puMbers It is a good-.#.

idea-to. estimate the product first.

Consper the"product:

How large should the product be
42

so ($.x 4) ' (2 x 8

3.

20' ,4 IS between 16

2

The product must be greater than 16.

d 27.

ft. aft. .ft *ft fte. v. am, a. *ft

.< 9

v/4177 /7/ Aff7/4/4

gif
D

S.

4 ,

, in the drawing, the unit square region'an 3.d the by 4
region are in dark lines,:

Name the 2 -by '8' region.

: Name the 3 py 9 region.

t

-

.

"PP.

ft



41

Aro

Xercise Set 26

Which of the linswers below .nLalx:be right? Which- ones must
J .

,be wrong? ,Answer by 'finding'two whole numbers betWeen which

the product must be.

4+

3 x 5380 ,= 151840

ix 4= 4

4

.Between.what two whole mambera must each sum or product be?

12. 4 x.4

11. ,56.7 38.54,
4'k.. .

17. leach can you estimate more closely by the .methcid
. * ,/. ;

described4---t.kesum:-of__twomuaber.a..".the..._p_rathe .

same two.tumbei's? .
,

4

'



tit, '

Mcercise Set

'-Be1ow are tliree mitt squt.res; *Each is separated into,

Szsgliir congruent4 squares, and the border squares are
ahaded.pi 1409:9
/IA VX0,iv,', , /.,,/,,,,/4 Nu

.././ zy, ., gO,
.."

... ,e;

'',, /0 I a0,4,Y// /

N
EOM

111111111W
MOE
MEM

a. Mat its the. measure of a; side. 'of the unshaded square
region of 'each?

b. 'What is the measure' or the unshaded' square region of
ach?.

0. What is the measure of"the shaded region of :each?
..t a

The' aides of '-tho -unit` squares in Exercise 1 are separated
into 3 congruent parts 4 congruent parts, and 5
cdigruent pats. Draw another unit square; separate its
sides into 6 congruent parts. Separate the 'unit square,

*region into square.regions, and shade. the border
region. -

Answiir questions b, and c, from Exercise about.
. your unit 'square. ,



-,

A tile floor, pictured to the

right, is made of tile oi the

two sizes shown. The measure

of tile D is 1 and tile

is Ir.

rloor

a. What is the measure of the part of the floor covered

. with smaq:1

,b. 'What is the measure of the part of the floor

with the large tile?

C. lihat is the measure of the floor?

4

The square pattern to the

,right was made by fitting
4

together, blaq and yhite

-square tile; ThtiPattern

has.been used by artists

. for many ye'ars.
AP

it. If the)meitaure of the,

xegion i 1, what

is-the measure of each

tile?

'14hat is t1'A 4 measure, of the

What is the measure of the

-------Whattethe- -measure of the

130

'4

covered

111111111111111111lir AFAMEMIll
11D111111111E111itMalian
1101111111111E111
11111EUREMIN
111111111111111111

white outer border?

white.inner ioorder?

t

blaok,outer border?



Be lbw are two Arrangemoits of 15 squares. On the' left,

they -are arranged in a rectangle; .on the right, they are

arrsmged in four squares..

a.

b:

if the measure

is 'the measure

If the measure

is the- measure

a

E

at

..7-

of the.rectangular region is'. what

of eadh square region?

OT the square region H is 1, what

of the rectangular-region?

'If the measure 9P square region O ls 14 what is

.the meosure of the vectangular region?

Write each of the.foilowlw in lte implest form:

3.6

t



10

Fxercise Set 28

ls. Supply the missing numerEaprs:
. t

at

Oomplte the chart bel6w:

d.
1-DU 33)(4

4'e.

2f
a

Rectangle s MeasUrement of
Adjacent,. Sides-

Perimeter Area
()Ibe ions

...,

, 44 ft. by 6i. rt . * . ,

B 12 .75 et . by 18.18 ft.

C. . 9 ft.by3 ft.

. How,much ater te 'the measure of rectangular region

A than C .?

b. How much greatersis the measure ofsrectangular region

B than C ?

c. How much liss is-the measure of the perimeter of A

than' C
d. How mudh less -is th. measUre of the perimeter of- 'S

than B ?

-Arrange-- from---14ast

1. 2. 2 3 1
7, 7. .5.; 0. 5; ir; l.

a

32



Arrange from least to greatest:
0.5; O. 49 1.8; 7 . 09; 0. 001;

:Subtract:

a.

5"V
ASNIMMIMVOMImm

1. o. 298.

174

Eln0 the Omplest fractIon name for:
41

4

e.

ampairdliIPMOYM

r

f



a

4

Exercise Set ?al.-

Name tht follow#g numberi by fractions;

0.7

. b. 0,04

C. 2.57 a. 0.072

d. 3.6

NamOthe following numbers by decimals;

a,

b.-

Find n.

. 10d'

a. 7.29 + 0.7 = n

b. 31 + 2.59 = n

4. Find n.

0490 - 0.4 n

b. 6.7 4,25

a. 0.3 x 0.4 = n

b. 7.03 x

ca 0,78 x 0.5 n

.1

I.

. 1.5

.

f. lii

c. 0.37 + 0.8973 = n.

a. 5.235% + 4 4- 6.25 = n

A
4

01 4.205 - 1.741,6 n

a. k7 - 0.478 n

d, 48.8 x 0.56 = n

e. 0.0 x 6.8 n
4.

f'. '3.42 x 8.6 n

o.



'N,.?fter2ise Set 30

. 'When the 39.th familY left on their vacation, the speedometer
read 19;628.6 miles, Whenhey returned', 1.-6 read .22040513.
How Many miles hadthe 'Smiths traveled?

'

Mrs. Williams bought four pieces of .steak weighing 4.7

pOUnds, 5.2 popndS 5.3 pounds,"and 3 8 pounds., At

hdw
much:1411_112t.12MR_Pleqe..s.costv

Jack's mother bought hid fall clothes on . Shoes

'1originally priced $7.89 were. marked off. 'A suit

originally priced '$15.96 was-marked 'off. A co t

Ioriginally priced $19.98 was markedw off. \-liow much
money did Jack's mother save?

When Mark pulled his lobster traps, he.had 9 lobsters,
eapia weighing' 114 ppunds, 13 lctsters eadh.Weighing

pounds, and 8 3,9bstdrs each weighing,-14. pounds. Hoiti

many pounds of lobeer did he pull?

The Ward's ,house is 42.8 feet by 68#.5 feet: Their landt
is 105.5 feet by.'236. feet., 'How many square-feet of

I.

I.

One day, Helen:and Rosemary were eactigivema guinea pig.

Heients guinea,pig weighed 0.60 pounds and gained 0.

.pounds
eactiqay.__Rosegmes_ztainea.iAg-welghd--0.-116-

pounds, but ate more,'and gained .0.09 pound each day.

'Whose.gaAnea pig was the heaviiir a week later? Bow much
heivier?

a



In a wfilamMinf':tests,Dan stayed under.water ,21,? times as.

1.40g as CharliK' -Charlie stayed under water 19.8 'seconds,
;

HOIO.Otedid-Din.stay under,water?

-:!)

Races.are sometimep ipeasured-in meters. limeter is 14094
0

Yards. 'What is:',the Sifference'in ysrds 'between a 50

meter.raCe and a 00. me4er race?

toimes-atsmaph.

.as Paul. Mce 144gh8 1. times as muctCas Amy.

much do Jerry and Mike each weigh? .

10. Ethel likes to collect colored rocks'for hervock garden,

,but she can carry orily 18 pounds of rock ifi her basket.

If she puts in more, the basket will break. ,She puts six.,

colored rocks in her basket. The first weighs 3.4 pounds,

the next thre4' weigh 3.1 ,pounds api6ce, and the last'two

rocks wel.101 2.6 pounds apiece. Will she .break her

'basket?. Explain.

a

aa

a

136
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CRAFTER 3

SIDE AND ANGLE RELATIdISHIPS OF TRIANGLES

ISOSCELES TRIANGLES

Exploration

What-do we call a .triangle which has at least two congruent
sIdes, You have seen'many of these triangles and no doubt are
able to give them their correct name-risosceles triangles.

Make a model or a triangle using the strips and fastenem.k
For two sides, choose tww.strips of the same length, the
longest ones you have. For the third.sidel choose a
strip aboutshalf as long as the others you used.

Recall that a triangle with at least two congruent sides is.,*

. called an isosceles triangle.

,.rwaw an isosceles triangleein which the congruent sides
are,. each.two inches long and the third side ,Is three

inches long.' 'Do you needito use your compass?

Vlach of these are isosceles ikangles yow did*you

,



Use your compasi and straightedge to copy this figure.

In the figurel.place

the lettters B' and 'C

at the intersection of.

the:arc andrays'.-;14hat

segments are congruent?

roes this figure suggest

"" a method for making an

isoscvles,triangle?

'S)11

ilse th& method of ExploratiOn

EXercise 4 to draw an isosceles

trianglel,starting with a

figure like this, Holemany

such triangles could you draw?

e



8

Draw a line eegment congruent tb iIkName your line

!sement, CD. How many isosceles triangles can you make

on 115 if it is 'not one of the' con'gru#nt sides?

Draw siveral Of them. 4Must all these triangles lie on

the sameside ot.it'D T'
.-

I sI
I?

Can you see any'exampl,et of isoseeles-triangles in our,

i

.room? :pould yol4 by drawing one line on the door, show an
s .

isOsc,les triangle? !,Bo you see any otiher way.of making
, isbsaeles triangles In our room by drawing Just:tone line?

l,
---i _

;

,
4

4%.
C.

As:1W go hoMe tdbight look closely'at things around you to
see ir you can find any examples qf isosceles.triangles.

4 ,

Ydu may Fintl some good examples in your neighborhood, at
!

the dinner table,or even,in your car. Moat magazines have
A -some good pictures of isosceles triangles,in them, tdb.

139



BRAINTWISTERS
4

aft

5. Draw two line segments of different lengths. Name one of

them 1gr arid the other one W. Now draw 4r1 isosceles

triangle with tiff) sides congruent ta.V and the third'

:side congruent to DR. Is it easier if you draw the

third side first?. Did you have any trouble drawing the

isosceles triangle?

6. .See it.you can stump your teacher. Ask her to work
1

problem 5 after you have marked Inr and tni! for her.

aure to choose'lengths so that she cannotdraw the

ibosceles triangle. How did you do this?

a



1

midit or AN IiOSCtLES TRIANGLE

,Exploration
You have done many-things with isosceles triantles.

Let I s look at them even' Aore &closely.
fa.

1. Draw an,,isosceles triangle with the s.ongruent siaes
"-6 inches long. Make the' third side any lenith you

choose. Do y u have_ to be careful

z

the third side?

of the length you choose?

Could you choose 12

inches for the lengtof
Why? Could you choose a length tif

greater than 12 inches Sor tlie length -of the
thir,d side? Why?A I.
'Cut out -your isosceles trtangle with its interior.
'Abel the vertices ao,.-that ICE 2t W. sNow fold 11

. .... .,_ ,._
. ...._,through poilit 13, ,So that side :Tr fits on aide 1 BA,-,

These sketches ah.pw w

*

,

did .

old ere
a it

.

Where did vertex C fall? Dx ZC 'oongruent to
ZA?- If you made- the-Itsoscelei-trianglecaratui17,
LC should fit exactly over tA so that C u ZA.



.1

V

4, Construct a triangle Trace

'1- 4 DER on .a :sheet Of thint. paper. -and label the Nertides

'Turn thq sheet overand place
vertex D on F.,

'4

vertex E on E2

vertex F 'on 'D.

s &DEP AFED? If sol, which angles ,are congruent?;-

5. Itte cal LD the angle opppsite: 127: §incem joins
a

points oh the sides of ZD. In a similarNmafiner,
,0 #

. !-'
We call' LE .sthe angle 'opposit.e 'Ntl, and 'LF the

angle 6pposiie"
J

In, isosceles A'DEP, vtich are the, congruent sides?-

Are the congruent, angles oposite, the congruent apes?

' 4Can you finish

.It seems to be
are., congruent,

sthis sentence?
0

true that if2-two sides of a 7triangle

then the angles

Summ ry
.

In each' isosceles triangle with which you worked you

.found at least ,two congruent angles. Eveiry isosceles triangle, ,.4.n

a %

s.

,taas least two.'t-ongruent sides -and at least two congruent

angles, and the congruent angles are opposite the congruent

I.

sides.
!

,



-Exerol e Set,2

I. In this drawing,. n
and AT idhat Id.nd

of tr ngles .,are 4JC
and' AADC?

Mhich stnglehas the greater
measure,. ZBAC .or -.'ZDAC1

I. LDAC ZDCA?

2. . Kew zr!pny trlangles oan4,you

find in this drawing?
A 1r A VEL TB 14 t750

And, MI what kind of
triangle are,they?

,

If LApE ZCAE and
1

DCA s' 'ZCAD are all. -four
angles ctsuaLruenty.

A

*

A

z



ta

a

,

Thisdrawing shows the location

of Tom's house, Bob house *lid

their' school.- Bob and Tom

live the same listance frDin

school. Why is .ehe Angle at
Torn's

Tom's house congruent to the House

-one at Babas house? .

a

'Bob's
HouSe

S'
School

ggestion: If Bob's house is directly north of the

school and Tom's house' is direotly west of the school,

what 'do you know abput LTS1;s.

4. AABC, trg. Chopse any way you want 'to show

that ZBAC LECA.

,

144

ftv
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EQUILATEAL TRIANGLES

Exploration

: A triangle :I.c/hich has three sides eongruentto each other
is called an tsilaaml,trian.

Make an evilateVal triangle by using Strips. Choose any
strips you want, but you must be careful about one thing.
What is it?'

Exercise apt"

h ch of these are pictures of equilateral triangles?

rwaw an equilateral triangle using your compass and

straightedge. Use the length of ix as the length of a.

side.

Draw three equilateral triangles. Make'the first one With
sides ln inches in length, the second with,sides-27

inches in length, and thethird with sides 4 inches_in_
length.

1145



.4. Figure ABCD is a'sqUgre.

, What dd you know about the

sides of a square?

*N.

Name the congruent.segments.
.

Trace/figure ABOD on your

paper.

ft
A

Draw am.equilateral triandles using IV as one side.

Draw the triangle so that its imterior lies in the

exteriw, of ABCD.

Draw equilateral triangles on M, t74 and 115 so

that the interior of each triangle lies in the exterior

ABCD.

Is tbe triangle with side '105 congruent 'to any of the'

other triangles you have, just markedl

6

1:55

0



I

I

. 0

a

no/many equiWeral triangles
-can yau draw which.have,d;vertex

at point A and anotheto vertex

at point B? Draw them.'

How'many equilateral triangles,w1th a side 2 inches long.
can you draw which,will have one,vertex at point -13?

Howzmany isosceles triangles can you draw w ch will
have a verteat point A '19,14 a vertex at ant B?



ANGLES OP AN EQUILATERAL TRIANG4

Exploration .

You know that an'equilateral triangle has three congruent

si4s. Is there anything else that you think might be true

About it?

Draw an equilateral triangle which has a side 4

Name it AABC, putting the letters on
0

the, interior like.this:

What must be true about 1E,

MI and 1U?

.

2. Since 'nig Er, sy aboutwhat-can you -a &
.:

and LC ?

Since TO 1U; what can you say about LA and ?

Now whiat can you say abo YVIL, B, an ZP?

Cut out.triangle ABC with its interior. Fold it

through point B so,that' ,falls _on W:4 Does

zip fit exactly on LA.? Now open up .the figure

andfold.it through point C so that ir falls

on Ir. Does 4'S fit exactly on ZIA? Open t4e

figure; xnd fold it through,A, sO 7R7 falli on

1

U. Does LC fit exactly on LB?

N.



EXercise Set,14

1. Ube your strips to make
amequilateral :riangle. Make

another equilateral triangle that is congruent to the fArst**one. Label-the first triangle 01 and the secont JKL.
Can you place4IL

exactly on &WI .so that vertex J
4

falls on vertex GI K falls (3ra 14, and L falls on 1?
, Are there other ways In which AJKL *will fit exactly on,

that is, be congruent to AGIII?

. 4.

2. Draw an equilatpral
triangle with a side whose length is

Thches. 11.three angles congruent?

3., Draw an eqUilateral triangle with a side mhose 3.ength'is
inches Are the three angles congruent?

1.

2 '.
When you foleded your equilateral,triangIe, lin the

EXploration' he folds made lines o it-as in the drawing.,
Notice that we have named t

Name all of the.different

. triangles you can'find in the

figure. Name each triangle

only once. Can you' find 16.

triangles.?

aild
8

149

s,



BRAINTWISTER

5. DraW an.equilateral,triangle Ate with a' side of *

length 3 inches. Draw.another.equilateral triangle

DEF with a side 4, inches long and'another

equilateral triangle with a side 5 inches,long. Ar

these.three triangles congruent? Are'the angles.

in all three eqUilateral'triangles congruent?

t.

BRAINTWISTER

416

6. If you drew an equilateral triangle with.sides 8

inches long; wpald 'the angles be congruent tp:those of.

an equiliteriA :triangles with sides 4 inches long?

Would you eApeCt this?

7'

/

VIAINTWISTEF

7 'Can imp draw'an equilate43al triangle with its angles

Ongruent to these,three atigles?



I.

0

1. Divide 'the triangles below into four sets:
a

a

Set - Triangles with inaptly& two pongruent sides
Set 13 -a Triangles with, three, aongruent. sides
Set, C A.11 triangles not in Set A or Set B
Set D - All triangles with at letst two aongruent eideS

All the *dangles .An Set A orin aet B are
a. \

triangles.`),

All the trIftngles in Set B are triangles.
An the trilngles in Set A .s.re

.2triangles.,
3. MDat oan__you ,say 4out the triangles in Set, C?



,eme

-Divide the trlangles above-info -fOur nei4 sets.
set E - Triangles With exactly two- congruent angles.,

(it you zeed to, trace the angles on-
paper to .help you decide.)

4.4

4.

.
Set P Triangledi, witheNtree congruent angles.
Set 0 T. Triangles with no two angles congruent.w`.

Set H Triangles with at' least two angles congruent.

LoOk atr...the*eight sets you have listed.
exactly the same members?

ich sets have

. Which sets in IS:Itemise. 1 are subsets of other sets?
What % he intersection Of Sets A and B?
What is ihe intersection of 'Sets 0 and B?
What is the unio4 of Sets H and qi?

153
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SCALENE ThIANdLES

4

Exploration,
." . I

Yoti know that in a triangle the angles oppoatte two

congruelit &ides' are ,a1s6 córi ent. Whit di) yoU think about

. arigles opposite sides of 'ianeclual lengthy

1, In 'ARM, '78P MI, so which anicles- must be congruent?

2,', Whtchia longer, - 'Ng or IT?

3. 'W1-iat'angle ls opposite Me?

What angle is opposite M?

By trapincon thin 'paper somiare I with LT.
s

.11111ph anal.? ,has the greater measure?.
,

5; Mbioll side is oppo#ite the greater angles

:



Woo

t, I

In triangle PITT choose,a pair of sides which are-
not congruent.

"7. :fell which angle is opposite eadh of the sides you
chose.

Coppare the sizes of the,two angles.

Arrange your answers for Exercises.61 7, 8.like>

this:

Longer side; . Shorter side:

Angle opposite longer side;

Angle opposite shorter side:

TM*

Larger angle:
Smaller, angle:

Is'the larger angle opposite the longer side*or.th.q/

sholIer side?

163



U. Are any two sides of-L1ABC congruent?

kind of.:triangie called?
:

1

-12. 4range the sides in order of.length.
,,-

.1sng1e opposite each side.-

Longest side:

NeXt longest side:

Shortest side:

OW,

What,i this

.Then.name the

Opposite angle:

.Opposite angle:

tpposite .4euite:

Compare the sizes or the angle

Largest size angle:

.k
Next,iargest angle:

Smallest-angle:

/
What do you notice about you

12 and, 13?

V.)

eisod..11.1/11.140*

answers to Exercises

J



.xercise Set 6

Draw a scalene triangle. Name it with'letters.
4 ,

List the sines, in order of biie l'rom longest to shortest.'

the-angles inAor4er of size from largest to smallest.

Which lengtic side is ol6popite the largest.angle?

41

hAllitth-side is opposite thesmallest angle?

:Can=you make a triangle out of three stióks whose lengths

are .5 inches, 1 inches, and 9 inches'? If sf5 where
.

the largest size angle be?

iltxt kind of triangle canyou make out of.three sticks Of
,..lengths 8 fhc,hes, .8 inches, p.nd 6 'Tiliches? .Whq
JakIrtlid be true about the skzes of the:angles Of the

.4 .

triangle?

44

4

IA

4



a.

ANGLES Oi A TRIANGLE

* Explotation

You have learned how,to measure an _angle

0

pAotractor. NOW ule will measure angles which
,

Suppose we wish to.measure the angLes'of APO.

/

ty triangle

6

4

wiVh your,
1

are ge;termined

0

1. Where will you place the point V of yams protradtor

to measure &OW If ou plaoe the point.,V Aof your
, .

4

.protractor on Pp 'alontiihich-ray of LP '1,imy the

_zero ray of your protractor be placed?
, a

a

2. If you plaoe the zero ray along' VIT, which side of

--zp should you extends if necessary? *

A picture of the protractor places to measure

would look like this-

a the- easurer in.degrees

.

158
.04P



3. ,}low'placte the protractor so the point V of your
protractor is on P and the zerb ray is on. r4. Dr
This is a picture -of the protractor in this
position.

-01$

it

,r4

To find ,the measure of LP, should irpu look at VI or
PM.). Do you get the same reading on the protractor for
the mZP as before?

le, on Which vertex of &KR must iie paace point V of the. \0.0 protractor to measure ZPQR? Along which sides of APOe : :
s bay tile *:to ray or the .protractor 'be placed?, . . ,

Do you -ge

Sf

the same measure, of LQ both ,itimts?
1. 4

4;,,
' 4

1- .



4

Measure ZR by'placAg the zero raY of the protractor

along one of the rays of the angle. Repeat by using the

other ray of the angle. Are the two measures the same?

Sumgary

To measure an angle of a triangle, thepeint V of the
4

% protractor-must be placed on the vertex of the angle. NiThe

zero ray may be placed along either ray of the angle. The

sides of the triangle on which the rays of the angles lie ihay

have to be eXtended.

I.

160

168



Exercise et 7

NA

. Use your prOtraotorio measure the 3 angles of each'triangle.

Cheek your measure (in'degrees)- in each case by placing the-

zero-ray of the,protractorlalong the other tay of the angle.

2.

,{.

mLZ

4

mLIAD =

.mLABD -

M411133A =

162
doall

4.



SUM OF MEASURES OF ANGLES OF A TRIANGLE

1 .

4.

Exploration

If AD and AB axie on a linel.then, in digrees,

mOAC + DOE= - and, tn octone (see Orihe 5 text,

Chapter 6), 13/plic 12163AC

Cheek with iour protx4tetor.

MPQ is a straight line, theri iri'degree$4

OPS + AZSPR + mIRPQ = and in ootons

S-+ .
41.411401111ININIMMI.

Cheek with -your prOtraror.

162

4



.;7

4,

40.-3 ,

I,..EC. is a strf"E aigh; line, fc:?r'Avhich three angles'is

the:sum'of the ieasures (in degrees) exactly '1.480? -CheCk

with your .pr4ractor,..'.'

Use your protractor: o-see.lf the folYowing'statement

seems reasonable.

mLUYX t, vioyx, . 180

PS



..*

5. Draw a triangle whose sides will have measures, in inches,

of 3,- h, and 5: Cut it out with its interiorl: Hol.d

it like thia:

Mark the midpoint of lUF and the midpoint of Eer.

'Fold AABC, through the midpoints; B should Ail On

WC.

Then fold so that C falls on point B.

,Then finally, A falls on B.

aonpleve he mathematical sentence

116 =1- 103 + 1114c*

164
44.



t out any triangle ini0 ±i s interior. Label eao
of the triangle. 'Tear the mOdel like this'. (keep all the

. parts)

a Vow'

Slake : the niadels C . and' ,so that LC an
lia've a aitAixtOn, vex: *Id a' Wombs' ,sides.o1

,.

.1'

1 -
ov-11_

,.

Then 'plaop

.veirtexl, ps

tsol



+la

8.

In Exercise 5, LA,' LB and zp were tile three angles of

triangle. In'Exercise,6, zp, ZI) and ZE were the

three angles of a triangle. In each case what did youl-
,

find to be the suarkof the,easures in degrees of the thr'ee

angles of a triangle?

70,

What do you.think is the sum of the measures of-tlie three

angles of &GM? ,

Use your protractor\to find the measu es of the angles

/ Add the measures. If your sum Is not 180, can you

acIpunt for this?

166

am,



Exercise Set 8

In each triangle below the sizes-of certain anajes are

sb0Wn. FInd the size of each angle whose-vertex is named

with a lftter. SideSy!tarked fl are congrlent segments.

,

-

; s

%1, S.



(

What is pLD? What ia mZB?
A

' Complete the sentence:

miDAlits + BILB +

what, ifil\ the measure in
.degrees) oi) LDAO?

,What .ia mLOAB?,

What ia mtDAB?

Is mZ.DAC.+ mOAB. mZDAB?

What is the eleamme of LBCA?

What ie mLACD?

What ia ,ma3CD?

Is' inBCA + mACI = BCD?

IIILB6D

Complete the sentence:

miyAB + mLB + mZ:BCD mZ.D

mLD

4

What .is the aum of' the

meziures of the three angles
of j ABO?. What is the sum

of the measurea of the three
angles of ADC?

What ie them of the measures of the angles or the

quadrilateral ABOD?

3.68

5.7t



What i3 .tir sum of ,the

)

measures of*the arigles:of

12,."1:' What is the stw- of

4eThe measures
/
Of .t,he angles of'..t,

i , ., I. i .

I A pkr? iiiiitt ,is' the sum of the
1. y i

, Measures of 1#,he angles ot

/quadrilateral DUO?

6.

; 68

How do, ypti know,

Il I

I.

MAINTWISTVIS,.

CompleVs, '*the mathematical 4entence

PAE znZ.B mLBCD 4 m4CDE +

LPInt How, many triangles

!. have beeni made, to) fit in, the

interior of the figure ABCDE?

Wget- is the sum of the meatu es
i

r of the ,arigles of the figure

ABCDEFS

169
N
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a

,

8. What is the sum of the.measures of the angles of a polygop:

of 7 sides?

What is the sum of the measures of the angles of a polygon

of 202 sides?

NO.
1 . Name some numbers which are the sumiof the measures ,in

degrees) of the angles of a polygon.

Name the six smallest such numbers.

11. Draw a polygon with more than 4 sides. Ylari.a point* in,

its interior. Name thi point, 'C. Draw line segments.

cram .0 to each.vertex of the pgon. In the interior

of the polygon draw a small c3fo1e using C as a cen'teri
.# .

From your drawing-tell why t,e sum of the Measures (in

degrees)lof the anglei of a polygon is (r1 - 2) x160

or n x 180 - 360.
4

12. Could the sum of ihi measures 'in degrees) of the angles
2

of a polygon be 250? Why?

Could the sum of the mpasure4( n degrees) of:the angles

of a polygon be 160? Why?



0 2

4

MASUM Ot ANGLES OF SPECIAL TRIANGL S'%).

*. You. %.ve :stIadied angle ,rlatioDsh.l.,ps in some -special

4.
l.Oration

.;

triangles.

I. 'Use your =bass to draw an 3soscele8 triangle,: with

4

6
the .length of each of the ongrizent sidep the same

-

*as 'the length or n. 'How Many' such tria-ngles can
$

by drawl? a

"

1,A .
Measure the ai:tgles. What* eems tol be tnie abou 'the
angles of an isosOelee triangle?

s,

t

'

'!,

2. DM each otie of xour clasimas finds,that: the congruent

'

r
.,

..anklds of, his.-isosceles *triangle had the' save measure?
If Vie answer "noll'i can you thinli of the'reasons
for thii? *4 -

a'

4. Agit

6,* S.

t$

,

'7

1.

171'
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4a.

v.

711.

-.What dia you learn about tbe angles oTitan equilateral

trianae? How should their measures.compare?- Use

yOur compass to drs:w an :equilateral

any convenient lpngth a's the len;th
I

Meaiure the angles. How -do the measu'res dbmpare?

triangle. Choose

of.aside.

44)

z

N.

How.many diff'erent equilateral triangles viere.made in

'answerto'qUestion 3? Hotr'didOtheMeasures,or the
-

4hgles of your'triangle compae with'the Measures of

the angle6 of the triahgleiepf your olassmafe6?_

.14

a 4,

it

172
.



D., What number is the measure, in degrees,. of every angle.

of an equilateral triangle? Using only compass and

.stralchtedge;,draw an angle whose measure degrees
\

is 6o. Did you 'draw an equilatOal triangle? Dia

your drawing look like this?

Was

A
. *4/*

it necessary to 'draw tS to complete the trianglet .
*

in order to .draw an angle wriose measure is 60?
.

.

Check your construction with your protractor.
.4

auwary

,, 4. kr. ! ..Angles opposite congruent Sides of an Asoscelei triangle.

..
. ...

.

havi the .sarne measure:.
.

.. .
. . .

, SIxtz( -is .the measure In degrees of each angle of 'any
, .

. equilateral triangle.
. ..

,

14t

173..

4
4

11.
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EXerdiSe Set
4

the figure belovi, &PQR issisosceles with
Use your protractor to finds

m. What do you expect.
r

for the ml.R? Cheat your

.answer by using the''protrac tor.

2. A tri.anglik whose angles 1a4e
,

and,' 99' is spedial
many examples of it in-your,

right anaes can you Bee in
how how \\to-complete a .1;59,

7

one Begmel\tt.

measures (3;n degreeis) 9r 45,

inVerest beoitutie there are so

surround.ings. What examples of.*

your classroom? Be ready to

90° triangle by drawing
*.

In CDE, .015 ":4. T5E. Whicti

anglis have the same* measure?

Use yqw5 protractor ftto -find

174

following meastires.

1114.1



'

LIMKL is an isoltsceles
triangle. 141T 4...? Er. Find

-1

.....111.vovv

How do these measures dompare with ttio e of Dcercise 3.
'Are ODE and AWL congruent?

Have you. seen other examples of..triangles'which were not
tp;oonglent, and whose angies have the same measure? .Tell

'whether this statement- is true or false: Two triangles,
rnay have 'three pairs_or coizrespohding 'angles with the
same measures, and still not be c6gruent.

How many triangles are

there in thl.s figure?
One.of them is an

epuilat,eral triangle.
Whiih one?' Name,
.angled whose, measure

s 60k_

,

175 a.
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Ate,
i

a

a V

7. A.FGH is an 4:\quilateral triangle,
and 111 lz drawn so that ZIIEF

is a right angle. Look at AFEH.

For vhicica angles do iou know the

measures?
7

*Look at AEGH.4 List t4e measures of th. 3 angles of
40.1t0H.

4.

4.

.. ) 4

4

.4 .
*

Are ail triangleb Whose angles haVe measures i:4)11 '30
a.

. and 90, congruent?",

- is another triangle of special interest. Look around you
a 1

\for models of rivgnt.:angles. Be ready, to Shéw how, to dray .a44

o: 600 900 Ilti4angle by-drawing one s'egillent.

A' tr.i.6iig1e wherS.e' angleg4have measures 4f 3as 66, aila joq
\

_ .., .. ,
:..- -e

10. Complete the followingstatement: . ,4
'. , * - ...(a) The measure (in ciefrws).of any angle of an equilateral -, -.

...
Iffs. .

triangle is
-(b) Two triangles of speeial interest have angle measurea

(in degrees.) of and
V1010.004

4

"

JP

4S.



Practic"e ExerCises

Find totoriu*ber tnat y represents. Express' all answers in, , . ,
fOrin"..=. ) 1

4. a).

1*
ES)- 44 u
h)

:

e) t76 + 867;',972 659 y

99S + S64 + 8481.'5= y,
.

. 8 ..94 *.t. 4 .07.

589 -

) 92 x 7.309m= Y.
,f) x . 9 = y

10 3.6 y

7 h) '10 ..z)s .54 y

e) Y
. :,) 4

g)

hi y 311z,

e) rX
10-

f) x 6 = y.
g), 47 x.
h) d'f.36 y

all 23.x .3 .
b) 1 1. x Y,

4
t

X

0,3

2
Y

a
Y

a) x

\ .
) 5

. a d
- .

:.;
177'

y

t.

#
4

a.



61. a) 40 x 478 y

b) .256 x 100 x 2
a ) (40 x 984) + (6 x-9 = y

cl) '(7,000 X 875) + (200 X 875) +

e) '3.06 x 470 = y.

r) (300 x-9,150) +(8o x 9,15) -
Es) 400 x (t00 +.52) ---"y

h) .209 x 639 y

a) (2,200 + 99) 11 y

b). 69,360 y = 3.7

e) ,3,332 49 y

cl) 56 y

e) 331,705 y = 407

r) (217,200 + 33,304) ÷7

g) 5045if 6b y"
h) 546,984 4- 64?

a); 32 x y =.72

.+-12

a) 81 32 = y

47) '60 y 62 + 42 4.

'

5 x 875

4.
2
7

121
*4' =

h 2w-k

43 512

.14) Y52 w
I:113h) x

y 10

178

a



a ft

it

bL (564.1oo 47187) :( 5,71841.87 _
0.'58 x ;(, 273 = y

14 3di y
102 10c

\f) 10 x 7.936 - y
g) 87,5 + :374 923 y

h)..4+ y

4

11.- -a)

.
b) 16.58 8.28 + 787.54 ..56
a) 10-x 29.2 y

d) .y

,e) 'x ng. y
Nf) 3 x 3 x 2,497 y

. 595.)61 4. .y 603N
.

1h)

..1) 32 x 22

..-Braintwisters
101.0..44144.

,4 I

What four consecutiye odd umbers when added-together,

will equal 80?

can2you find any two p Ime-nuMbers-lb-iit4an: -JR* Wilosp.
som is an odd number?,

'179
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Part A

1. Express, ih exponent f$rm.

A) 54 52 e) 16 +.8 =

f) 100 x 1,000

) ÷ g) A'x 32 -

4

Review

SET I

d) 125'.41,52 h) 3 ,

2. Find the number that n repres4Aents. The first one is

done for you..

1)-)
,.

it

\fl

e) ra=
n

3 18
f)

Arran& a000r'aing to value putting the smallast-first.

-,Example, a, is done for you:

1 1 1 1 1
ir 717 di

16
n IO d

2 2 '2
.2 3- ,

1

280

4.



a

What exponent does n\,istand fcmin 3n -9? You know that
3 x 3 9. Then 32 -19 and' - 2. Copr the problems
and find ni for each.)

A
a') 2n 8 n =
b,) 6n . 216 n

1c) 3' - 243 , n
d) '411 , n
e) *in .343 =

f) 625 n

g) an 81 n =
h) 4n = 64 4 n
1) 6n 1,296 n =
,j) lon 100,000 A--

. .5. Place parentheses in thes,following to make the sentences
true. Example: 3 +,., 13 + 4 .-. 4, . (3 +.13) 4. 4 . 4

2 1 2a) 3 + 1 x 3 = 9 e) 6 - 27+ 1.3. =

-.11) 4. x
,,) 14 ...2 + 5 = 7 ' 2i= '4. c) 446X 5 + 2 . 28 g) 3 + 4.. li .: 5.8.

3-d) 17 -pa, x 4 ---- 80 P) 13 - 94+ 2 7.
. 14

Estimate the two mhole numbers the sum or product must be, .-.between. An texample is done fo.r yoix:
1example: 2 -7+ 5 and

.25 x 2 .4

2

1

A

481
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In-each polygon below the sizes of some of the angles are'

shown. Write the measure Of each angle,whose vertex is

named by'a.letter. N132--Inhat each polygon would be called.

Sides marked j are congruent. \rxample a ispire for 'you..

A

90 .000000.10.4

011.1.1

Rectangle

Complete the phart, 'below.,

4

, a

Name of Star
Approximate distance
Allpiles, using
ex.onent- form

Approximate distance.
in miles, without
using exponent form

l'rocyon

ABetelgeuse

Regu li.1 s

iitair
.

-Vega
-

Alpha Centauri

Rigel i

l

653lo4

18 x 1014

'-
2r ----

65000040000000,000

410000000000000,,41
Q

, 1100000,000,000,000
.

------,:.--
16 x 103

2' 10-2vx 33 x 10

3 200,0oosvio;006;060



Part B

Write a mathematioal

-6 6

_t
entence (or too sentences if neMssary)

'and solve. Write an answer sentenA.

A
. 'If mrs. Jones'cut 7 of:a 0.e into three pal pieces,

each piece is what part pf the whole pie?

2. Jim has'a triangle'design.'on his garage door._ The triangle

:has one side' 6 inches lpng and the other two sides each

6 inches Topg. The angle.opposite the 8 inch side is

800. What is the sum'Of the' measures of.the other two

angles?

Ruth 1.1Yes from the library. Linda lives twipe as-

far fronCthe lib ary as RU1 1 doei. 'ifow tar dOes'Linda-live

from the library?

The length of.the Playground at the Pine Grovel- school is

150 L ft. The width of this p4ay4round is 60 ft. The

playground at the,Recreativl Center has the:same area as 6

,the playground at the sphool. -The.width of theCenter'S

playground is 90 ft: What must be the length of the

.playground at the Center?

",

Mrs. Brown bought' 14 yards of cloth to make curtains.'
3She used .4- ,of the material for the kitchen and bedroom.

- ,How mu(th material is left?

183

191

1. V
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I

"

`AT

'

....-1
3

A recipe for dessert for six persons calls for .11. cup of r
sugar'. .1iow much iugar wi11.4be needed to make the dessert

. .-

7 for th.14ee persons?

In 1950 the population of India was estimated to-be

5 x 23 x 10 . Express this as.a base te numeral.'7

A planet moves around th sun. When it is/closest, it id
.

70 millioq mil .from the suh. When it is farthest, iti&s
4

90 million Mlles from the . What is.its averageddistance

from the sun? Writ the aver ge in exponent form.

.. . 1
9;,,Jack's sister. high school has an a erage of 2,3 -- haws

P

qihom# work,each school.night. now many hours vill tithe

, spend on hipework each school week?

,4*

'BratnWisters

"Clock Arithilkie
,

$ Is 1Q + 6 alwayatequal to i6
. * . ,

if ,it is 10 a .m. now, what time, will it be 6 hours

41.

1.

later?=

In counting hours, what happens

the hotat !hand gets to 12 ?

-

on an ordinary. clock Ater

The answers to problems ih Example

for wc.lock arithmetic"
. -

a 3'+ 4 -.7 2) + 9 4 .34

4) 11 i-7 . 6

Use "Clock arithmetic" tp write ihe sum for thqse.

b 9 +.6 ... n' g) - lo + 7 .-n 3.) 11 4. 11..n 4) 5 + 4 n

are correct only

Can you find proalcts in clodk arithmetic"? °I.1



' *

Review

§ET II

Part A !

ellich property is illustrated' by each of these
4mathematical sentences'. Write,,,st,.e first letter -of each
worX that names the property, For example, write A P M
for associative property of multiplication.
a) 4,(a + b) + 9 -4 a + (b + c)
b). 0 +, d = d + c
cY a x .(d x c) = (a d) x c

a .c c a
LA'

.e) (a + x c = (a x c) + (b x c
f) axb=a 'x b

,g) (b c) + a (b'+ a) + (c +,a).
h) a .x* c x. aa ca c\ 1-)

tt- x v x .rx,§xp'

IM.11110=101111.

fp,

mma

2. Write the repeated factor f9lim and the numeral for each of
the following: Example a is done f6r you..

s a) 24 -.- 2 x 2 x.2, x 2 3.2

b ) =' e) lo6 =

c) 912 0. 83 =4

g) 54 *.

185

1:93
..



i. answer ye6 or no to each .of the follbWing- questions.

a') Does .15 + 2.3 + 7 23., 70
iTS 4 ?

_

42 x #b.) Does .2 x 3.5 ?.

c) Does

d) Dees

) bo6s

5 x .56
.b.

x 8

12

0

16 ,

103
.032

" r

_
3.000

8'

f) Does 8 ?

1321. )x. x-

2 3 '1 3
) .Does x Tsx 7 ,?<

2 x ?

-1) Does x 2 +

) Does
5

1

a

4.

Air

4. Write the f011owing as decimals, fractions..and

witkidenominetor'in exponent form.

Example a is done for you.

a) Two and four tenths

b). Twenty-four hundredths

c) Three and six hundredths

'id) Four and tnirty hundredths

A

le) Five and 'sixteen thousandths, .
..f) Three hundred twenty-four nundredth- WOmmlInImmw.i

fractions

_

2.4 24
10

1.01114.10111011N

4 I,

g) One hundned sixty-four-tenths

h) Thirty-nine And seVenty hundredthsarmaawariaa.

1) Tuip thousand four and'one tenth

arc

1,06*

194,



: .In each triangle below .the Aizes of some of,the angle's ire
. . . . .

-shown. Write the measure of each angle whose vertex is
,

'named Ilpy a letter. Tell wh'at each triapgle would be called.

Sides marked'il are congruent. Example a is done fgr you.

A

int.L8P55

Sta.1en

t)

Some countries use the metric systm:to measupe length. .It

'is i decimal system as shown below.

IO millimeters (pm)

10 centimeter's

102deciffieters

'1000 meters

Fill in,the. blanks.

a ) 1 Arm s.

Lam dm

c) 1 . m'

=

1 centimeter (cm)

.decimeter (dm)

1 meter (m)

1 kilomeper km)

d) 1, m

e ) 1 in. -----

187.

BIM

cm

ve.
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An as.trohomer waS trying to find how many miles it l.'s from

Uhe cehter of the earth to the center of,the moon. . This

was his m'athematical sentence, (6 ;( 101) x (4 x

How many miles is 1,p?

The thass (not weight) 15f the ef;rth is 6,000 million million

million tons. 'Using exponent form this-could-be Written ap

6 x 1011 iihat, number does 'nb.represent?

v
Some scientIsts say the earth is about five billion years

old.; 'Write the.age Of the ear&four different ways.

4,

Part H

Write a mathematical sentence (or two sentences if necessary)

and solve: Write, an answer sentenbe.

Geoxze bent a piece-of wire to form/ triangle. -He found

'the size-of one angle to be 900 apd-the size of-another

angle to be JO
o

What,will be the size of the third'
4 ,

angle?

2. -Jame:s can run one...fourth mile in' 2.4- minutes. At this

'speed kiow long will it take to run one mile?

J. Eddie rode hi0I.bicyce 3.7 miles in.fifteen minutes. At

this speed how far does Eddie travel in one hour?

4: 2
An airplane is traveling at 2 .x.5 miles an hour. Express.

this as a base ten numeral..

a.

188

.7



5. In many countries a standard unit of measure is the meter.

A meter equals .1.0936 yards'. How many yards mbre than*

.100 yards is a 100 meter l'ace?...

Dan bought4 pound of lunch meat. The fil'st day he aie
.1

of the lunch meat. How much' lunch meat did he eat?

A musical tone is made by vibrations. 4)dhen stpuck, string

E, vibrates 256 times a second.' String C '.4iprates
4

times as much as'string*E. How many times a. second wIll

stri.r!g C vibrate?

Group Activities

s

Relays Using Sequence--The object of the game is to discoVer

ihe ruiS and to write.tfie terms,of a sequence.. '-tie teacher-

dictates the-first three numberi oethe sequencito the

first player of each team. The first Alayer writes these
7

and then returns.to seat. After.a_brief time, during whie
'0

class discOvegs the rule Of the Sequence, the

begin is-,,glyen. Each playbr, going.up in turn adds a,
4

term ko the. sequence. The relay continues until the teacher

calls time. The winniAg team is the one with the,longest
1

rreat sequence.'
.L*

This game can be adaPted Tor many' kints of interesting

. practice.

-.V
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8.

Review

SET In

Part A

1. Arrange in the order of size from least to greatest.

a). Oak
b) 0.65

c) 1.1 ,

, 0.014 , 1.40

4 0.8 30.07
1.32 1.0'

, 0.7

10

1.85

Wr1t4 the pair of equal fractions in each of the following.

The first olle is worked for you.

It 1' 2 4 1 4r .3 7 / E (7 4 7f) d)

b) 4 , t26. , e) 141. 44. t2.3

2 6 4 f) 5 4.:0

4. Find the, number that thei leVter repres'ents. Express answers

form.
a

a) n e) '2.81 ,x'0.7 p

b) x p

.) 3.6 x 0.6 !--r ,g) x b:99

d )
4 . 4 1,

. "
h) 6x5y=c

4. Find the rlumber 'that al 4 represents. Tell whether it ip a

prime number or a 'composite fiumber. -

,

Exampleq: 423 +1 =n ln i--- 9 composte; 2 - 1 = n n = 7 prime3-

a) 9 1 . ti e) 62 +'1 . n2

b) 25 - 1 = n
,

a) 33e+ 1.= n

d) 4 42..,-I- 1 = n

.1. 0 52- 1 = n

g) .73 -I: 1 -= n

h). 45 - 1 = n ' -7

190



4.

txpress each of these nuMbers as a product of primes.

Example: 16 - 2 x x 2 x

a) 125 .

b) 81

c)

(.1)-. 23.

e) 12

fl '1515 -

.0" 39 =

h) 32

1) 48 =

j) 243 =

41114.41.11.044.1410.1444.1141.1144

'Which of the abovnumberS,Could be written in exponent
. .

.; foim as a Power of two? Example: 16 = 24. Write them.

Wfiich could be written in expOnent form as a power of three? '

Write them.

A ten foot

'the.ladder

ladderii leaning against a wan.; 'The top o
*.

is 8 fet fto the rOund/The 'bottom of t

ladder is. ,6 feet irowthe wall. What kind of trianglp

.does thisesUggest? Where will the largest angle ofsthat

^ triangle be located: where the IvIder touches the wall or

ground, or where the grouna and wall toubh?
%

Part B .

S.

.
**'

Write a mathematical sentence (or two seitences if necessaryi
s.. .

and solve. Write an answer sentence.

1. ;Jill is'cutting out a Pattern,. One piece has the shape of

an etiuilateral triangld7- One lide of the triangle is 34
%

inches long. How many inches will MI, cut when ghe cuts

Out the triangle?

191
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a

4

a

2. There were 36

ThrTiouiths
%

many children had pertea....aIlendanze9-

children in Miss Heyer's.class in January,

of the'class had perfeft 'attendance. How

A snail crawls

'inoph the next minute.

of an inch in one minute arld -3- of an
1.

How far does he cra:wl in the two

minutes?

+1.

Len caught a lake trout that weighs' 2.3.2.- pounds. .HRw many
-#

ounces does the trout weigh?

5. An-astronaut is triveliRF around the etiirh' Fit 5
2 x ro5 luileetA

an hour. He travls 75,000 miles each orbit. HOw long will
#

it take him to make one orbit?

6. David's fatOer weighs 196.54 pound's. David's weight is

of his fat her's weight. What is navid's weight?
4

3
7. A dress pattern calls for 3.1; yards o material-. . Mother

k

wrthes to make 'dresses for Nary, Jan, and D nise. ow
-

much "material'does she need?
i ofN 4

,.

Braintwisters

I. 'the following statements are .trui. WhaI 'umber base other

than ten is used in each?

a) I am 13
? #

years old. In three y ars I will be a

teen ager.

V

4

, b) There are 100., inches in one yard.10

My birthday is in 00ober :the '12? month of the year.

)

v



Chapter 4

INTRODUCING THE-INTEMS

!_
A NEW ièrLn OF NUMBER

.This is a number line. 'It has a point labeled 0 ust
like the numller line you saw in Chapter 3., But the other

'a
points on this one have new labels-. These.labelp are the

names of some new numbers we are going to..study.

6

Ilnd the dot numbered O. As your eye moves to the rights

the do.ts are labeled +1, +20 4.3, ...*; As your eye moves to

the left.from zero, AL dots are numbered' -11 21 ."3, ... A

The dots'OR t4linae represent numbers.that are called integers.

i

The set of integers is
,

4

The integer " +2 is read "positive two." The integer

" " is read "negative seven." Tba 0 is read "zero." It

is neither positive nor negative.

Integers on the iine Can be thought of in pairs. +6 is
paired with "6; "1 is paired with +1; +10 is paired with

**10; and zero is paired wi.th itsplf.

These pairs are called opposites. +12 is the opposite.of

4"12;t. +4 is the opposite of "4; 1. is the opposAte Of -

'and zero is Ate own dpposite.

193
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INTEGERS AND A NUMBER LINE

a

A part of a number line is spown above. It may be extended

and numbered wrl.integers as far as you wish. Tby to imagine how

many int ers there are.

;

Loo1 at the dbt lpbeled -4-5;6 Positive five is greater than ..

+4, or Op or -3, oi:4,-8. In fact, positive five' is greater.-

than any integer which labels any ddt to-the left of the-,dat.
- ...r.

.., .4 _

_ ,

labeled by
+
5 The matbematical sentences ... +5 > .4.4; . +5

414
4

> 0; '+ 5 > -l; ... '5 > -4; :.. are, ways of writing this..

Look aoin at the.dot labeled

left of and less than' +6,ti or +7,

fiye is less than gny inteier to itskght. The mathematical

5. Positilie five is to ihi

or
+
3Z7 . In fact, positive:

sentenpes 5 < +6; +5 < +7;

are ways .:,f'writirig this tact.

4

+ +5 < .19; ... +127;

An Dag= represented la a dot on the number line is eater

than itai alma represented la a dot to its .left; an 1.212§Ez

As

mattlattil lAy a dot is less than ty.1,2 intelter represented bi-a dot

to its ri4ht on the number line.

194
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'Exercise Set'l

iDraW a'number line like the on 'beIow and'bneath it write t1.-le

in;egers tlaat are missing.

-6 -3 0 I +A 5

2. One numberaine like thetone belpwl.locate and write each of

these integers: -11 +5, -4, +2, -§ below the dot which it

labels. .11IP

0
Match each set with its best description:

-

.a.: .E = (I, 2, 3, 4,

b. P = U.:. -3, 72,
4 .

1
c.' N = (... Vii

2' .

d. T = (0, 2, .., a

1

Wh9Z numbers

:Fractiorial'numbers

'Integers

Counting numbers

Copy and complete tHe.following senterIces_by writing the

correct slmbol in the blank space, ." >," " " or

a.
+
3

+
5 f. +479 +421

)6
+89 +95

h. -26 '626

b. -12

1111r
c. r-8 1-6----

..A.:-. +1 719

I. 16 -32

'44
5. Name the integer that is

ss,

4

a. 3 greater than -12. . 5 less than -2.

e. 6 greater than -0.'

c. '4 greater-tban f. 2 less than

b. 7 lese than 0.

=
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.6. Arrkige the members of the following sets in the order they'
would appear on .a nliMber line rom least to greate,st:

P 0)

F= (-19, -.1-1171.7.

M = 475, 3,

-36)

7, 20)

.R

= (-264-

-111.

+4,

+32,

ti2,
-:3)

2)

Compare the: num* b, (), c;
,which are piptured on the number line'beloO. Copy and Mit in.

'the mathematical serktences ,ilee the simbors

Ad d

0>$41-11,<11 '11=. n

a. a

c., e

4tik e
e./Irr a-

s,e f,

Name ,the integers whichlare'

a. grpater bha n -2 and less than 1k.

b. less than 'r5 and greater than
C. greater than -72,- and ,l'eas..than 7,
.d. less ;Ulan -4-4 arid greater th 1.

e, greater than 9 and less than , :1.10.\

0 .
.

\
.

ler
Describe these sets of int,eprs as was do e imexer.. .

g

as"'

a. (-7, "6, '1`5, '11)

b. (+11,1

c (+1.)

a. (100)

+13)

3.96

,b,



'INTEGER THCEIR OPPOSItES

7 Expresiions. lake ufive deg7.442ei,9;"..:five hundred feet
,

ibove, sea evels." .11two points.'in the ii.81e," 'and 1.)thre iards loss's.
.are very common in o ur sl'anguage. We may use integers to , express
these iideas:

s'

F41/e. degreesa 1541ow zero

Dave hundred.fqpi above oea level
Two points in the hole:

'Three yard loss

*

-5 liegrees
+500.. feet
.-2 points

-3 yarqs.

-44

took at the ditgram, above. Each integer is one of. a pair.
1

it and -4 fOrm a pair. 'Their dots are the same distance from'

- the zerO dOt: +4 is' the aps.9.E.Ast of -4; -4 is the°opposite of

'+4 . Zero .Irs its own opposite.
a

Etta.intege,r- has an--opposite.

4

ei 197
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Exercise Set 2-

1. Which of the numbep pairs below'are opposites:

+1
. ? .. c . +7; 2., e. 0; O. i

, ,
1s) . 5; -5 -.. d. 8; 0' f..212-14; 414

swi\.) . .

2. Choose the greater intege4 if possible, from each pap.df'

opposites below.

a. -13; +13

b. 0; 0

Write in words the opposite meanir* of:

e. 9; -9

f. -112; +112

a. 120 below *zero d. 270 feet above sea level

b. "5 in the hole" e. 150 north of the equator ,

c. $10 profit f. 110° east of Prime Meridian

4, Write t.opposite for eacti integer below.
J. In

a. C. .0 -e. 77

b. d. 2 f. :256

Use an integer to help describe each of-the following.

a. Twenty degrees above zero' degrees

b. Two hundred feet below sea level feet

c. Two points in the hole

d. Forty degrees south of the equator

arite anl,expression similar-Wthose-given

'each of these integers.

a

pointi;

degrees

a. +17' c. e. "7

1%;,\\22 'd. 6 f. +.21

. 118
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Write numerals for:

negative

positive

negative

two thousand twenty-two.,

five.hund'red fifty.

sixty-:one.

positive eighty-nine.

.negative one thousand ope.

positive ten.thousand four hundred ninet .

019..

Write'words for I.

What integers are represented'by the bbints labeled by

letters,on-these number lines!?

(a)

(b)
WE

1.99

a

re... SS



10.' Write these sets .1 inte*gers.
z

a. igreater than -1 andless than

11. *less than 73 artd greater than -6 ,

. ,
* +

greater than 5 and less 'then -5

d less than 0 and greater *than 0

D.. Write these numerals.

a., negative three hundred fifty-four

b. negatiVe six thbUsand eight

a

c, positive twenty three thousand

a

d. positive forty seven 'thousand two hundred

e. 'negative eight hundred four

f. negative five thousand nine

Eg. positive two thousand twenty

h. negative twentpsfive

12. Write words Tor:

a. 4-29'

-4,4m8.0b .

a.

d. 4-6o6

e. +45

f. -370

+8,00l

h. --2,300

y.

200
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MROW lgAtfiRAMS
Ara

,
.

. .

.. , .

'Diagiang2 may be u6ed to shqw the respit of counting:- You cail
,

oount farward or backward. An arrow can showsmany thin8stabout04?:

counting. Th arrow in-the diagram below shows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4) Where you stop.

*ere you-begin to count

The number of spices you count \

In what direction you.count

In'the diagilo above,

in a positive direction to

we began at the_ zero dot and counted 4

the 4 dot. 4 is called the meOure

of the-arrow; The arrow is Named +
4 to show the direCtion of

count and the'Measure. The +
'shows direction, 4 shows the.

--measure. The tail' or the arrow is-at-zero;ithe head of the arrow

is it +4.,

201
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4t,

*

.The diagram below shows,'some other arrows. Ame them with

integerr.

a

1.

We have agrp.d that counting in a positive direction means

counting to t right from a reference dot on the number.line.

'..This may be shown by an arr;ow diagram and labeled with the

symbol." +,
0 Mans that 'you stait at a reference dot and

count six spaces to the right. The'meafiure of the arrow is 6.

Counting.0 a n4ative,direction Means counting to the left'
4

from a referenc, doi on the number line. The-symbol, " ." on .an'_

arrow diagram'shoWs this; -6' means that you count 14.x
4116"""'""7"

spaces to the /eft from areférence dot on the number line.
3

measure of the amrow is tit

The
,

The figure below shows two arrows with the same meitsure, One,

indicates a count in'the riegative direction; the., other a count in

the positive direction..

41 OS * , 0
-1 -6 41 4.2 +3 +4 +5 6 +75

,k1.2
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"&ercise Set 3 e 4,

Look at the arrows on-the number line below.
. I

a" HoW are they alike?
b. .How are they different?

4.

I.

-7 -6 -5- -4' -3 -1 0 +2 +3 '+4 +5 +6 +?7'
Draw a number line. Label -it 'with integers. Draw five
arrows that begin at: theae d6sts: +1,

3. Look 'al the arrows on Iche number line below.
a. Hip art they alikr

-b. How are they different?

...-7 -3 -2 0 +I 2\ +3 4-4 5 q, +7
.4. "Draw a number line. Label it with integers. Draw four

Arrows that begin at these dots: 1-6,

5.'. Write the number. tome for each arrow below,

a

03*.

--

5.

v,
1".

Atttzt.

.



Draw a numberl.ine. Label "special poinit with integers. Draw.

the arrows describe& below and 1abei. them. /N..
, 1 ._ .- 1. +4a. Begin a,

.t 0 . and ,end at , ....... .
>

b. Begin a6 5 and end it -

c ? Begin tit .0 and and' at

d. Begin at -2 and end ,at

a
4

Write the number name for each arrow beloi,PN

4 a

Draw a number line, Label special points with integers.* Draw

the arrows described below and label'them.

:a. Begin at -4 and end:at -7.

b. Begin at -2 and end at

c. Begin at +6 and end at +7,

U. Begin at +3 and end at L.

Which arrow has the greater zneasute?,

a.

b.

d.

't or +2

+8 to

tO

+1 or 8

+5 tO -3 or 3

8 or +6

+6to

to -1

to

204
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Review

Exercise det 4

At What inte6r on ti* lumber line willyou stop, if-zou...

a. begin at 0 ,axict count 7 to the riight?

b. begin at -2' land count 4 to the:lert

C. begin at -6 'an4'co),Int 9 to the ri0t1

-d. begin at 0. and count 5 to the left?'

e. begin at 4-6 and count 6 .to the leTt?'

f. tegln- at .+3 and count 2 to the right?

lg. begin a 'WI -and count 4 'to 'the right?'

,N

Draw arrows torepresent each answer in exercise 1. Label

with an ilp,teger.

Copy and write t6 opposite-for eaqh integsr below., :Underline

the greater integer in each pairo

a.

b. I0.

C. +9'

d.

e

1,
t iPWrite,in wOds the namiefof the foilowing,integers.

.

a.
,..t.9 i-. ) '

t. 0 C. -3,

Label the arrows below using

.205
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6. Some of these matheMatioal.senteAbee gre time and some false.

Bark them T :if true and F

a. +17 > ..99 - ..*

,..

-17:> -99 .t.

72 < 75 .

.

d. 2 <'+5 r"--7 h. -1.4. < +1)1

1.

7. Choose the largest integer from each set:
. .

a. P = (-291.+3, +31, -50 -1)

=11.5,

C. w r23 +29. 2

d. F =

G

a. Choose the smallest integer fronv'each se.6 inExepcise 7.

Would the arr.ow drawn ior each dethe following be named b

*positive or negative integer?

a. from **3 to'

b, fromr+2 to -4

c. from. 5 t
d. from -11 to

*j.10. Name these sets of numbers. The letter, used for each aet'

-shoUld help yoii remeMber the name4of thm-Set.

.0 (1, 2; 3, 4,....),

R = T.., 22; --I1..4, ..., ,.
4.

= (***,..*2, :1, 0) '1, -2
1 .

a

-

a



a
-.U. Draw a picture diagram like the one below on your paper.

Label the sets given in exercise 10.
et,

12. Write these subsets of the se V. of integersi

a. Integers which'are-positive

b. -Integers which 'are negative

c. Ategers which are neither poSitive nor negatl.vt-

C.

4

207
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ZXercise Set 5 (Exploratory)
J(

.1. Draw a number line.' Label .it with integers from '8 to
a. Begin at zero andi count 3 spEices to the itirght on ,the

number line. Draw .an 'arrow above he ,n5ber line to

show this count. Label it +3.

b. Begin' At' a point 'directly above the head. of the 4:3

arrow and count 5 .More spaces to ,the right. Draw

another arrow to show this Count. Wel it 5. Your

diagram should look like this:

10 -9 .11 7 -6 -5 -4 3 -2 0 I 9 410

0. itit a finger on zero where you et*Oed counting toplake

t.

the +3 arrow. Put your pencil 'on'the'dot where the 5

'arrow ends: What integer does this (1.4..represent? Above

. +9the 5 arrow draw,a "dotted" arrow., 'with its tail above

the zeros and its head directlabove the point where you,

stopped counting, +8. Label the "dotted" arrow with an

integer. Your diagram should' look Iike this:

%

a. Change exerciset I: .1)7.1,eginning, at zero and counting 3 to

the leAt then :T. .to the right'. Show. both of- these

421 +4., +5 +6

Colints with arrows.

Draw a "Ootted".arrow which begins at zero and-ends at

the dot where the counting stops. Label the ."dotted"

irrow with in integer..



R,T,MING IgTRIMMT s.

ft ai . Army Aagramt may, tfe used to rename integers. The 'diagram
4 s A

.below ranames +3 + -5 as -2. This may be shown by the'

mathematical sentence .+3 + -5 = -2 .

-2 sum4._

addend + 3

-7 --6 -.5 -4 4 5 6

The diagram is made by following these steps:

(1) Begin at a pOint directly above zero and draw a solid
arrow for the first addend (1.3). Draw to the right
for positive.

(2) Begin at a point directly above the head -of the 4rrow
for the first addend and- draw a solid arrow for tha.

..sacond addend (1'5). eraw to the'laftt for' n;gative.
st

(3) Above 'this arrow d.Sw "dotted"'iA,ow from:dire:0'4y

above zero to.the head of the arrow for the hecond.
addend. ,This arroW ('2') ,renames +3 + 5. Tt

the sum of,' '443 and

Follow this plan: (I) draw 'the arrow for the .first given, ,.

addend direatly above the *number line; its till should be'. at 0;.

(2) draw the arrow for the second addend above the first arrow*
starting at-the point where-the -first' 'arrowls head-enda;
(3) draw the "dottedn:arrow representing the sum above these two

4.
. ,

.ariows. This 'dotted arrow, begins diredtly above zero, and 'ends

at the,,head of' the second arrow.,1 If this plan-is 'foIlovied; we

Will better understanti our'diagrams.

209
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( Exercise Set 6.........

;\Study the ir,ilowtsid.agrdvis Writ# athembioá
.

sentence for each:
4111, . 44e, '

-t _sum
addend

addend'

4. SUM N
.64bab 4110

addencP

eAdend

...MIA 40.1... Noogs manila . abe

Addend ,

2. brA-w a numer line and lase: arrows to illustrate each of these.
mathematical sentences.

+ +6

b. -2 + -1 sft -3

+"2 -6

23r.O

2'1
a.

e. :*5 + +9 +4

r. -6 + -3

S.



Fteneine. each iliteger in Column A" by matching 'it with another
name in'Column B. You might be ad-e: to do this without
drawing-arrows diagrams. Loolc'at the firet 'sum tn Column B.
Itlis +13 ,+. 2 Can you "iMagine" a =ibex, line which has
the ,arrows +13 and' -2 on it? -..The ,+13 arrow would
begin arectly above zero and have 4.ts head directly above
+13, The -2 arrow would begin directly above the head of
the '13 airdw and would be drawn 2 spaces to the51..eft.

'Its ,head would be directly above- +1,1. .So'the arrow for
the sum.would begin at zero and have its head directiy above

. + +11. Thus, 13 + ,2 =TU3 and d is the answer..
. A

a. +17

b.'

Complete:

'b. +

a

fi

with an integpr.
-3

-4

c. +3 + +5
=

41411144416

+ -9

U.

%On

a

+af. o + 3 -
g. 11 + +10

h. -9 a- =

ve.4444ama

v.



1.

AM*

Complete these mathematic#1 sentences.

. 1

C.

d.

, 4'8 .= -15

715

+

+ =

+
20

+
1

1.

-2+
1.6

6

+ +35 +6

+ +3 +6

h.

1.

Ute An integer from-Column 15 to rename a, b, c, and d in

Column-A.

A

+5 + -4

od. +5 + +4

-Flark.trueeoi, false.

'2 is another name for:

a. +5 + '3

+3..is another name for:

a. 0 + +3'

b. + **-5' b. ;1-9'+ 712

0. '8 + +6 ; 0. '44 +7

la. +2 + Ad. '7 +

e. O.+ 2 e.

+4 may be renamed, for example, +1 +*43 int "1 1- .+5,

Bename'eaZil of the following integer4 in two differc:nt ways.

a.
+
3

b.

+Oi1
O.

I.



BRAINTWI$TER: Renane each of the i'ollowing numbers 4th a
numeral.

+"
a.

b.

,

-137 + .+116

s

f.
g.

h.

-2 s+ -2

+5
+ +5

+

+ 10 . 0

213
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RENAMING SUMS

When
+2 is renamed 7 from' a diagram, when +5 + 3

is renamed .+2 from a diagram, and when' -2 + -3 is.renamed "5

from a diagraw, y9u are.finding sumf. The sum of ,71.5 +.*2 is

t7; +5 + -3 + 2 ; and -2'+
44t :

5.

It is not always necessary to.draw a diagram. Some of 'you

can look"at a number line and imagine the arrows without making

them. _Try this.

Find'the sum in this'sentencej -4 i= 2 . s. Look at the
.1% v.

number line below. No drawings; please! Imagine'the k arrow;

then the -2 arrow.' What.is the name of the arrow for, the sum?

It may help tb outline the arrows with your eyes'or a finggv

A

The operation we use when we thinkbfititio integers like

and 2 and get -6 is called altition. it maY be possiblesibr

you to add two integers, without arrbw diagrams or without eveh

lookillg at a number line. Try itlpi:Mh.these: 4.3 4- 415; '34-4'23

5 +5-



t.
a

'USING THE NUMBER LINE

The.integers and arrow.diagraMs may be used' to solve problems.
'The diagram bel-ow was drawn by a girl to shoW where a, new friend
lived. This is the way she explained' it:

-%

The line below represents my street%and is mar ked
off in blocks. .1 liVe at, the dot named 4ero. Ny friend*
-lives on'the same street three.blocks east of me. 'The'
43 -arrow shows this. A ndk irl has,mved in four
blocks east of mi friend. The +4 arrow,shOws this.
The -7 arrow shows that the neW girl-lives 7 ',ta.ocks
east pf me.,

. '4.
' -7 -6

*
-5

,41

-4
*

-3 -.2

. addend 1. 3

-04-addend

* 11--*411-7-10
0 +4 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7

The diagram ab9ve shows the three arrows. The.ndotted". arrow
shows the sup of the other two arrows. Living seven blocgs to the
east is the same as living three; blocks to the east ana than four -

.1,

'blocks further east. This ip the meaning of the mathematiVal

sentence which shows addition:
.

+3-- - 7

a15

P



P-40.

The.change of temperature as.shown by a

+70 thermometer may be 'Illustrated by arrow.

diagrams..

+60 Look at the thermometer scale at the

-

+55
left. It is a vertical'number line. It is

labeled lOth integers.
+50

+45
There is an arrow diagram-at the top of

+t5

the thermometer scale which-shows a rise of

+443
in'temperature 1(. +20) and then a tall

+35 of 15° (-15). The result of these two

+30 4 changes is.shown in'the diegrhm by a "dotted,*

+25 arrow (+50): The mathematical sentence

which shows this is +20 + -15

+2C;

+15
:

the arrow diagram at the bottom of the-

thermometer Acale.shows a fall of 159 (-15

in temperature an4 another fall of .20°

v 4.5

10

(-20). The "dotted" arrow shows'the total

.change in temperature. The mathematical'

sentence which shows this is 15 + -20 =

10 Draw a'thexpOmeter scale.; sketch.in

arrows. to show two changes. Draw a "dotted"

-120
arrow to show the total chanis shown by the

two arrows.

216 .*



a ,
.Exe,rcisvSet 7

Write a i4athematical sentence showing Adlaition for .iitach diagram/
berow.

vrago. . jitin

2.

addend
addend

70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 410 20 30+40 50 60 +70

+.211a.

addendit<

-35 -'30 -25 20 -15 -10 -5.

ROAM

15 20 25 +30 35

ammo ....

wqrrfewpw....wm.

00 -400

217
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Solve these problems by drawing -diagrams if, necetisary, like those

bn page217. Write a mathematiaal sentence, Using integers4* for

ea6 h probl ein .
,

5. -Charlks and Jqhmare-paaying a game. The boy withlthe

06.

greater total scspre for two games is'the"winner. Charles has

2 scores., Oneof them is 5. The .other is 8,3 in the

11(4.e." John has 2 scores. One of them is 3. The other.

hdle.

a. What'is Charlesh total score?

b. ,What is John's total score?

C. Which ID)oy: is the winner?

.The temperature in a mountain cabin was 15 'degrees ebo4e

zero. Euring the night the temperature fell 20 degrees.

What was the temperOure Vlen?

A scientist invented a "subobpte." (A:helicoPter which, can

alSo 0 beneath the surface of the'water,like -a submarine.)

The "subcopter" was 30 feet above the water. It 'dived 40

feet.' How far belowithe swface of the water was it then?

Three girls were playing a game. They.played it twice. The

,girl with'the smallest total score was the winner. Jane's

scores were 115 in the hole" And "8 in the hole." Sandyts

Ase6res were "6 it the hole" and: 4. Helen's scores were

"9 in the hole" and 2.

a. Whitt was Jars total score*
4

b. What' was Sandy's total score?

c. What. was Helen's total score?,4

Who waS the winner/,

'e. Which girl was second?



Exereise Set 8

Draw an arroW diagram' to help rename

2. Draw an arrow iliagram to help rename

Draw ,an.arrow diagram to help rename +.12 +

, . P.

.What arrow did you draw for the sum in exe,rcise 1? ExerciseA
.

2? :Exercise 3?

ow are the answers to exerdises 1, 2, and 3 similar?

'What do we call pairs of integers like

-4 and +4?

and 'and

Choose another pair a opposites apd draw an arrow dIagram

:ind its sum.

Is the awn in exercise 7 the same as those in exercises:10

2,1 and .3?

What is the sum when opposites are added?,

liWrtte zentence in words about editing-opposites:-



OPPOSITES
,

/sou were askea to rename

ih Exercise Set 8.

me"

4,

The diagram you'rew to rename' 14#.8 like the one

.' below. The o

1

ers were similar.,

addend 4 'NJ

ty

No arrow was drawn for the new name of -4 -1.:}14,4 You would-be

_drawing an arrow from zero .tO zero, Counting 4 backward and

. f9rward undo each other.

'rou round: and 4.1 = 0.

-4 and +4 are'opposites; '5 and
+
5 are oppositeSs

and .."12 are opposites.. We can 04Y;

When appagataare added, the Iva is zero.
..ONIMN.Y. =1.0.101

220



Exercise Set 2
-

sWhich of the number pairs below are oppositeS?

+3a.

7, -2

d. +2, +2
A .

2. P111 die -blanks' so the sentences are true.

-a

a. +4 + = 0 U. = 0

e. O = + 0

0 0 = + = 0,

Which of the following are names.for zA.o?
...,

,,
+8 + +8 i

. + +e. , 2 - + 2

b. -6 + 0 f. -16- +

c. -3 + +i
.-

13.

h.
-7

'+5
+

+
1R

Tell wheIheir each of these iis a -true'mathematical sentence,

-tlfrite "Yes" or
+ +4) ("13 + -3). =

b. (+5 -3)- + + +.3)'= 0

*-7., (-7 -+ +6) + (+6 0

U. (+8 + -6) + (+4 + = 0

e. .( 3 + +4) + (-4 + +3) = 0

. (. 9 + -12) + (-2 + -1).= 0
..g, (+26 + +5) (-18 + -.13) = 0

h. r17 + +3y + + +16)1.0

221



5.4 Which statements are true about .01)

, a. It is neither positive ritlf negatix::

b. It 'is equal to its opposite.

'0. It is less than any negative integer.

Id. 'It is the sum of any integer and its,opposite.
* e. It is less than any positive integer..

6.. Use posl,tive" or unegativel to complete these
k

sentenceS:'

a! If an integer is greater than its opposite, the .int,ger

is a integer.
b. If an integer is leai-than its opposite, the integer is-a,

Integer.

When you add two negative integers,: the sum is' a

integer:

sd. *When you add two.positive integers, the sum is a,

Integer.

When you' add a negative integer and a positive integer,

the sun ik a integer if the dot labeled
by the positive integer is' farther away from 0 than

the dot. labeled by the negative, integer.
.

..f. When you add a positive integer
. and a negativi- integaib,

-

the sum is a

by the negative integer is fartheraway from 0- than

integer if the .dot labeled

the _dot-labeled-by-the positive integer;

,

222
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Exerci.seSet 10'

Show the:a4dition of these.eddenda,n k number line by7

drawingarrow diagrams:.

a. 4 + -2

2-1=-4

2. Look at yOur diavains foi exercisel . .?inSwer -these questions .

a. yhat is the first pair-of addvds?

b. 'What is the seconcfpair of ddends?.

c.' How are the two pairs of'addends alike?

How are the.two pairs of'addends different'',
1

Whai 'do you notice about the neW names you found for'th;

- tw9 pairs?

jien.a.me -4 + +3 and 3 -1- k by drawing arrow diagrams.

Ansyer exerCises 2a t.hrough 2e for these pairs of addends.

4

a.

.223.

1,

,



7.

,

ORDER OP,Ammais_

,

In Intercisé sot 10 yoU drew diaqams reilame k + 2 an

+ '4; anil to renamp: +-4 + 3 and +3 + -4, You found

something very interesting.,

The diagrams ttelow are similar Ao ones you' drew. They show

r. the renaming of +3 + -7, and -7 + +3..

addend

addtand +3

.

adderid+ 3

4-. addend

These ,diagrams show that, +3 +

integers

3 name the same

You ,found 4 +- -2 and -2 + I eAtch names *w6,3 and thit
+*+3 and .4.3 +- -4 each names 1.

Your work shows that:

the order of addlai two latmttra zaz 'be
changed with no chanr in the stun.

Addition is commutative in the set of,

integere .

'224
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Exercise Set 11.
a. .010011,6

Fill the' blanks so the sentences are true.

a 7
0+3 +3 §J. +

b. +14 + +8 + +14, f +
*

o. = + +

d; +29 + = -12+ +29 h.

++

+ +19

-17 +

737 = +37 + -16

-Complete these mathematical sentences. 'The order of addin4

, two addenda-may b.e.changed without thanging the sum.

a,.

b.
c..

+7
-k i

=

:
.

-12

3 4-

+ 76

= -26 t *"7..
,

t. -6;+.0

8,

h. +32 +. -1

+-i 13

'+ +10

ComPlete .the mathematical sentences with " <, ',or " 11

+
a. 73 + -6' 11'6 + -3 e. 4'7 + +-2, 7 +

s- +3 4- -6 -3 + f. +2 1--7 -7

+ -6 -2 + :*7 +2 4' +7

h. -2 + +7 + +2

'*. 4

+ is)written in eEtch blank below, -will the

:sentqnce be true or farise?
,

a.' > + +8-

**

e <.,7-1if+ 72'
e

+ +5 f. < 0 + -6 .

g. > 454+'7320> 0 + 2

--2-

0



r

Write the set whose members_ will be:

the integers > and <
0

the ivgative Integers > 5.

c. the integers > -3 and < 0.

d. the integors.between .4;2 and 2.

e. the positive integerSN <. .

5 N.

'6,- Add the following. Use arrow diagrams only when necestry."

a. :113 =

b. -7 +

+23 3 =

di

e. -34 +II

-70

f 5 + 0 =

In eaon pair of statements, only one is true. 'Write the-I correct statement.

+78 793;

b.

+125 < -26;

+571 > -589;

'2 < -3i

'45 > 0;

-TV> +93

-125 <-.+26

+571 > +589

+2 < +35

+45 > 0



An airplane pilot saw that the tempe.ratwi.outside his

plane was 23 degrees below zero. A little later, as he

-was.approaching a landing field, he saw that.the outside

temperature was 40. degrees higner. What was the

temperature outside the p1ane then?

The teacher places the end of a pointerNon a number line in-

a sixth grade room. She then.moves it, along the number line.

If, it.was placed at a point labeled +8 pd moved 9 spaces
...

to the left at what point did it stop?

. These are the scores of thiee girls on a game.

Betty "6 in tile holt:I.".

Diable 119 in the hole."

Ruth ""8 in the hole.11

(Al the next game, each girl make a seore of 12 poets.4
What 4.s,each girl's score theen?

to
9

1

1

C

t

1.1

a

227



INTRODUCTION TO UNKNOWN ADDENDS

Diagiihqp may be used to rename a stun'when One addend is

.A.Walown. if tbe ma is +7 and*one iddend is 4"24 the

mathematical sentence is +7.= .62 a Or *ft2 4. a =.+7. -The

diagram below renames +7 -as, w.2 and the nuMber represented by

the "dotted" arrow. I.

+
7

'unknown addend.

4L1_21clown addend

The arrow for:the known' addends :621 is drawn direetly.

-above the number line.. A is a soli4 line because it is.a known%

addend. Notice that the arrow representing the sm, 7, is .

'the t6p. arrow. It is a solid line because it is a known stun.

The aprow representing the unknown addend is drawn as a

"dotted" line between the other two aerows. It must be drawn so

that the sum of It and the arrow representingithiknown addend is

the sumkarrow, +7.

The arrow for the unknown addend is drawn from the bead of

the arrow representing the known addend to the head of the &wow-
.

representing the.sum. Inthis sentence the arrow represents 9

228

236-



te

percise Set 12asa *worm

1. Study the arrow diagrams below. Write a mathematical sentence

rename the aum.' Find-the unknown addend.

+4

-IP

+3
OP

4
s p.

iallVeY01,11.4/11.

- Mt. +NM volo mode MOM .111111

-4

4-

,14



in Oolumn B?

A

a.
+
9

b. -12

. 3

d.

*
3. omplete the following sentences'.

a.

b.

c .

d. -9

.1111.11..

+6 =

+6

+
3

b.

e.

f.

e.

-18

+
5 . 14

11111WINIO

+ +
9 = -

2

Rename the integers below by completing the mathematical

sentences,.

.-a. +
amenrowt.

b. 9 .

0. 715 +

d. 71 + =

+9

+9

e.

.+ 18

9 s. 'g. + -6

+9 h. 717'+ =

-12

-12

S.



.5'. Diagram ,each of these flit.tlemaV.-Fe-r-alt-n-t-e-h-015--to-11.70-the

.unknownaddend.

5- m +3
4

+6

0 r +4 =

t.

+

e. +7 + t = +10

\72 +

6. ColUmn A represents temperatFes at .6:00 a.m. Calumn B

represents temperatUres att24:00.p.m.,' the total change

inteMperature between 6:00 a.m. 'and 4:00,p:m. Use.an-

integer to indicate the aliiount and direation of change.,

A

Monday
-50 +20,

Tuesday +86 -4°

Wednesdgy'
4-
3
o -0

A. a

Below 'is a list of citieI and the location of each,

of directions' north of,the equator as positive.

Complete:

a. San FrancisN is degrees north of Rio de Jar eiro.

b. lama is degrees ,s.outh of Hilo.

.,Hilo
-20 north

Rio de Janeiro 236 south,

San-*Prant 386 north

Lima 126 south

We think

Rio de 8aneiro degree-ssOith-of IMO;

4'

d. Lima is degrees smith of San Francisco-.

231



----1"'INDINGArtNKNOWN ADDEND

,a-

The'procesS of finding

n = "7 -is subtraction.

unknown Add 6nd in a sentence like

The diagram, ompage228.renamed +7 as-: "2+, Ithelped,

you,find an unknown addend which is the result when you ;ubtract

"2 Xrom *7.

A

'The sentenge- n + +7 =

outlined,

is diagramed below and the stepp

#

, (1) A sOlid arrow for the known addend',

(2i A solid arrow for the sum, 113., is drawn.

drawn..*

(3) A, dotted" arrow for thrunknown addend,. n .is drawn

from the head of the +,7' arrow to'the head ot the +3

arrow.

(4) The "dotted" arrow isknamed

a

e.

. ,

.The.subtraction of integers may belshown by drawing arror
.

. .,

diagrams. To show subtraction by the use of arrow diagram's., you','

must find an arrow'tO represent an unknown addend.

232
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Exercise Set 13--
1.. Find th%ynknown addends. (Use an arrow .diagruft.)

a.

b. + -l0 = -7 f.

+16 +34

d.. t12

+ 11

g.

h. ! -15 = -10

AP,

Use arrow diagrams to find each unknown addend below.

+4

b. -7.=

c.

d. 0

Diagram on a number:line

f.

4A-2 -= +3

. A
+7

g. 5 +._L= 7

h. +

a
a ,1

a. Two trains started from the same station but'traveled in'

opposite directions. Train A traveled north at the.rate

qf' 46 -miles per hour. 'Train B '6,aveled south at the

rate 53 miles per hoUr. How far north of, train B-

would Lrain A be at the end of :the first hour?

b. In a came, Janels score was *.56 and Mary's score was, "23

in the hole. How many points was Jane ahead of Nary?

,4

.233,
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t-

The "Short-Cut" Method 'For Subtracting Integers
-Exercise Set 14

One addend in' each of the following -represented by
,Irlhat integer da s xi represent in each?
a. .+2 .+ n = +6 f. +7 n ='
b. 0 + n = +6 g.

h.'
+5 + n

+ n
+ n = +6 n -2

e. + n =' +6 +.n = -2

2.. What *addend is represented by, n in each, sentence?
a. n + 5 = 10 d. n± +1
b. n'+ = -10 e. n + +3 = -10
c. n + 1 = -10 f, n ++5 = -10

4

Find the unknown addend.
a: +12 '43 n i>4

b. -7 +,n,
c, n + +6

d. 9

e. +14 n +
f. -2 + n

4. What integer must be added to each of the fo lowing to

4.

-a*



v

Wit° a true.mathematical sentence using addition and these

integers:

a. 48'6 411, ,

:b. . '5, 6.31

9

Answer:

235
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_a

WRITING SUBTRACTION ,SENTENCES

'Subtraction_is the:opeiation of finding an unknbwn addend.'
*

Sentences 1ike these haye unknown addends.

a

= n + +2

n = 5 +8 . +12 + n

To find nl the known addpnd is subtracted from the sum.-
To fipd n in* n +8, *-7" is sulitracted from ,B..

o show this in a mathematiata sentence you mgy'write

1.

a

4-

'2 + n. = *may be written as n m 5-- '2

+6 = n may be written as' n = f6 . '2

8 = '12 + n may be written Ets n = 8 12

23 6



Exercise Set 15

Nrite the following iubtraction sentences as addition

sentences.

a. -4 =

9 +12

c .
7

d.
+
27

+
25 = t

-35 - +21 = h

-18 -13 = g

+
19 - 35 = r

h. +45 - -17 = a

i. -45 - +8 = d

J 712 - +16 =

Rewrite the following subtraction senten9es as addition
4

sentences.

'b. 7 -5 =

C. 3 - '-7' r

+2.
= A

-6 - -13 =

+7 -
+9

= a
)

g. _+12 5 t
h. 9- i=s

Choose an integer from Set
;
A to use as an unknown addend in

each of these.

a.

c.

d.

e.

+2

+16 n

l2 -8

-10 .=

237.



:407

V.

Rewrite as addition sentences. Then ..Z.nd the un4;nown addend:

a.

b.

C.

d.

-17

4-16

-.+5 =

- -2 = e

8 = a

'6 c

e:

f.

-

+
9

-7

4.2

3

- ,3 = h

Cdpy,agd complete ihe following sentences by writing the

C*orrect aign of operation.

a. *75

b.

+2

c.
+
13 -10 = 4-23

e.
Ww.

3 +21

-4



REVIEW

Add' thes.9 integers...

arrow dittgriams..

+ +a. 7' 3'

'9). *4°6 +. .

C. + .45

a

,

:ExertO.se Set 16
,

to add them withoUt the use of

la

e. t)- +6

,11., -49 + :19

Try to -tind thi unknown addend without the, ute of arrow
diagrams.-

d.

e. +18 - -2

f. - S.

Perform these operations. Try to perform them without arrow

diagrams.

a.

. .

,c. -8 -+ +15

d

...g.f.".iei
.-

. -

11

4

48

+
0

. BliailTWISTER. Perform the 'o11owing Without the use o4arrow
. .

W 1
- 1 ,

.

.dlagrams.

1.

239

- *

a. %300_+i 4°300

7-7,225 +

f. *-4,376 .-:-40376*

4



S.

alb

Oriany number line, how mil:my units apart re:
a. the cio_t_aothe JL 4ot? . .
b..* the -6. 'dot and the +3 dot?

1c. the 4-10 dot and the 4.10 'dot?
%IP

John Ms -a score of ."8 points ( "8 points in ,the hole" in
a game'. How many points would he need to earn to,get
to a sore of +5 points '("5' pcants out of the hole")?

c'an think of this trithiltlyay; ."What integer must be
added to -.8 to get a .sum of +5'0

He would need to earn 13 points.
a. ,c manST points woLd he need to earn to get to .a score

of +8?

b. .of +3.0?

.c. of +2?

d.. of 0?

S.

The ipwest temperature eyer reorded in the United States:was
70° below' zero at *Hogeris Paps, Montana. The highesi
tepperature ever .recorded in the 'United States was i311.° at-
Da'ath 173.1ey; Califopnia 'How.many degrees higher was the

A

temperature recorded at Death Valley4ihan the temperature
recortIed .at Roger's Pass?

is

Evaresi is 29,028 feet :above sea leYel.- The Dead-Sea.
1,28b feet ,below sea level. How'much higher is Mt.

.*Everei3t than tilt; Dead Sea?

S.

Si44,4
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domplete 'the 'addition chart below. Add to each integer
gAven, in the left column the' integer given in the top row.
Use ari6w diagrams if ,vou need,them.

ADDITION MART

Addend

Addend
+ .64* 1.2

.

- 6'2.

,

:0

.

+1 +.3

+3

.

4;
, ,,..

0 '

.

.. 'P'

.

2 _

.

.

_

.

_
__

_

-

4
-,- .

,

.

s.4

10. Examine the "chart and list as many relationships as you can,

s.

241
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11. Complete the subtraction chart, by filling,in the unknown
-addends. Subtract from each integer given in the left

column (the sum ccaumn) the ihteger given in,the-top row.

(the known addend row)'.

There are three ways,to find integers to complete this:chart.

Suppose you are subtracting "3- from -5. You could write

-5 - -3 =.11. -You can write this as an addition sentence4

-5 = n

A. Then use the Addition chart. stale sum and '3 is

one addend. Pind '3 im.the left column of the chart.

-5 is in the rOw tosthe right of. "3. The' integer in

the top row in this column is 2. So -2 is the
.

number thaZ is represented by n, '2 belongs in the

-subtraction chart in the row to the right of .?!!V

the column'headed.by -3

B. You criftuse-the counting method to find an unknewn.addend.

You' would count.fromrthe knOwn addend (.3 ) to the'sum

(-5) This count would be to the left for 2 spaces,

so is -2.

. You can draw 'an arrow diagram to find thellnianama addend..

YOu would draw th&arrow for the known addend ("3) and

for the sum (-5). .The-arrow for the'unknown- addend

would start at "3 and have its heidiat- The

arrow would be labeled' "2..

11.

3,
a

24?



SUBTRACTION' CHART

1Olown Addend

Sum l 0 2 3 44'4

*4 _

-1'

.
1

+2 .

+1
,

1 ,
.

. ,-.
2 .

,

73
.

'4 - . ..

12. '.11-Xamine the chart and list tome relationships you noticed'

as you made the chart..

When two whole opbers are addecl, the order of

the addends may be changed withput,changing the sum.

.13;.. What proper:by of addition it' stated abover.

14. Select at least five pairs of whole numbem Add them to'
, illustrate this propi;rty.'

15. Select tome pairs of integers and add them. Decide if this

property also applies to the addition of it)tegers.

16, If thiS proPerty of ad4ition of npole numbert also Vales to s

integert,'write the statement of the property on your papor.

4
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17 Fill in the .chart below:
*0.

Addend : Addend Operation (

+N

)

)
+6 .

+9

5..

6.

7. -8

8. *-9

5. 9. +7

10.

4112
b.+

V.
***MINWOIr.",~"...

12.

3-

14.

15. -64 +4
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DESCRIBING ;DCATIONS-

Chapter 5

CGORDINATES

Expl ora t ion '

1. How many points are there In' a plane? Is .ea'ch point

differtine frbm every other point?. How cin we find a wag
to identify 'a particular point?

2. .Think 9f the top pf your desk as a part of a plane. Place
a sma34_2bject to r6present one point on your desk top.

How could you deacribe its location?

. Ted said, "The point Is inches. from the lowe, le4t-hand..N

corner of my desx." Does, this give you enough ,information?A

How many points are / iilches fi.om the corner of thq desk?

Martha said,

is ( inenes from the left-nand edge and 8 inches fro
the lOwep ledge."

t1e ppintS,'

"Itdidni measure from the corner.. My point

is MarthOs infOrmation -enough to 'looat

245



Jane Said; "I can use,Tedts information,,and some more

Information to describe a laoint. My point iS inches

from tne lower left-hand corner and .19 inches from the'

of,

lower right-hand aorner.0 Does this give you enougti

Infarmation?
Y4,

How ma'ny points are f Inches from the lower left-

HvOlany'points are 19 ,inches from thehana corner?

lower right-hand corner? How many points or the desk tbp

are at the correct distance from botn corners?

Joe said, "I cad use Tedts informAion and 'Some different

Information. My point is f inchesfrom the lower left-

nand corner. It Is on a ray,that makes a 40!) angle

with the ray from the cbrner on the lower eOge of my desk."

How many such rays are'there? Does 'Albeit, method.work?

Are there at leapt three ways of describin&the location

of a point on the tokof the desk? You think of
A

otners?
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Exercise Se.it 1

SuppOse a rectangular region 6 inches long iipd

inehes wide represents a picture an,d a point C is a
v'

partieular point of the picture.

1. *Use your ruler and protractor to draw a iectangular region

to Tepresent the picture. Label it as shown below.

1E is 6 inches in length. 1-15 is -inches in length.

a

. Suppose Cs/ is 5 inches from A and Ainches fram

Use 1.1r compass tp locate
. C. Is C exactly one"'

poipt of the piCture?

b.) Wh;tt property of triangles is illustrated?

c) Whatinformation was used pa locate. CT What fixed

points liere used? How far apart are these,fixed

points?

a

B.



4.

A

make another copy of the rectangular region.

Draw AC so that-the union of, and'c'a

.- ,

is an angle of 37
--i

b) CfrA AC locate point C to make 'AC 5 . inches long.

c) Is C exactly one point.of tile picture?

d)- What information was used to locate C?

e) What fixed point anciline ;were used?

Your drawil* should look-abbt-tql:ye this;

4.
A

Copy the rectang4Iar region-again.

a). Locate .a point 'E on so that ws is, '4 inches

long.

, by Draw la ray.. Put its endpoint at E. Make it so that

it and EA fgrm A right.angle.

LOCate a point F.On--1115 so that IP is 3. inches'

,4

-

Waw in the rectangular region a ray with endpoint

perpendicular to FA.

'toes the intersection of theirays you have drawn loaa4e'

e4actly one point C?
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f) What information was use4,to locate C?

g) What fixed lines were used?

Loa; at EXercise 2 in this EZercise Set. Is the 'method

used in it the same as the method used by Jane in

Exercise 4 of the Exploration?
SP

6. Look at- Exercises 3 And 4 in-this Exercise

a) Vhich of these exercises4 uses the same method that Joe
4

used in Exercise 6 of :the Exploration?
:1

twhich of these' exercises. use ', the same method that

Martha used. in Exercise 4 of the Exploration?_
.
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COORbINAM ON A 147-,NE

1 A

. EXploratiim'

1. . .
The Methods you have considered for 1s)catingla point in

-
.

.

a; planae all inttplved using:
. .. . .. .

a) ,at least one fAxed point' and at least one line from

whiclu measurements were 'made; and. .

b-) at least two measurements of segments pr.p.ngles.

1.. Tnic situation in which.you are given a: fixed

point 1414. Can you describe the position of another'

point C by *rust one measurement? Where must C li if thia
is póssilale?

'2. Look at the number ray below.

If you know the distance ,of C. from A* is 6 units .and that
.7-

o is on AB,, do you know exactly.whgre c ist

3. Now look at the number ltine beldw.

a) What kind of numbers Are shown on thisjlpmber line?

If you know the distance of a point'. C fbom Aj 'and -that

C is on AB, how manY different 'points cild 'Oe -named 0?

c. What must you 'know beside the distance in o der 'to-locate

exactly one btint C ?



A. What land of numbers tell bo.th the drction and,

distance of a point from A?

A number, that tells bOth distance and direc on of a

point Qn a line from the Q-point is calléd the co rdinate of
the point.

5 Cm the number line below) what is ,the coordi a e
B? of' C? of El?

C. JE A

"1

6. What point has the coordinate' -31 What point has

.coordinate 4.5?'

When you iark on a number line the points which,have a
certain set of numbers-as cocirdinates.we say you are drawing

a ,graph of the set or numbers.

Below is shown the graph of a set-of integ,f The three
beam/ doti arf the graph of the set (-11 +2, +5). his a

different kind 'of graph.from those you have seen'be re?

251'
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.7. 'Sometimes ;,,ertical (gp and

down) lines are used. What set of

integers is graphed on this iine.?

8; Draw a vertical numb;r line and

graph thiti set of integers:

(-43 '1-4, -2, +2; 0).

9. What ft the coordinate of the Point half!-way between

A a.ru:1 13 on the number line below?. Is the coordinatan
',

integerl

10. 'Aai..number should be the coordinate of a

yay between C and D? half-way between

these coordinates integers?

E and' $'?

t hal"-

Are

'Many points have as,coordinates numbers-fhich are'not

integers. In this unit, howevei., we shall use points whose

coordinates are integers.

2
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Exercise Set 2

'Draw nUmber lines showing the integersfrom.-10 to +10 and

graph' these sets. Use some horlzontal and some vertical number

lines.

6, '1 413)

-1

Aa.. (The po.,pitive Integers less than'
,

(The riegativ4 integeys greater than -4)

,AThe 1ntegets.4ss than 3 jrid ráter than '-11)

Ailli (Th'
1

positivetlAtege less than '11 which arediVisible

tisr, :5, -'and AeZr oppoSites)*

(The%Integers-aess Oen
%

+2- and greater than 711)

...-
I; (the -in1t4ger which is ) t, greaer than'

:fess thin -2) ,integer Which is 3'

,

List dr;describe-the 1sets of ,Integers.,whos6 grabhs are shown
.\

and the

Tr-

,

belbv .



3

COORDINATES IN A PLANE

4

Explpration
,

Look at ;the number line and the points P and

P.

at,

Since :4 .1.8 on the:number line we can ttate its position'
- . . . ,

by naming its coordinate -1. On the other hand; since P

Is not on trils,number ],inel we cannot state'its position, by,,

.N
naming its coordinate. It seems to be directly above -1 on

the line, but we deed a way to tell how f4r eibove the line it is.
,

We can firld a way to 4o this bi,using a second number

line which it'pirpendicuiar-to the flrst-number line ahd has

.-the Same 'zero point..

Is

S.

0. 254
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We see now that. P is directly to the left of 2 on tne

vertical nuober line: We can describe its"position by using

the'two numbers, 71 .and 4.2. Is there any poAnt except, P

which is exactly above oa the horizontal number line and-

Also exactly to,the left of ,2 on the vertical number line?

'140at is meant by "exactly above", and- "exactly to the
,k

left of" in the last twoSentences?

The.pCsition of P. can thus be described nQt by one.

number, but by the pair of ambers, -(710 4'21. The numbers

--1- and +2 are called coordinates of.the point P.

Tne firs,number tells'the.numberexactly below it (in'.

thie example) Pi tile horizontal number' line. 'Ph* second'number

:tells the number exactly to the'right (trl_this example) of. P
ty

on the vertical number line. The order in which the number*

are named is important, so (-1, +2) is calledan,ordered pair.

'A

a

255--
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-

Let us tnink more precisely about finding the numbers.

wnich describe the position of a paint. Look at point R

marked.below.

0.

A line fragment froM R ia drawn.perpendicular to the

horizontal nUmber line. It'intersects the number.line.at,

-kline segment from, R is drawn perpendicular'to :the

vertical number line. It intersects the number line at -3

The location _of FL_ _is_ described by. the _ordered-number-pair

3).

a '.256



WeOan use perpendicular lines to find the position of
a point.

CotAider the point which is described by the

ordered pair (+2, '-1). Look at the drawing below.

Since the first number is *2, find the point for 2 on

the horizontal number link. A line segment perpendicular to

. the number line is drawn ato.this point.

Find the point .1 on the vertical nupber

Aqine segment perpendicular to the number link is

drawn at this point.
.

IP
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'The. two perptniiicular line segments intersect at the point

labeled Q. Q II the point whose position is described by

. the ordered.Pair (+2, 1).

Iti'first coordinate is' .

Its second Coordinate is .

Do the ordered: pairs (+2, -1) and
+2) .- describe

.-

two different points in the Vane?

Briefly, .we can think:

To.locate the point ( 4, -3), start at (0, 0)
,

count 4 units to the left and then 3 units down.

TO locate (-I, 2 ), count

then 2 units
.01~1111664billremillibo

To locate 2, -1), count
and 'then ? unit

unit to the . and

units to the ?

sist 1.n describing accurately the popition of points

it tomary to use graph paper. On graph paper sets of

perpendicular lines are printed' formilpg segments of epal

length. Any pair 9f perpendicular lines may be chosen as the

number

:.7



The'or4ered'pair (-5; '6*3)'. is graphed below and the

point it idAtifies is labeled A. Notice the ordered pair

is written in'parentheses beside the point.

. Write the ordered pairs which are *6 coordinates or

points B, CI DI E., F, and G. Write your answer

like this: 'A(-5, S3)

'
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-Use a sheet of graph paper with lines-one-half inch apart.

Choose two perpendicular'lines,for umber lines and draw

heavy lines on them to show the lines you have chosen.

Label the number lines from -6 to +6.

Graph th0 ordered paIrra Label each with'its'letter and its

coordinates.

When number lihes are'used in this way, we call-each

'number line an-axis. The.horizontal number line is called the

,x-aXis and the vertical number,line is-called the y-axis.

lbe point- offintersectiOn of the x-axis and the y-axis l.'s

called the origin.

.26Q



When you draw' graphs you should alw4is label the axes
( axes" is the plural of axip ) in a certain way as shown
below.

Origin

4:5'

+4
+3

+2
1-1 Horizontal Axis

43 2 i 0
2

-
Vertioal.Axis

Write x" and "7" n ai the%arrows on the,rayi of the axes

-which show the bosUive, integers.

Label the 0-point Ind severalpoints on each aiis.

When you granh'an rdered,pair, label the point with the

ordered peir..

Label .the x-axis*and the y-axis.,on,your graphImper for/
F4f#rcise 2.

261
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-"Exercise Set 1

l. Write as ered paips the coordinates f the

labeled po ts.

1

2. 'Graph,the following ordered pairs., Use graph paper.and

label the x-axis,and the y-axis. Label each point.

A(-70 +S)

B(+41 +9)

c(62...-5)

Can you-drite an ordered pair of numbers to tell the

location of your town on the earth-ls surface- What

would you use for nuMber lines?

22



Exploration

(X-Coordinates and Y-Coordinates )
. .

'iou have been .using two perpendiqular number' lines wilh
\ th same- zero point. We cep.led these number lines 'the 'x is,

and \ the 'y-axis . These lines help you identifY the- poi

a plalle which is the graph of An ordered pe.ir of numbers.

We say "ordered pair" because the- order in which the iwo

numbers are named is important. The point named by the pal

(-3, +6) is it dirferent 'point from: the one named by the

, Pair ( )

The first number in an ordered pair, which tells how

far the point is to the right or left of the y-axis, isI

called the x-coordinate. The number which tells the, distance

'of the point' abolie or below: the x-axis is called the

y-coordinate.

a) Name_the x-vordinate of each.point graphed in

Exercise 1- of Exercise Set 3.

Name the Y-coordinate of each of these points.
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2. Wi-ite As _an ordered pair the coordinates of these points:

Az x-cooi-dinate is +i, y-coordinate is -7.

B; y-coordinate is +10, x-coordinate is 3.

C: x-coordinate is 0, y-coordinate is +4.

..): x-doordinate.is y-coordinate is 0.

E: -x-coordinate is +8, y-coordinate A 4.1.

F: y-coordinate is -6, x-coordinate is +4.

G: x-coordinate is 7, y-coordinate is +3.

(
Gra the points whose x- and y-coordinates Eire gi en in

Exercise 2. Label each with its letter name and its.ordered

pair.

.0



Exercise Set Is

a) 'Graph the points,whose
coordinateS are giVen belom.

Label eftch point with its 'letter name and.its ordered'

,kti (-1 +7) 1

("4, ,0)

('4-2, '0) .

) Dram AB and Z. The union of 'a", 1rd, and 1ZU is
a triangle. What kind of triangle is it? 1
The base of'

triangle ABC, is on the
axis.

Graph these points. Label each'point.mith its letter
name and its ordered pair.

D: x-coordinate -3,

E: x-coordinate -1,

F: x-co

G: x-coor inate

+
5,

y-coordinate +3

y-coordinate

y-coordinate 1

y-coordinate .+5

Dram TE, P, 174 D-15. Which of these names describe
tile figure DEFG?

1) Simple closed curve

2) Polygon

3) Quadrilateral

Square region4)

\c) 'Dram V and M. What,are the
00'0rdinaies.of,t1Wr

,

5) Square

6) Isoscelestr a

7) Rectangle

8) Union of founangles

interseiction? 111

a
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) Write three d fferent ordered pairs in which the' second

number is 0.

b) 'Giftaph these ordered pairs,.

to.

c) Where do the three points lie?.

) Write three different ord'ered pairs in which the first

number is 0.

e) Graph these ordered pairs usinethe same 'axes you used.

for b

Where'do thes points lie?

-Iv. a) Any point wh se x-coordinate is 0 lies on the

b) Aniroint °se y-coordinate is: 0
#

lies on the- ?

5. a) Whai are the coordiflates-of the intersection of the

xr-axis and the '-.axis?

'What

of tile x-

ecial name:is glyen to the point Of intersectiOn

and y-axis?
. .

266
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iJSING COORDINATES TO FIND-MEA,SURES:4-SGEKENTS

.c )

. .
21

4i* 4plox:atioit

Ite .ordered -pairs whien ve the,same z-koordinate
. (do tiot Use 0) anci d' tferent y-coordinates.
Graph the point§ for the ordered pafrs.

"Are ail five points AZ)n the sdme fines?

Write- ordered paiixs whien have different
:X-5.33orainates :and tae same y-d.62rdlnates

arapn..ihe4. 13.914 fio.r the ordered pates.
1

1

1 Are all Tiife 'points on the, saMe line?
4 *

tt

Wnat 'do jou natio about. the lilies suggested 4.n 1 c

(do not. use 0)'.

a )

c )

c)?

+Graeh the po.Ltts Rc2,1) and S(72 3)

What is-tne measure ofs so in unit segments?-

COuld you finct the mea,sure of Irg, without counting
9, 1. t.14 segments, by. us ng y-ccprdina es?,

Graph ,the points
xs.

A( 75) -'1and B(+"4.,

Sutiract -.3 from; - 3. io ..*
,

.,_ . .c) Sibbtoct ,, from -.3. -34.. '4 = N.? *tr.
./

1#. '
Idr Doelipur answer to eltir Cil ,.or. _c_),,te1.14row

. .

length Of A.I3? 6 .
4

.267
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4 A,
IRE

t.Consides- the :1501nts boj and DC 105, '69)
41e

; Without graphirig, C,: and D, Can you find -,the length

or ,t7? .0
-

b) What is the length Cf FE if R hai coordinatps

("3, '5(9) and - S Aas coorclinates ("3, '468)?
.0

From Your observations,in Exer

-sentence

-
To find an integei.v Which tells tile measure, in units,

1-6, complete this

of 'the-segment betwe9n two points:

a) .- if thk xbcoordinates. are the: same one,

---------

..

coordInate from the lather...
N t

rb-

if the y-coordinates ari the saild

coordinate from:the othei.

a

40,

0...wo

one ,

A

I :



2.

Exe cise Set 5

Here are names of points and the cavrdinates of each:

A('t5, -7)

B(-2, +3)

C(-2, -7)

D(42, 77)

i(+5, '4:5)

F(-84 -1)

:

List the paii% of pants
same x-coordinate.

(
-Then find the, leneth -of the .segment joining each pa

10P r.
,

Find the pairs of points. the same y-coordinate.
-Then find the length of the segment joining ,eadb pair.,

Check your answers by graphin the ordered pq.irs and. 4
counting unit segments .

tWaph, this set of, ordered park. of ;'Xiltegers and label .

-
t.he points.of the graph.' (A(+

2, ,9), B( 2; -2),

c(4-.2', -2), D(47.

Draw MI. EC,. LT, le. , .
, . .

What kind-bf ckadrilaVeral is ABOD?

Find .the lengths of', n Tia.. (Don tt. count,. .

zubtract coordinatts:Y-

What i s. the area of region ABCD?

4- .
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3. a) Graph these points E( 151

1

I.

411, F(71 G(71, -4),

bi 'Draw IP FG uo. What segments are the base and

heUht of .L'EFG?

c) Find t1T area *of EFG.

. a) Write on your peiper. the coordinate s. of- each labeled

point in the -figurt 'below.

27 0



Find: 1) a set of four labeled points w h the

same y-coordinate.

a set of two labeled points with the same

y-coordinate.

3)'two sets of two labeled points with the

same x-coordinate.

Find,the length's of these line segments:
wr, 117, TT.

Name two triangles and a rectangle in the figure,

and find the area oBP'each region.

e) What is the area of the region bounded by

quadrilateral' RSTP?

va

N

-rY

a a
at

al a



1

4

.

Write the coordinates of each labeled point in

the figure,

4WD.

"

4 A

Figirt 4WD isa

What set of three points have the'same x-coordinate?

Can you find another set/

d) What three-labeled points have the-same y-,Coordinhte?

,Can you find another set?

e) Find the lenOly; ot base ald altituae of'eaoll right

riangle.with labeled'vertices. (There are four.)

a



aFind the :area or each trian4ular region and the area
-of the rectangularsregion.-

;Find the'arelt,,c\f the regiOn; Op.
,BeittiShiff'" arne lierp is a game you might find,
intelesting. 'twgi people (or. two usidesis)' to

. play it-. fiere,are the rules. They are. stated for twO
,players: 1$ .:there are, two' Naidesn, ,with several playersk

'on each sideAtradn the)."Isides" -play alternately with ,each',4"
playe;:,*on a 's..de pIayihg ill ,tUrn,.. .,711:ie, game can alsOsbe4

gayed 'on a piece of papers rather th-an on a thalkboartl.,
,DraW (on the chalkboardlx- and y-axes and .tbarli- eagtt

';1
.

+axis with numerals from 10 to 10.
drte player marks. (yith:,white chalk) -10 points

. (battleships). each having, coordinates which are integers.,
. .tDo.not- labels the points with their .coor,dinates;

c ) The opponent.p4ayer. marks (with colored 4halk) 10 new
Points., (batiXtehiPS) for his side, ea9h,poift haying. -

coordinates ihich aietntegors. Do not label the 4.,

points'40:th their coordinOes
The first player- calls out an -ordered pair of inters.
;Er there is a point (bi4tlbship)- mirked with these..
cpordinates ...thee the mr-rking. is -erased (bOtleship
sunit) (Sorlietimes a. ttlayer make4 a mistev.and sinks
one or his -own battleships. )If thére-is,no- point:
marled wTth these coordApates-then the oppongit hut

* .w14s turn. \

4
J.



a

BRAINTWIST

4

The second.,piayer now' has his turn to parry,out

Rule d.
at.

) .t1i rs now. 1ay alter, teiy.

6) The laliier whos'e battle Adps are t4 -sunk first (after'

each player h4s had the saMe numbe be turns) loses

tnegaMe. If ill battleihips of both sides are sUnka'

tnen the game Is a tie.

a) Write the ccardinates of each labeled point in the

flgupet

a.

Y
........---..-`1.

1111 OM
i 11111.414 3

IN
Fordulan

,

Gildumuumum
MA 111111111111111111

MIMIWM=
1111011111111

11111111M
IMIVAMM
licialaalmum

1111111111111

I

-:
..u. t---1 COMM'A

i ..,4 r APO
,
I 1 ilk

-,.--r - V 4 '

$ ..$
nomovito

lummosimmlimmumm
11111111.WilLIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
INKRIIIILPIKIVAMIIIIHUIIIIIIIIIIIII

1111111111111111111111=11111111/011111N
OM 1111MMININIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMI

1111111111121=111101111111641.
11111111M11111111112111immuommam
IIIIIMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIUIIEIIIIIIIIUE
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ijraw TY, -W3 TTI, and HE.

kgure, EFGH is a

) On the graph mark:

A point J whose. x.=codrdinate s%tfic same as

the-x-coordinatepof point Whosp:

%coordinate le the same ae y-coordinate of'

point B.

,(2) A point K' whose x-coor,iiinate is the same as

the x-coOrdinate of the point C and whose

y-coordinate is the same as the y-coordinate of

point B.

A Kint 'I, whose x-coOrdintite is the same as

the x-coordinate of point' C and whose

y-coordinate is.the same as the y-coordinate of'

polnX D.

'( ) "A pc4nt M., whose x-coOrdinate ip ine4arne as

the x-coordinate of point' A and whose y-coordinate

Is the same as the y-coordtnate of point D.

f) Figure .JK1A is a4.
4

puWthe,area orthe regiot JKLM.

n) dOmputi 'the lengths of the base and,altitude of each

of the rJh triangles, AA.7134

OMA.

fidfCompute the'areas of .each 'Of the triangular regions

whose 'sides Eke the triangles of Exercise h .

SKC, A/aLD I and

,
.,What.lt the ve# o*r:the polygon region ABCD?
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CHANGING COORDINATES

Exploration

a.

1. ,Suppose that P Is the point CI'lt +2) and R is the

,z0

Ooint (+3 +6).

How many segrants are there with P 'and R as endpoints?

Gaph the odered pEhrs P and R Eicerise 1 'and

draw 'gr.'.

Is ,C+2, ) on 4R? If so, mark and libel it

GraphStne- ordeA0d pair T(+, .1.) and draw ,111%

Is the poia (+4'4 +4) on NT? Mark and label it W.
."

b. Dra'w W.

What Atomic does the figure look like?

a. The set lof ordered pairs you have graphed is:

(P(+1,' 4.2),-S(+2, +4)! R(+3, +_6),4 W'(+4, +.4)100kcisT(+51 +2)),

Forma new set of 'or ered pairsby 'changing thii coordinates

of these pairs as f lows: Add +7 to each i-coordinate and,

add '0 to.each y-coordinate.,

,Name the g new points, A, El, C0 Da'and

a) Graph'and lab 1 the set of Ordered pairs you found

raise- a& draw the tegments AC, OE, and 18D

b) What doe§ t s new figure look like?

c) How is-the 'new figuri relatid to-tilt old figure?
,
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Exercise'Set 6

Graph and label tnis eet of points:

(A(+5, -1), B(1-'

b) Draw MI WI 75;

5) C (40 5), D (-4, -1))

17.

c) ,liklat kind i5f polygon-is -A13:CD?

e,-Form a new set of ordered pairs by subtracting' .0
from each x-coordinate and subtracting +8 from, each'
y-coordinate of the set of pairs of la.

'Plot:this ''et of point's-. .(Call the corresponding poiqs
E, F, G,- H.)

Draw ET% Pt% tIL HE.

Is, EF.GH congruent to ABCD?

How IS the new .tigure we got by changin the y-coordinates
'related to the old figure?

a) Graph this set of ordered pairs Label the points,
(A('JI ) F(tl,*+9), C(+11 +4), D(t3, 0).)

b) Draw AC, Mr, ru. What letter ddes the.unia

of theie segments look like?.
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4. Fom a new set of orderéd pairs fE,, F4,03 HY 'from

tile old set,,of Exercise Ja as follows1. Add +3 to

*S.

k...coordinate and subtract +6 from ,the y-coordinate.

b). ,Graph this set'of ordered pail* DTaw. .EG,' lu and M.

c.) How A4es ine shape and position of this figurecompare'

with tne one for 'Exercise 3?

SUppose yo wanted to t1xnve " the figure of Exercise 3

-five units t left. .What change would yau maje .in

the coordinates?

6. What change n the coordifiates would "move" the figure

-three units up?'
, .

,
:Battleship Game, 2: The rules.of this game are-the same

....-,
...

:

as t ose for Battleship Game- I (See end'of EXercise
1.

.

, ;0 . .:

4

.Set,5) except that Rule d Is replerced by: :,. .

t.--
,- )-.' ,,, '., . .

d*) (l) The,first player calls oUt something like': "2

.
units exactly to leit Of 0.1.v 4:73)1 If there

.
4 .

--------.1.4
iont(battleship)rmarked:iiith the

0

.

.

-14'.-A

.

Coordinates CI, 4) then the marking is

erased'(battieship sunk).'
' e

"(2) If the _first .player said :%2 units exactIly tO the

right oT (+11 4.3)" thin 'the-marking at'( +.3)

would be erased.

(3) If the fix;st player sald P3 units'exactly below

lb(+1 "1 +3),

i4ed."

A

thewthe marking at (1.11 0) would'be

1/ 276
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1.

- r
-0): if th(Cfirst player said "3 units exactly above

(+1, +3)1" then the marking Ai (+1, +6) would
s be erased..

.(5) /I' there is no point marked at the coordinates
described, -thea.the epponent'has his turn,

,BRAINTWISTERC In' the EX.P1oration
exercises you*gi;Aphed

ordered.paAlim ahd 'drew segments Which formedthe letterI

Drav some other
capital.letter.on a sheet of graph%'

'paper.- Write-on a 'separate sheet the, coordingtes of the
endpOints° of the segments that form the figure. Hand. the
instruct ons (but not the graph) to some other studejnt.' A

Stle i,Aie can follow the instructions to obtain the same
'lett you have on ypur graph paper.

a

4

4
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MUMS OF SPECIAL'S=

P

'4P1orat1on

Suppose we have 'Just the apt

.wish to wx:ite4the set or all:\ the ordered paird or,ntimbers

such 'that both numberkare in tpis set

a

4
?ft

llow a sy em so youtp not omit any pairs.

Pirs :414its t in he firsti.fow all pirs Wilich have l as ,
4

first er. Then li n a secolid row all which have

as first na sd on.,

Arrange your pairs it .a ,chart "as' spown, bélow.

(41, +2)_ (kil ):

(+2, 41), (+2; ?) ?, )

>

t.

Does the chart contain all ordered paiTs with both

numbers ,In the set (+1.1. +2s +3, +4, +5)t ?

where ill,the chart' are, all \the pairs with +1 as

second number? With +2 as se?ond number? ',With. +4

as the first riiMber?

-28o
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4

Find in the chart the ordered pairs in'which the x-

coordinate 4nd yrcoordinate are the sama. List the pairs.

b) 'Graph these ordered pairs.

a) Find.in the bhart the ordelred pairs in which the sedond

number is greater thari the first riumber. Liat them.

b) Graph these ordered pairs, *Using a red crayon. Use the
4.

same axes you used for Exercise 3b.

5 Find in the ch'art and list the ordered pairs fh whAPti

f.
-.the second number is smaller than the first.'

S.

Graph these ordered pairs on ehe same axes you used for
.

4 ,
Exercise 3b, using,a green crayon.

Find all the points whose y-coordinate is +5. Draw

in Lack the line segment thrbugh these ppin:ts.

A

b) Do e same for the points mhose x-coordinate is

-

281..
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Exercise Set 7

6

Use the numbers in this set: (-3, -1 0,

I. Make a chart of, all.ordered pairs'of numbers with both '

numbers in 'the-set above. How many should ihere be?

2. List, the Se-t-G-fv-ordered VA T's In the chart in which the

two coordinates are the same. Graph this set in red..

4.

List the set of ordered pairs in Which the second numbevis

2 greater than the first., (There should be five suCh paIrs.)
N

Graph .this set in green on the axes you used for EXercise 2.

4. List the set of ordered pairs in which the second number iS

? less than the first. (There should be four such,'pairs.)

Graph this 'set in blue on the 8ame axes.

List ttle st of ordered pairs in which the second number is

the opposite of the first. (There should be
11

Graph'this set in black on the same lxes.
6

pairs.)

0

Does the set of red points suggest a line? the green'

points? the blue,points? ,the blackt,

29'
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A

BRAINTWI=ERS

e:/ .' Graph ihe set 91. ordered pairs tAt'l l) B(l) WS,
DraW laL F6rm new ord$d pairs by dolabling

each numbi.. Graph the orde palrS and call'the points

11D4 4, and F. Draw iIS LAEZ congruent

Does' it 4isame shapp? Are corresponding

angles congrue

.2. Draw someother f.igure whose vertipes have positive ,

.41tegers'as coordinates. Find the coordinates of each

-vertex Multiply ',each coordinate by 3 and !dra.w.the

corresponding new agpre. Are the figures the same-shape?
II

S.
0

3. Write a sentence that telLs what'you have observed froMO

Exercises'l and 2.

r
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'IEFLECTIONS

.Exploration

-

Yem'already know at least one meaning for "reflection.n.

We think of a. mirror or a pool of clear 1;iater as giving a

z

reflection. Let us see what reflections are in geometry.

1. a) Graph this set of ordered pairs:

(A(+2, +7), B(+9, +5)) C(+3,,;f4))

.LWaw segments 314

segments a

ansi 77. The union of these

Does your triangle, ABC Tbok like triangle ABC below"?

Thii drawing shows also triangle DFE which ii a

reflection of triangle ABC. Do YoLl see why it is

called'd.reflectioh?

+6

+5

t4
+3

+2

9 8 7 -6 5 4-3 2 1 2,4'3+4 5 +6+7+8 *9 X.
*71

-2
-3
-4

284
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a

Va.

I.

b) Copy the table below and write the coordinates of

points DI E, and F. Fill in the distance of each

point-from the y-aXis also.

-Point Coordinates Of Distante of .point
point . from y-axis

(+2, +7)'

.))

(+91 +5)

(+3, +4)

)

?

c) What do you.observe about the coordirlates of points

A and 'ID?

dl What do you obsarve about the,distanoes irom A to

the y-axis and from A) to the y-axis?.0

p) .Are the observations you made for the points A and

D similar for B and F? f r C +tend E?

f) Mark and label points D,

Draw triangle DFE.

)

.
and E on your graph.

Fold your paper '&1the y-axis.and holoe=s: your,pAper up

to-the light. Does A fall on -D? Does B fall 'on

F2 C on E?

. h) is A4.1ABC =LDFE?

285



Point D is a reflection

point F. is ai-eflebtiOn

of point It int is.

of 'point B in the y-axis, '

Point E is a reflection of point

s a reflection of AABC nA DFE

-Note that we get a reflectiOn of a point

,

C in\the y-*axis.

the vertical_axis.

in the vertical axis
141,

when ttle first coordinate of the point'is replaced by its

opposite, ind'second coordinates remain the same..

,

A figure is a reflection'of another in the vertical axis

if corresponding points are the same distance from the vertical

axis but in opposite directions from it.

a

286 -
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2. How can we get a reflection of Allati, in the horizontal

In,the dr4Wing below, doestriang).e LW look like

.a reflection of triangle ABC' in the horizontal axis?

a) Copy the table bel.qw and fill in the mkssing racts.

Point , Coordinates
2f point

A
+ +

( 24 7)

-(
)

(+94 4'5)

( ).

41'

a

(
+

34
+3)

)

Distance from
x-axis

9
'RE
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a,

1.
b) What do you observe alol)ut the coorOinates of:

.(1) A and AL 4?

(2) B and X ?

(3) C9,and ?

c) What do you observe about the distance of:

(1) A and L 11416m the,x-axis?

(2) B K from the x.-axis?

from-the x-axis?

1941"elw do hese ob,§ervations compare with those you maae %

from the table in Exercise 1?
-

Along"which axis woula you Ai this drawing so th.a,

13, and C. would fall on the correspokding points'

L, K and J?

f) When the second coordinate.oT eachlpoint is replaced
.

by its opposite and th'e first coordinate remains theA'
same,4we get a reftection in the axis:

A figure is a reflection of another Bigure in the=hor

axii if corres5ond1-tag points are the same distance from t e
4

horizontal axis, but in,ep osift, directions from it,

3. a 1 9E5ph,this set of dered pairs:
-

A(-5, -2) Dr9, -10) G(-7, -6)

B(-1; -4) 'E(% -4) 1-72 -10

c(-1, -10) ,F(-9, -6)

-Draw ,M5.1 u-D-, 3E, YE, 7d, YR.

TOis'figure looks like a drawing of a,

Air

28§
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b) Graph the reflection of point A in the y-axis

The reflection of A. in 'the r-axis, should have the

same coordinate as -IA. Its

coordinate should be the oppotite of A's.
4 4

Point A and *its refraction in the y-axis should -

be the *same diftance frdm. the axis .

c) Graph the reflection in the: y-axis of the other

labeled points Draw segments sti) get the ,rf3lection

of the figure.
.

Do your figures look like the' ones in the grapt- bel,ow? 4

Label the points of your reflection figure as shon.\

1.

-9 -8-7-6 5-4 -3 2 1 +2+3+4+5 +647 48 9 1.

A. -2
-3

289.



-

e) Name pairs of points So that one Wont is.the

reflection of the other. Tell how far each'point is

from the y-axis.

4

f) Find aj point on lUE halfway between A and E.
.svp.

it W. Vhit are the.coordinates of W?

g)

Find a polnt on .3K halfway betweTn szr and K. Cq.l

it N. .Wha4t
,
are the coordinates of. N?

Is N tthe reflekion of W? Do you think pointsf
.

of one figurb are'the reflections of corresponding

4Dints of the other?

Along what line can you fold your graph so that

poinIs of the reflection fall on corredponding points

of the figure?'

This is' Wexample of

qf reflection in this

rieflection Int. line. The line

cas% is the y-axis.

h) Draw the reflection of polygon ABCDE in the
4

horizontal axis.

(1 )

(2 )

>

is this an example of reflection in a line?, If
.

.
,

what line?
N .,.

Does the line of reflectio(1 always have to be

the x-axis or the y-axis?,

. 290
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I t

Execise Set 8
#

Graph this set of ordered pairs. Label each point,
1

with its letter and coordinates.

CA0-6., +4), 13(+8;.
(2) Draw AB, Mr, AC.

(3) Is.your.fegure wtriangle?

Gra-Ph the reflection in thelverticalaxis of AABC.

Label eachsvertex of this second .triarigle with itS

coordinate's.

Graph the reflection irlithe horizontal axis of AABC.
door

Label each viprtex of this third triangle with its
,

coordinates.

2' 'The line 0 reflection

inthis Orawing is the

-axis.

I.

The line of reflection in this drawing 14 the . -axis.

291
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4% .Graph this stt of ordered,pairs:,

( p(-4.1 -7)4 E(Th; 73), F(-7,

Draw DE, EY,

) .sdraph the reflection,of quadrilateral DEFG .inthe

horizontal-axis and iabe). each vertex of this new

quadrilateral with its coordinates.
A

5. a) Draw the triângl%\wilose vertices are point with

coordinates A(+4, .73)4 c(-2, -10)
-

Graph its reflection 110 fhe hoftzonta.1 axis. Label each

vr**
0

vertex of the new triangle wilh Its doordinateS.4 What

is the,line of reflection?.
-

Graph the reflectiOn of the triangle in Exerciae 5a

in the_y-axis'.

. .

pRalfrWISIERS . 10
.

.

,. .

1. a) Graph this set of ordered pairs. Label each point as.
- ,

you graph it.

ANI
B(+16, -10)

(+4,

pcf2, -13)

E(+3,

F(+2; -9)

G(+3, -6)

H(+1,

j(-1.1.4

-6)

-5)

L(417, -5)'

k

b) Draw c) Draw EP,

t15, Ttr, GH,

and BE. 4 fa, and

JA.

-292

dr
u

m(t, 4) v(+18,:73)

p(+8,

( 16

(+10,

t(+11

8) w(+13, '7)

1), x(1-14, 8)

4) Y(+20, '5)

,
-11)Z(417,

'Draw KL, e) Draw' TV,

IR, TR, Th7,

AR, RS, TF, and -*

and

.

BZ.
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4

,

This is a d aw g 'of Chill Paidted Head. Draw his

-11aflectlOn iri theiverical,axls.
A .

The reflection of ta letter A in. tAab vertical axis-is
v 1.

, *- q ,

41stca letter',A, Aut the l'flettlon oi" the%letter AA..in
,

;the horizontal axis, is not.

.-Can'yothipk of any other'capital letters which would be
. .

the Same as their reflections in'tie vertical axes?" Th
;4

o haizontal axe's? both aies?

A .

3. liNv's the chart iforIxploration Probleo number 1 on page 280 in
S

your text., .Can*yOu find an illustration of reflep;tion of

se of points in a line which is not the x-zaxis and not
.

a '

the yraxis? 'If,s6. write tile coOrdinates of a point and the

coordinates qf its reflection. What Gig you opservel> Tests

Sauripbservation on three other points.'

Battleship Game *3: The rules*of this same are the,same as

those-for 4attleship. Game* 1 (see ..end of Exercise Set 5

except,that Rule d) is replaced by:

d)*** (1) %The first player calls out samething like 4.reflection'

. 4

of:Cf1..+3) in the x-axis". If there is a Point

(battleshil;)AMarked,with coorbinates (+1, -3) then

the marking there ia erased, (battleship sunk). If
.

, there ts.alsa a point marked at ( 1. 3) it is erased

4
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.ss

t(two battleshipeSUnk at one firing!). If there

.-. is noPoint marked at (+14 3) (even though there !

might be one at (+1, *3), then no markings a're

,eitted and the Opponent then'has his turn..'

(2) If the first pls4rsr calls out something lAke

'flreflection of (411 +3) in the y-a4s' then the

marking at (71, -1-3)'is eradsi:'"If thei.e is also'

a point marked at'(-1, +3), thenthat marking is

also erased; -af there Is no point marked at
I.

(711 +3),.then no markings are erased-and the

opponeiras his turn.
,

.;-

Make up sow rulei for a harer.: Battleship game which

illustrates the-ideas of this chapter.' Hint:
1;

can4use symmetry ideas.to sink or even

.at once.

see if

4. shipS

4-;
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SYMMETRIC FICIURES

,EXploration .
%

1. Fold a' piece of Paper and'cKease* the fold. Mark a point *
-

and a 'polnt B on the crease.

Start at A and drva a curye which doed not intersect

.tself' and enUs at B.

USe scissoA to cut along, the

curv;. Be sure to cut

'through both parts of the

Sheet of paper. .'Un4old the
g

part of the 'paPer you cut

out.

The curve is a synetric f gure. The, union of 'the curve,

and its interior is alSo a.symmetric figure,, 14ther. set

of points furriishes ,an examOle of line spmetry,beaause-
.

when the paper is folded along, th; line suggested by the

arease one part of the figure fits exactly op, the other.

The line represented'by the crease is the line* of mematta
or axis of symmetry.eevr#0 00.a.

George has a "crewcut", Is this picture of 'his head

a symmetric f4ure? Ir so, lay your ruler along the

axis 9f symmetry.

I.
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'
Chief Poieted.Head made an arrowhead.

It looked aike this:

Is it symmetric? -If so, yhat

the axis of symmetry?

4, Trace these symmetric figures on a sheet of paper. Then
,

use your ruler po draw t he 4x15 of aymmetry on each of

, lour tracings.,

a

5. Must an easis of symmetry necessarily be either horizontal

, or vertical?

4

296
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Use yoUr compass and straightedge.to construct an
6 t

. egAilateral .,Let, the length of each side be

,three inches. " .

k v

64 'ouit the triaYaiul4r-region.

.v

a). Can you, fold the paper to ihpe an .axis'of symmetry?
. a

Can you show another axis of symmetry? How many.axes

of symmetry are there?

s

1.

Can a figure have more than _one axis of symmetry? Must

it hive Aore than one?.
. 4

Trace this.draWing of a

rectangle.

a) Is it a symmelric figure?,

* If so, draw as many axes

of symmetry as you can.

'b) How many axes of 'symmetry does a 'rectangle have?

,c) 'How many axes of symmetrvicloes a square have?

t

Construct a circle with a.radius of two inches. Cut

the circul4r region.

V.

a) HOw many axes of symmetry do you thirik a circle has?
.gwv

O's What is the intersection of all the aXes of, symmetry ot.a

circle?

Are there examples of symmetric figures in your classroom?

If so, describe the axis of symmetry.for each figure:

297
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4

As you go home this afternoon look for examples of ..,

symmetric figures:' NOtice.where the axis of symmetry is.wm

You will find many examples. 'Look about yourhome for

. symmetric -figures. 'Be especi,illy dlerttat-tpeledinner.table

1.11,findeXhg symmetric figures.

Exercise Set 9

1. This,is a drawing of a

front cif a wide bud.

it a symmetric figur

111

2. Which of thpse drawings seewto be symmetric figtires?

a

An insect,might looklike this. Lopes

it appear't6 be a symmAriq figure?

,
298
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s,
Polygon

ABCD is a
square'. triangle
ADE 18 in

equpateral
trian?le

P'
Ntr,

Trace this figure on your. paper.'
a

i)

1,4+

Name three symmetric figures..

Draw all "of the axes of kruntitry for square, ABCD.
9 .Draw all of the axes of.:tymmetry for equilateral

triangle ADE.

d) Is thtre an axis of symmetry for polygon ABCDE?

1

e) Look carefully at your drawing a.nd the axes of symmetry
you have drawn. If .you consider theie \axes as well
as' the original figurel' do there\'appear,tcp;be even

more symmetric figures?

,299
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4

4

t '0

5. Which of these are true statements?
4 0

a) Axes of symmetry do not need to be,vertical or

. horizontal.

Zt

01.

`44

) A symmetric fiere Wet have two" axes 9f, syminetry:

c).. A figure is *metric if half of It is,e reflection of'

the other half. l

An isosceles triangle is an example

'figure.

a symmetl,ic

Print-the capital letters of the 4511abet.: Which art(

0

examples of sxmmetric figures?

,

4
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SYMKETRY ANDREFLECTION

Exploration-

Is an axis oi symmetry the same thing.as a line of

reflection Think pout this question as you work out these

4

t

exercises.

)
e a) Graph this set of ordered pairs.

-

ACIO, 4'6) D(-11 411)

B(-2, +6)

q("4, +4)

E(-3, -4)

Draw IE, BC

a

u( 8, 4)4)

ny and , .

ip

Does'your drawing look like the one below/

3

o
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414

Is jmlygon ABCDEFGH a me ttU figisig;

Use your straightedge to draw the Axis of

4 1, #

Suppose you folded your paper on the pas

.'On what, pointswould thes poin'ts

4 on, ? on "1? 'G on ,F on' .

symmetry,.

of Symmetry.-

d) Call the point ?there theaxis'ot symmetry intersects

AB, point J. What are the coordinates of J?

s) Do A, Bs and J have the same y-Coordinater, How.
.

long,is ZIP% How long is ..)T?

Are A and B the same distance frail the axis of

4Symmetry? C

) gall the intersection of the axit Of, symmetry with IT4
.6.

point K. Are F and t the' same distance fram JK?

g) Are H and C -the same distance from flJK?
V ` .4000

Are D and G the same distance from 10.

What are the cookinates of the point of intersection

of the x-axts-V1'th lath /E? with, JK?

' to these three points determinb copgruent segments on

the*x-axis?

,Since-corresponding'poixts of the.curve are the-same--
;:.

dist*ce from JK.s.one part of the curve is the reflection of
A

the other. JK is the*line of feflection;

. 3132
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Curve JBCLEK is the reflection of.curve, JAHGFK.

Curve .JAAbFK is the reflection'of curve !InCZEIt. .

Or-10,
The axis of symmeVy, 31{1-is als.O.the line of reflection .

a) choose a point R in the interior of polygon ABCDEFGH

whose coordinates are integers. (po not choose a point

0n the axis of symmetry.) What -dre ,thecoordinates of

the point you chose?'

M.nd th6,po1nt which is the yefliction of' iin the'
<-axis oflYmmetry, A.. Gall it S. What are.the

coordinate3,;of 3?

c) Find the point which is the reflection of R ib the

x-axis- Call it WhaV are its booi,dinates?

-

Find the point W which ilike reflection of R

the-y-axis. WIlfare the coordinates of W?

303
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as

Trace this square on ,paper, ahd cuott the square and its

region. HOw many axes of symmetry does it have?

A

Graph this set of ordered pairs.

A(3, +3), B(+3, -3), c(-3, -3), Dr3 +3).

Draw MI, rf, and DA.

bl What kind of quadrilateral is poligon ABCD?

c) The square,ABCD has tiow many axes of symmetry? Nape them.

d) 'What point ib a reflection.of A in the x-axis? in
-$4-

the y-axis? In BD?' '

What point is the'reflection o1 B. in the .x-axis?

in the y-axis? In AC? In Bre



t`

) -GraPh the set: Wp, -3 s(4-4, -6), T(1,

Draw triE2.ngle RST.

Draw the reflection of triangle 'RST in the y-axis. '\

Call the reflection' triangle XYZ:

Is:the union of triangle EST and triangle XYZ a

*sYmmetric set'of points? If so, what is the axls of

symmetry?

BRAINTWISitliS

a) Look at your drawing for .Exerdise 2; set 10. Graph the

point (+1.1 +2), and label it E.

b) What pbint is the reflection of E 'in the x-axis? in

the y-axis? in''AC (call.this reflection point F)?

in lit (call this,reflection point G)i
f

1,4

q) What'do you notice about 'the-Coordinates of these

reflecon points.

Graph this set of ordered pairs:

Dtraw KL fl3, st

D(07, +101'

+1)

'F(0, +1)

305
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* .

A.
4.

b)% Graph-these points using thEf,game,axes.,

Gr2-,- 4-3y-

.117.0)

J(0+2) k'

4
76H, C 7

Draw RE,-, 'YR,. RP; LT%

*:*

A

I.

- .

Graph this set of ordered pairs using the saine axes.

R(+1, +8) ,T(1-1, +71)

W2, +E4 **- + +
7)

Draw R4, -V, VT, and

4
Draw the reflection of the.figve you now have in the

vertical eu.cis:

k

Y9u have a picturAe of rendy Dan. s it an examplq'

:of a symmetricpgure?
,

jo6

S.

-.


